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id strictly in adeo first thirty days,

.

title not at all large. Fifteen years ago
it was as much as he could do to get an
audience or a living, and Mrs. Booth was

always regarded as the * better man” of
the two.
‘tlements

The Boris Star.

The ** General ” in those days

‘was a sort of missionary in the back
of

civilization,

an

evangelist

amongst
the * lapsed masses ”, and was
without much reputation either Tor ability
‘or disinterestedness in his ‘work.
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organization, and has very considerresources under his control. The
Ribbon Army is a much more sober
earnest movement, and it also re-

joices ina leader of the name of Booth,
described as a Chris-

tian Temperance organization. It bas
had wonderful suecess in some of the
large towns of England, ministers of
churches and others taking yas in the
work.
While giving almost “unqualified approval to the Blue Ribbon movement,

the main body of Christian people look
with doubt and distrust upon
the Salvation Army.
The
extravagance and
xciternent it favors,
its sensa-

rapt tional tactics,
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All at

once, he has risen to the command

M. 4, Denison.

(poetry.)Lies
Answer
il lay
(poetry

set-

its brass bands and banners, seem strange and unsuitable methods of propagating the gospel of Christ.
Religion becomes a low ‘* play" in their
hands and the church, an Odd Fellows’
procession ; moreover, staid and regular
worshipers in our ordinary churches and
chapels are caught up and carried away
in the whirl of excitement,and the loss to

M. A. DENISON.

steady-going,quiet and respectable Christianity is considerable, while intelligent,

You ask -how I can bear to leave
These treasures old and new;

As well the Southern bird might grieve,
That sips our Northern dew,
When, ere the autumn gale, it flies
To sweeter fields and sunnier skies.

And yet I love these pleasant things
My home, planned fair and wide,
And musical with murmurings
Of love at even-tide,
My pictures, rich with storied art,

This affluence of brain and heart.
But fairer scene awaiteth me,
A richer, happier home,

Where, wrought in deathless light, I see
“My Father’s palace dome;
My garden walks.are passing fair,

But fadeless towers and fruits grow there.
Through nights of pain, avd sighs and tears,
Whose tide of woe I stem,
I see beyond my earth-bound fears,
The New Jerusalem :

Oh, thoughts are swifter far than wings!
One thought, and lo! all heavensings.
One thought and Christ is at my side,
His face divinely sweet,

And the dark way I dread to go *
Is hallowed by his feet.
Why should [ shrink or fear to die,
When Jesus bears me company?
1]

of the affections, for reasons

of love,

vr child, God does not feel more

to

undue hurry in his ever: “not and ntterance. To say that he is self-possessed,

taught | te when she prays for herself? What
that it is the divine disposition, that itis a. gives peculiar beauty to the mother’s
ayer for her child, is the sweet unconpart of the divine government, to bless
God's children—those thatefear him and | : ousness with which she offers it.
those who love him; and

we are

love him, not simply in themsele, bus in

calm and ‘deliberate would but

press

tongue nor voluble

we are most concerned to know,
love are not

80

much to us as the things which, we be~
stow on those whom we love. No one
has been a parent and not found this out;

[a

; of maguanink

in the blue lake the sky, o’er-reaching far,

Is hollowed out, and the moon dips her horn,
And twinkles many

a star.

Inverted in the tide
Stand the gray rocks, and
throw,

trembling

shadows

.ad the fair trees look over side by side,
And see themselves below.

FOR OTHERS’

Life’s golden fruit is shed.

COLLEGE,

ENGLAND, Mar, 81, 1882.

‘The chief religious excitement in Engi] just now is that occasioned

by the

Vi{yation Army, The Blue Ribbon Army,

did’ the like.

Energetic speaking, pro-

sessions singing through the streets with
)anners waving and a band leading, ora
saptain walking backwards and directing

‘he music, sensational placards posted all
aver the walls

of the

town

anmouncing

'xtraordimary meetings and the presence
f+ Happy Eliza” or a new

Major from

sad-quarters, noisy exciting services
with boisterous psalmody and deafening
“esponses—such
jalvation Army

SAKE.

There is no principle of the divine government more marked than the bestow-

THE SALVATION ARMY.
CHILWELL

hands seize

BY THE REV. C.
C. ¥. PENNEY.
rire

- Longfellow.
S000

A

rough

upon it, rush with it into the midst of
human sin and degradation, wield ‘it
roughly, but know no doubt or misgiving,
and the most marvelous results follow.
** This is the victory that overcometh the
world even our faith.” When the church
recovers her faith she will do this work
herself.
Troms GOADSY.

Sweet April! many a thought
Is wedded unto thee ,as hearts are wed:
Nor shall they fail, till, to its autumn brought,

4

from Heaven,

are the tactics
the
adopts in its assaults

upon the drunkenness and wagod)iness ofol

our workin g-class.

ment of blessings upon those who merit
nothing, for the sake ol those among

them that are God's.
of giving

is for

The

Christ's

highest
sake;

but

form
the

same principle goes on, clear down to the

bottom of life,

and is one of the most

important traits of disposition in divinity,
one of the most noble aspects ‘of a moral
government, as well as one

comforting of truths,

of the

most

;

God spared and blessed the Jews for
Abrabam his friend.
He spared, or
offered to spare, the cities of the plain,
for the sake of righteous men, if there

mightbe found such within them.
He
spared Israel, for the sake of Moses, at
his importunity.

which we confer upon others;

wei

| Another explanation, and not an imaginary one, of the weakened hold of the
pulpit on the popular mind of ‘our time,
| is found in the eager rivalry of the ‘sects.

and that
and

with

land. “True,Tt 5

th ple are not cannibals or

ter of one’s soul so much as a sense of

Any |p

. WASHINGTON LETTER.

‘God administering the Jaws of nature and

more.

Hig success has been varied, but

FECT IN ORIGINAL J

providence for heart-reasous, for reasons

ized as any.

ty, and almost ig
free from skepticism |
‘and infidelity. ‘Why, Ca
nd is only a
few steps from Boston, now ‘that the steam‘boats and telegraph wired have bridged oceans
and interlaced hemispheres, literalizing the
Apocalyptic declaration, ‘‘ no more sea.”

. We have made the above statements, because
We recognize, too, the same duty as | g
WASHINGTON, D.C. April 11, 1832.
applied to ourselves. We are moved in || | Those who have followed the course of : when’ we resided" in the United States intelligent persons asked if Nova BSeotia was
the same way. That is, if we love one, the Shipherd investigation” in the hope not ‘ down: about ‘New Foundland”, or
we seek to favor and help those. whom of coming upon any very. startling or sén- “ Prince Edward’s Island,” And others have

he loves.

A friend's friend becomes

our | ational
developments have thus far
disappointed. But certainly every
him. And the act is all the sweeter be- one has felt well repaid for bis pains by
cause we are doing a kindness to one that ‘the opportunity of studying the workings
may never know it; for the less ostenta- of every remarkablé mind.
The attenfriend, and if he is in trouble. we..suecor | been

God would hear our prayers for ourselves,
but wondering whether he would hear onr

of justice.

There was but one course

for

him to pursue. Altogether, as a speciHes men of insincerity very shrewdly put, the
prayers for others uttered by us.
thap letteris quite worthy of Marc Antony.
others
for
prayers
hear
to
likely
more
Mr. Shipherd’s real animus is shown by
he is to hear prayers for ourselves, a
hig
later altempts to bring before the
great deal.
comuittee
certain charges against Mr.
‘A boy asks his mother for food. If fe
Hurlbut which appeared in the newspa£07]
“willibg,
‘is
she
asks food for ‘himself,
pers during the heat of a political cambe sure, to give it to him; but if he says,
paign. Everybody has of course noticed
«« Mother, there is a poor, shivering, hunthe
sophistry by which Mr. Shipherd atcarty
I
may
gry boy on the sidewalk,
tempts
to prove that venality is reprehensome food out to him? Though she might
sible,
but
bribery may be a virtue; for
haye denied him the loaf for himself,
Mr.
Shipherd
professes the most honoraone
to
it
carry
to
when he asks liberty
ble motives, throughout. He is undoubtthat is suffering —a stranger, too— she
ly a peculiar type of man.
I am only
says, ‘*Go, go: earry it to him;” and
sorry
that
I
can
not
give
the
readers of
for.
asks
he
very likely gives him deuble
the Star an original pen picture of the
boy
her
that
best
it:
think
She may not
man as he appears in the presence of the
should be indulged if he asks a thing for
investigating committee.
For such a
something
asks
himself; but if he
picture I must rely upon the Republic of
she
friendship,
royal
in
for a companion
will be twice as likely to grant his re- this city. I append its account in closquest. That is, she blesses generosity ing:
Shipherd on the witness stand is”a
when she would not selfishness: she
With a fat, unctuous, passionless
blesses magRanimily when she would not study.
face, that can hardly be said to be reoften
would
self-need even. A parent
piggish

deny a child ‘things that are for itself;

when he would not deny him things that

are for his friendship.
And when we ask God for mercies

for

others, does he not feel that same emotion

We ‘are conscious that we grant things

can doubt that. when a mother prays

for

small,

up by

lieved or lighted

eyes, he sits at one end of ithe commirtee-

table narrating
come

In large towns and cities, where churches

fans, but are as

: Shoroughiy. civilized and

Sdipplion is that he is |‘morepat, to
kindness to us by kindness to ours.
kindness or service of love done to our- | h ir us than when we supplicate for ourselves personally is doubled and quad- selves.
i
td fe
rupled when it is dohe to us through
those that are dear to us.

dst”; but not out

| Of the world, s'Some
seem tb think. The peo-- are strong and their members numerous,

this rivalry ought, it would seem, to work
to the pulpit's advantage. But even there,
itssize which I have visited in the, the more intelligent and discerning are
odoF
much less addicted to_profani-

as that favor which is bestowed on our |W
friends. Nothing so melts the very cen- | h

asked for othiers more readily than things
agked for. self. And itis so with God to
a far greater degree than with us. Who

theaters in London for 8 dozen years or

knownas an evapgelist and preacher in

| this
is now very. plainly. proved to be the
| logical resuls of. the views of Prof. Robert-

good

{i

true treasure goes heartward.
;
We know that ho favor comes to us ren,
with such singular richness and kindness | pat

which we are concerned,—one in itself of
transcendent interest and scope. We see

it is the principle with

..—, | a tencher in a Christian college. And as

no one has been a friend and not found this

which we feel under like circumstances?

ticular cases;

tural method of the salvation of inners,”
has any 1ight, in morals or in law, to be

out—that the things which we have ourselves are not 30 much to us as the things

It is not necessary to discuss the par-

- The Commander-in-chief of this movement, General Booth, has been well

octrin

| the scbeme of redemption
and the serip-,

boi of Tove, of delicacy, of

skeptical working men regard the whole
thing as a wild, fanatical, religious farce.
Nevertheless, it ic not tojbe denied that | tiousness there is accompanying a good | tion of those who read the proteedings is
wonderful results have
fpllowed from this deed, the better it Is to a true nature.
‘held not by Mr. Shipherd’s disclosures,
novel and esionniogh® of presenting
Now this both interprets and encour- but
by Mr. Shipherd’ himself.
He has
the gospel. Numbers@®f drunkards have ages. . It reveals a glorious element of
evidently looked upon men as lawful
been reclaimed ; waifs and strays on the the divine disposition.
God has the game, and has been very skilful in the
turbid tide have been reseued ; stragglers| same feelings that we have in this regard, art of ensnaring them. His mistake has’|
| on the streets falling deeper and deeper,
the same in kind, but in degree and scope- been that of estimating human virtue at
degraded creatures conscious of their infinite, beyond
hing that we can too low a figure. If the public were condegradation and longing for deliverance,’ conceive of. What is in us a speck,in him
vinced of a man’s venality on so slight
huve been drawn into association with is the mountain of ore, as it were. What
grounds as seem to have satisfied: him,
the Army and raised at least to a better and
‘is in us,as compared with what is in him, some of his revelations,combined with the
purer fife. A poor clown at Leicester,who isag a single drop of water compare
appérontly reluctant manner inf which they
had'once tumbled and joked at a circus, with the whole ocean. God pours blesare made and the high standing of the
securing a good salary,but who fell in his sings on the good and bad according to f partes involved, would: have a strong
tumbling, injariof® his spine, and was re- one scheme of government ‘and friend- , dramatic effect. ‘Fortunately, most ‘men
duced to getting a precarious living by ship, measuring the mercies which he berequire stronger proof than he has yet
singing low songs in low public houses,
stows not by the desires of the individual, furnished to make them lose faith in those
and who had for some time been the but by his needs, in all the relations of
whom they have trusted, and so his whisvictim of drink, was found at the lowest his existence.
Is it a father?
God’s pered hints are beginning to lose their
ebb of fortune and character and hope, thoughts are towards bis children. Is it weight. How artfula stroke that was
made into a sober man, converted, and, a friend? God's thoughts are to all those the other day when he opened the Wedafier standing well for nearly a year;now- who are his friends.
nesday’s session of the committee by pro¢
| preaches and prays and declares that but
God is true in his friendships, and;-like- “posing to explain a newspaper report
for the Salvation Army he must have a friend, he takes in all those we love, which credited him with having promised
gene from bad to worse and been utterly and blesses them, partly for our sakes, as to show up certain prominent men, in-

‘| ly came

the

il-whom. dwell.in all |

ly that side ofithe divive gharacter which

This ‘clown ™ was preaching in a well as because it is his nature to bless cluding Mr. Blaine...
He thought it due
village last Sunday where your corres- -everybody.
And he never gives us infe- to himself and to the committee that the
again,
pendent also was conducting special ser- rior affections. He is ever filled with all report should be cleared up. He had
Tis sweet to vieit the still wood, where
vices. It need not be added the * clown” generosities and delicacies of divine lov- never made sucha promise,—for publicasprings
beat the college professor, and took away ing. We are limited, and are often -un- tion. But had he not made a statement
The first flower of the plain.
more than half his audience all the day.
able to do for our children as we would; of the sameggeneral tenor? Oh, yes, he
I love the season well,
He had. Since then, as a matter of course, the
When forest glades are teeming with hright Yet the ‘‘ clown ” was not working for but there is no limitation with God.
that day with the Salvation Army. The says, “I will have mercy on whom I will committee has been engaged in finding
forms,
| Wesleyans, with their worldly wisdom, have mercy.” All nature, everything in out the nature of his relations with- Mr.
Nor dark and-many-folded clouds foretell’
The coming-on of storms,
had secured his services to ikeep their the universe, is carrying out God's sovs Blaine. And this is only one of many
people from'running off to the barracks of eignty of love and goodness, and dispers- cases where he has taken occasion to diFrom the earth’s {loosened mold
the local Salvation Army corps!
The sapling draws its sustenance, and thrives;
es abroad, and gives according to the rect the investigation into channels which
It seems plain enough that the church bounty of Lis own nature.
Though stricken to the heart with winter’s
he has marked out.
cold,
should have an agency that would do this
.On that same day, Mr. Shipherd introThus,
in
that
great
system
of
mercy
The drooping tree revives,
‘sort of rough work, and open the way for
administered through providence, God is duced the most thoroughly, characteristic
all kinds of wanderers from sobriety and
The softly warbled song
This
acting according to the largeness, the tarn of the whole proceedings.
Comes from the pleasant woods, and colored reputable life to return.
But the church’s
was the letter in which he deplored the
generosity,
the
sympathy
of
this
feeling.
wings
faith is chilled by skepticism and skeptics,
We have, then, an answer to the ques- embarrassing. position in which he was
Glance quick in the bright sun, that moves
and she is engaged in defending her tion, often propounded, but ‘more often "placed by the death of Minister Hurlbut.
along
faith, or providing dainty meat for dainty
The forest openings.
thought than asked, whether God will To state the truth as the interests of justastes, forgetting that the many
are hear our prayers for others:
tice demanded would seem like condemn‘When the bright sunset fills
famishing for the bread of life. In other
ing
a man whom it was no longer the
The silver woods with light, the green slope
not
has
prayed
ever
Who that has
words, while she is debating with herself
throws
prerogative of any being but God to pass
othfor
praying
of
occasions
upon
come
whether her doctrine be really divine,
Its shadows In the hollows of the hills,
judgment upon.
However,
he
was
And wide the upland glows.
whether her instrument and weapon real- ers, and fluttered on the threshold of pe- bound in conscience to yield to the claims
whether
tition, not doubting ‘altogether
And when the eve is born,

et

: one
prays for on?
“and’ touches

When the warm sun, that brings
Seed-time and harvest, has returned

+

in syles and

; BEOBACHTER.

illumine the nature of God, and espeeis

which we

ex-

glib of

|

‘When we look at our experiéh
veloped in the realm of fr iendshipand |
we find out a great many particulars

The things

'feebly

He is: mot

others that belong
to th
their affection and iimpor

lost.

AN APRIL DAY.

his’ manner.

A

Warm 82.00 er br

vance; $2.20 if
and $2.50
if om

| until the adoption of the new style and

the story which he ‘hus

prepared to tell, and

yet doing so

with an atfectation of reluctance that really imposes on no person. Before him he
has spread out a pile of ominous-looking
buff-colored envelopes, to which he often-

times refers, as if to gain time, when
questions are put to him. Then he opens
fem slowly one after another, apparently intent on searching for some paper to
assist him

in

bis

replies.

There

slowness, a solemnity, a protest

is a

against

remarked,

when: speaking

of

Nova

Scotia,

“ Why, that’s down in Halifax, isn’t it?” =

A steam ferry is soon to’cross the passage,
and telegraphic communication is also to connect the Island with the main land. Soitis by
no means

the isolated

place that

many

might

think.
.

The Island numbers 2500 inhabitants, who
live principally by fishing and other maritime

.often offended and held
In the smaller villages,

aloof from
rivalry and

all.
an-

tagonism work mischief. Think of it."
a country village, with a population
fifteen hundred ‘or

two

thousand

a
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In
of

souls,

there will be from five to seven churches,

with their: ministers, ‘all ‘competing

for

hearers. Not more than eight .hundred
souls, perhaps all told, can be counted as
regular attendants at church. A single
pastor could easily care for the whole
number; and five, possibly seven, preachers are all struggling to win them to their
mode of serving God. 1s it any wonder
that there should be intelligent people in
the village, it may be lawyers, doctors,
school-teachers, or other

educated

men,

who shall say,‘ ‘These cannot all be right;
pursuits. Nearly all are in comfortable cir- they may all be wrong; I have no intercumstances, many quite “ well to do”, and
est in either of them.” But the worst of
some are wealthy.
The people are almost all
Free Baptists, the exceptiors being a few who the evil is, that ott of the five or seven
call themselves Advents, and abbut four fami- churches, not one is able to support a
preacher who can command the attention of
lies of Presbyterians.
ye
Now, all this large flock is without a shepeducated wen, IF the leaders care nothherd. Not a gospel mi ister upon the whole
ing for the preachers, need it surprise us
Island!
Only think of it]. Not a spiritual adthat others become indifferent? This is
viser among all ‘that pedple! No steyant of
a great and sore evil under the sun, that
God tn speak a word of-comfort to the sick,
the sects in their eagerness to diffuse the
of consolation to the bereaved,or hope to the
dying.
Who will go to their rescue? Is it (Gospel and their views of it, should stand
‘not the daty of some one? ‘We have no man ‘in each other's way, and thus weaken
in the Province for them, all being at present
their common hold on the consciences of
engaged, some having larger fields than they
men.>--President Robinson... .
can properly cultivate. The time is not very
far distant when, if our denomination does not
supply them, some of them will apply to other

denominations—who are enly awaiting
vitation—to supply them.
ably produce never-ending

an in-

This would inevitdiscord, and make

divisions which need never be.
They need a man of health, a fair scholar,
pretty good preacher, not necessarily a college
graduate or ome thoroughly
versed
in the
classics, though’ such qualifications would be
no disadvantage to him or be unappreciated.
For competent service they will pay an ade-

quate salary.

;

I know there is a natural hesitancy on the
part of our ministering brethren when their at-

We believe it to be the judgment

of our church that funerals should not
take place on Sunday—where it can be
avoided. The reasons are so obvious that
they need not be stated here. .O[ course
circumstances may exist—though such
will be very rarely the case—which will
compel a departure from this wholesome
rule. With a little judicious effort public
opinion on this subject can be instructed
and molded. Let us give no excuse or

ground to any one for yielding to the
They .tendency to secularize the Christian Sab-

tention is called towards our Province.

hate to go east. We are aware it is not just with
the natural current, since *‘ Westward - the star

bath.—W. C. Advocate.

of empire takes its way!”

“1 am glad to

But should we mind

that, when the glory of God and the well-being
of ‘undying souls’are professedly the dearest
_objects of our lives? Somebody must makethe sacrifice—if sacrifice it is—or the churches
must go without Free Baptist care and soon be
lost to our denomination. As to sacrifice, I
don’t know that it would be any more sacrifice

to ‘live and

labor on ‘Cape

Island

than

in

Maine, New
Hampshire
or Massachusetts.
Brethren, will you please pray about this mat-

ter and see if the Lord does not lay it upon the
heart of some of you to ‘come over and

help

us”, and feed the sheep and lambs of that large
and waiting flock, before they become seattered and discouraged, and lose sight of the
star that guides?
If any of you are fearing to come this way,
lest it may mot be so enjoyable as your fields

over there, you will be likely to find in the
field which
unenjoyable

you may choose something wore
than here. Remember * he who

seeks to save his life shall
come

and

must die!
them.

help

us or

lose it.”

some

Brethren,

of our

and

wish of all, or nearly all, of the ministers

churches

for we have not pustors to supply

May I be allowed space to add that this part
of Nova Scotia is a splendid place for any of
our brethren to spend his summer vacation,
who is really seeking to recuperate exhuusted
energies?
This place
especially—about
11

read,

says

a correspon-

.

dent, those hints on Sabbath funerals.
They are very important, especially in

reference to pastors. of churches. Not
long since a minister told me that he had
seldom ever officiated at a funeral that
he did not have to break a previous engagement to-enable him to be there. On one occasion he was anxious to be present at a family gathering, assembled in
another city to celebrate his aged father’s
birthday. But a funeral service appointed that very afternoon prevented him from
going, and his father dying shortly afterwards, he never saw him again. The
undertaker

is

oftener

consulted

where the minister should have
cedence.— Observer.
Rabbi Hirsch

represents,

the

first,

pre-

we

believe,

the liberal wing of the Jéwish

church.

He preached lately in Brooke Herford’spulpit. Before him was a congregation
of Hebrews and Unitarians. Reading the
sermon, one could find no utterance which
is not up to the purest thought of modern
Unitarianism.
The Rabbi’s subject was,

miles from the flourishing town of Yarmouth—

‘* Modern Jewish Views of Christ.” The
sermon was an exaltation of Christ as a
correct teacher of morality, and a genuine
.expounder
of the Hebrew
laws. The
beach and fertile promontories, always cool
and invigorating; seldom a hot day; pleasant progressive Jew does not believe in the.
Jesus of the atonement, but’ he is ready
drives and walks; good opportunities for boatcan hardly. be rivaled by Wells, or York, or
even Old Orchard.
Here you have no scorch.
ing sand, hills or barren cliff, but a beautiful

ing;

fine

chances

for

both in salt water and
are constantly running

gunning, and

fishing

fresh. Sailing packets
between this port and

Boston, taking passengers for a very small
fare. A steamer runs weekly between Yar-

mouth
to 24

and Boston,—fare only $6.00, time 20
hours, return tickets to clergymen.

Board may be had in this vicinity for $3.00 to
$4.00 per week.

Brethren thinking of going to Cape Island
may correspond with Capt. B. F. Kenney,
Cape Island, N. S.
any inquiry.

I shall be happy.to answer

spectacle

is to be

presented in the diocese of Minnesota

of

two women as lay readers in the Protest-

ant Episcopal dhurch.

«Bishop Whipple

has declared his intention of licensing
them because men are not to be bad. Lay
readers in the Episcopal church

have not

the functions of the clergy, but are simply
licensed by the bishop to read the service

pre

is

le

it

has

been

to uplift humanity.
— Standard.
The United States Bureau shows that
the number of churches built in the country has steadily increased from the first
till now, and never was increasing so
rapidly as now. The church property in
1850, in the United States, was worth

about eighty-seven millions of dollars; in
seventy-one

mil.

lions ; in 1870,three hundred and fifty-four

ob

extraordinary

as one of those whose desire

1860, one hundred and

Maitland, Yarmouth Co., N. 8,

The

to recognize ‘that great man of Nazareth,”

millions. The number of church organizations in 1850' was thirty-eight thousand;
in 1860, fifty-four thousand; in 1870,

seventy-two

thousand.

There

were

church accommodations in 1850 for -fourteen millions: of people;
in 1860, for

nineteen millions; in 1870, for twentyone millions. The census statistics for

1880 are not yet accessible, but they
certainly show similar results.
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THE TRADITIONS OF MEN.

7.

Formality reproved.

§.
8.

The heart corrupt.
Works of the flesh.

MORNING STAR, APRIL

force,

leading

conception

us to a

Mark?7: 1-23.

of value of

Isa. 29:13—24.

. I.

Gen. 6: 1—8.
Gal. 5: 19-26.

Character

is. of

more

II.

I.

7: 1-23.

( Revised

? a

Version.)
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whatsoever from without goeth into the
19 man, it cannot defile him: because it goeth
(not into his heart, but into his belly, and
goeth
out into the draught?
This—he said;
Aud he said, That
20 making all meats clean.
which proceedeth out of the man, that defilol eth. the man.
For from within, out of the
heart of men, evil thoughts proceed, forni2) cations, thefts, murders, adulteries, covet-

ings, wickedness, deceit,

lasciviousness, an

23 evil eye, railing, pride, foolishness: all these
evil things proceed from within, and defile
the man.
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Notes and Hints.
Parallel passage, Matt. 16:
Connecting

1—20.

Link. ~—Immediately

events of the last lesson, Jesus

after

the

Leld the oon-

versation’ recorded in John 6: 25—71. Here
begins
the history of the last year of our Saviour’s life on earth.

I.

Traditions

of men.

elders and teachers

The

Jewish

believed that Motes

received on Mount Sinai an oral communication from Jehovah in additionto

the written law

expressed

Commandments.

in the Ten

They claimed that this

oral communication

had been

handed

rian
conChiaper

y at
nity,
own

ould
t

it,

pach

tests of religiousness.

Eating

Mere

meat

on

er; keeping Lent, or ignoring it; wearing
an ecclesiastical uniform, or dressing
like other people; these mere externals
gre not

decisive.

in his heart;
searcheth the
men.” If I
the Lord will

‘‘ As a man

thinketh

so is he.” * The Lord
hearts of the chiidren of
regard iniguity.in my heart,
not hear me.” Only * the

pure in heart shall see God.”
then, give earnest-heed- to the

Let: us,
exhorta-

4ion : **Keep thy heart with all diligence ;
+e

FRAMINGHAM ASSEMBLY.
‘We have received from Rev. Dr.
{ cent the following notice of the

meeting of the New

England

Vinnext

Assembly,

to which we ask the careful attention of
our Sunday-school workers.
The third season of the Framingham

to several

distinguished lec-

not yet received definite answers: Dr.
Phillips Brooks, Wendell Phillips,” John
B. Gough, Dr. H. M. Sanders, Bishop:
Simpson, Dr. B. K. Peirce, Rev. E. Pax.
ton ‘Hood and others.
We have received a pledge of attendance
from Dr. F. L. Patton, the distinguished
Presbyterian divine of Princeton,N. J.,
who will deliver his celebrated lecture on

In

grown up

compared to water, the

for

former to

wine, which they said was better.

These

were * the traditions of men,” of which
so much is said. They were declared to

be weightier than the law, though made
up, largely, of minute rules and precepts
of no more significance than those per-

taining te cups and platters and frequent
ceremonial washings, of which great account was made. Observance of these
had been substituted for obedience to the
II.

will of God.

Commandments

of

God.

Christ

accuses the scribes and Pharisees who
had come from Jerusalem to find fault

with him, of setting aside the

command-’

ments of God and substituting therefor
these human traditions, and immediately
brought forward an illustration. *‘* Moses

said, * Honor thy father and thy mother ;
and he that speaketh evil of father or
mother, let him die the death : but ye say,

ye no longer suffer him to do aught for
his father or his mother ; making void the
word of God by your tradition.” That

is, if a man professed to have given his
and

so

notified

his

Parents, he was thereby released from
the duty of supporting them, notwithStanding Moses, speaking for God, had

said, * Honor thy father and thy mother.”
Thus plainly and forcibly did Jesus
deal with the hypocritical, self-righteous
religionists of his day.
III. Defilement of heart. Taking up

the matter of defilement, our Saviour

~ Proceeded to show in what it really consists, what is defiling. Not that which

, is simply external and foreign to the true

Mr.

Duccan S.

Miller,

conductor,

son.

r the especial convenience of those who can
‘got readily prepare it. It will be .foand very
qoncentrated and will act with equal eflicienc,
n either case. Be sure and read the new ad-

But see not—even darkly through a glass—
How sweet might be ther trembling gifts to Him.

ertisement for particulars.—South and West.

SCROFULA.

The thoughts thatin ‘His tender spirit swell, As one by one by we pass Him unaware ?
:

A remedy

Rev: J. I. Hurlbut

will have charge

of the children’s and intermediate departments. Dr. J. H. Vincent will take

charge of the normal

Which is taken into the man, is assimilat-

ed by him and becomes a part of himself,
to his moral

those afflicted.

4+ Ob
+)

department, being

assisted by Rev. A. E. Dunning, Rev. J.
L. Hurlbut, Rev. F. N. Peloubet, A. O.

Van Lennep, Esq., and others.
The
text-books for the season are the ‘* Chautauqua Text-books, Nos. 36 and 37.”

®

by

cures of = °

HoOD’S SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable remedy, oontaining remedial agents which do
pesieivel
and eradicate
it from
i { cure g scrofula
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Wednesday;
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30,

will

be

gay

painted

|

England

present on New England day. A daily
paper will be issued, as last year, and it
is hoped that Rev. E. Frank Howe will be

its editor.

There

will

be

four

concerts during the meeting.
that Dr. Sheldon Jackson,
Fowler, Dr. Clark
Board " and

others,

missionary day.

grand

It is hoped
Dr. C. H.

of the ‘‘ American
will

:

be present on

beri

¢

There will be several ¢“C. L. 8S, C.”
round tables, eventide conferences, even-

songs, children’s bonfires nnd balloons on
the

evening

of Children’s

day.

The

Framingham Normal Union meeting, the
«(C. L. 8. C.” camp-fire on Tuesday

on the evening of August 31.
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Learn to think and act for yourself.

many

ascending and descending, and transport-

a moment only.

Bless God, it found

no

hospitable lodgment any longer. Aad,
what think you, gentle reader, were the
associate thoughts-that game to my rescue?
Away over rivers and mountains,
a thousand miles distant, in a humble

farm house, on a bench, an aged “mother
reading to her son

from.

the

oracles

off

RY PECTORAL has reully robbed
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THE STOMACH,
ps SKIN,

HEART DISEASE agi iic

BLOOD.

COMPLAINTS,

(TRADE MARK.)

1, i E S Pyspepsia, Liver

>

eases,
Ague,

:

Fever &
Bheuma-

’ Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil=
iousness,
Nervous debility, etc.

-The Best

REMEDY

KNOWN

SINCE

1870.
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UNDER HIS WINGS.
« Under His wings shalt thou trust.”

Ps. xci. 4.

'That means to-day, not some other
time! Under His wings, the shadowing
wings of the Most High, you, poor little
When the little eaglets, that—-have not
yet a feather to fly with, are under the
great wings of the parent eagle, how
safe they are!

Who would dare to touch

them? If a bold climber put his hand into the nest then, those powerful wings
would beat him in a minute from his
hold, and

he

would

fall

down

on

going on, and thought it could

take

It
It Nourishes,

.
Strengthens and Invigorates.

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
It
the pores of the skin and induces
Healthy Perspiration.
It nentralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
.
There are no spirits employed in its manu-

facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being requi
in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.

Laboratory,

77

YEW

the

care

might seize it then.

So You are to

West

YORK

3d St.,

CITY.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

to do to-day, all day long:
wings shalt thou trust!”

to attendto my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my
strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

trust,

Remember, too, that it is a command
as well as a promise; it is what you are

* Under His

Manchester, N. H.

This is to certify that I have used..Dr, Clark

Johnson’s Indian” Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best

family medicine

Trusting only Thee!
Trusting Thee Yor full salvation,
Great and free.

cine’ I ever took

constipation,

stubborn;
cure me,

the children

for bronchial

which

has

difficulty.and

become

chronic

and

but I think the Sy
will finally
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.

Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

iis

“I am trusting Thee to guide me,
Thou alone shalt lead!
day and hour supplying
Ev
A
need.”
my
noe
|
=F, R. Havergal.

known, ' When

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right, In m
own case I use it, and think it.the best medi-

BALLS

«1 am trusting Thee, Lord Jesus,
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Is made Pertectly Adjustable
to any form by a new and novel
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construction,
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BLE ad PERFECT F1'T.
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A GOLDEN STATEMENT.
‘Remember John Trapp's golden statement:
‘* God respecteth not the arithmetic of our prayers, how many they are ;
por the rhetoric of our prayers, how

neat

they are; nor the geometry of our prayers, how long they are ; nor the music of
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Toany suffering with Catarrh

or Bronchitis who earnestly

desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanent and Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.
® No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

i T R)S STOPPED FREE
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Insane
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This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
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the fermentation of food
is prevented.
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DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.
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Sickness, suffering and even life 1s saved by
timely
defenee.” The prudent should not neglectit, and the wise willmot, Ki
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the protection it affords by its early use in sudden
attacks.
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LIVER

and
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effectual cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that
can be made by medical skill. Indeed, the CHER-

It Stimulates
the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
‘Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the food in the stomach, If

his emotions

Nerve

DR. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulMENT;
ervous Headache,
Mental Depression,
sions,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
nce, which leads to
over-exertion or over-indul
ne box will cure remisery, decay and death.
ach box contains one month’s treatcent cases.
ment. One dollar a box, or_six boxesdfor five dolice.
st-paid on receipt of
lars ; sent by mail,
ith
We guarantee six I xes3 to cure any r case.
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~
nied with five dollars, we will send the
ntee to return the money if the
or written
treatment does net effect a cure.
Guarantees isSued only when the treatment is ordered direct
om us. Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E. Agts.,
24 & 26 Tremont St., Bosips, Me.
y

won for it a confidence in its virtues, never equaled by any other medicine, It still makes the most

far outrunning it;

session of a fortune for those early days.
I recall the fact that this thought was a
tenant of my mind for a moment, and fcr

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.

long continued series of marvelous cures, that have

of the world. I had to sell my-horse and |
go aboard one of these with my treasure,
and I was absolutely beyond the reach of
pursuit. There were no telegraphs then
flashing intelligence by an agency more

twenty-one, with feeble ties connecting
me with those left behind, I was in pos-

it

:

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER, &c.
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanie’s As
tion in 1881.

nations,

reputation,

BRAND.”

RED LEAD AXD LITHARGE.

known
to the publie
about forty years, by a

;

ing their passengers-in brief time to the
Gulf of Mexico, the’gateway to all parts

subtile than steam,-and

a,

maintained

steamers,

rest quietly and peacefully ‘‘ under His
;”. stay there, not be peeping out
wings
and wondering whether God is really taking care of you! You may be always
safe and happy there. Safe, for ** in the
shadow of Thy wings will I make my refuge.” ' Happy, for ‘in the shadow of
Thy wings will I rejoice.”

New

but

STAR
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must have extraordina\ ry virtues. Perhaps no
2 one ever
secur
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compositions
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rafts,

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

fidence of mankind and
be co me . household
words, among not only

C.1.HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

(81.).

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

Lungs,

wide

The pastor and new converts ; 4. The
pastor and the Sunday-school,
invited to be

few

PIRATES

“BOSTON LEAD MAN'FNG CO.

°

Colds, Bronchitis,

The

;

($1), MAS-

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres: WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

which have won the eon-

sunlight, covered with flat boats, |

of itself for a little while,and hopped from
under the shadow of the wings, it would
neither be safe nor warm. The sharp
wind would chill it and the cruel hand

The governorsof the

and

PATIENCE

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

i

gay spectacle it presented; flashing in the

missionary day. A series of ministerial
councils will be held to discuss the following subjects: 1. The pastor and
revivals; 2. The pastor and evangelists ;

States will be formally

and

one

|

bili

25 cents
per box.

of the Throat

as Coughs

"gives, blobd-purifiers, diuretics, and tonics.
Sold by all druggists.
Price $1, or six for

overlook the Ohio river, when approaching Lawrenceburg from the interior, The
noble stream was the great artery of commerce at that day, before a railroad ‘west
‘of Massachusetts had been built. Whata

cents),

‘Asthma and Consumption.

rocks and he dashed to pieces. So safe
Breast, and
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my
prostrated,
shall you be ‘‘ under His wings;” ** noth- being 70 years old, I was entire
Dr.
try
to
conetuded
I
with no appetite.
ing shall by any means hurt you” there.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
hen
the
wild
snow-storms
rage
around
Either Miss Merrill, Mrs. Alden, or Mrs.
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise,it
the wrie, and the mountain cold is felt soon
made a great change in my appetite and
Crafts, will have charge of the primary* that
is death to an unprotected sleeper, Strength, and I have had no sickness since.
department.
how warm the little eaglets are kept! cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
The meetings of the Assembly for 1882 Not an arrow of the keen blast i i young, for purifying the Blood.
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
them, poor little featherless things, not a
will open on Tuesday evening, August
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
22, and will close on Thursday evening, snowflake touches them. So warm shall
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
you be kept ‘under His ‘wings” when
Aug 31. Thursday, August 24, will be any cold or dark day of trouble comes, or Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
never
been
Children’s day. Friday, August 25, will even any sudden little blast of unkindness Liver Complaint, and have a well
day be4 troubled since. I never knew
re
be denominational day. Saturday, Au- or loneliness.
fore I took your medicine.
¢« Under His wings shalt thou trust;”
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
gust 26, will be Temperance day.
Tuesnot *‘shalt thou see.” If one of the
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
day, August 29, will be New England
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
eaglets wanted to see for itself what was
day.
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kingdom known tomedical science as altera-

ed the crown of those imperial hills that
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E. PINKHAM'S

constipation,

torpidity
of the liver.

For

a trated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of the vegetable

critical one, when the voice of the tempte

LYDIA

cure

CULPRIT

Sian

Light: Operas

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

i Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concen-

** There was a moment, a supreme an

should be without

BAL OMIA: 35) ROBINSON.

QU
A
SPRING HOLIDAY (60 cents), THREE
Tri RITTENS (50 cents), TWIN BISTERS

receipt.of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamph~
let; Address
as above. Mention
this Paper,
No family
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1s a Positive Cure

LIVER PILLS, They

(81),

| "CUPS AND AUCE
‘CUT DIAM OND ($

in the form of pills, #lso inthe form of lozenges, on

'HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA

!

penetrated my ear.

condition.

I have recommended

your Sarsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
more than a thousand cases, and my faith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula has become absolute by the wonderful cures it has
effected aside. from my own. I trust you
will
be slow in making the merits of
Hoop’s SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
foritisa duty you owe to mankind,
With
best wishes I remain very
truly
yours
;

on

occasion—beforé the days of easy an
rapid communication by means of rai
road and telegraph—he was intruste
with $22,000 to deliver in the then fa

distant Cincinnati.

Zove Lr

al HAYMAKERS,
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(#1), Root’s

E (50 cents), SLEEPING QUEEN (80 cents),

gestion.
{
That feeling of bearing
down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always p
tly cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in
harmony with thelaws
that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
O
pound
is unsurpassed
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass.’ Price $1. Six bottlesfor
$5. Sent
by mail

tion, agdporibed in my letter to you in Se
fembor
ear.
continued excelnt health which enables me to keep house
my aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
emy
personal interest in Hoop’s
*ARILLA,and I cannot refrain from expressing
my
titude for the permanent
cure
yondertu medicine effected fn my
©ase near
ears ago,
while
living in

Bennett's MAY QUEEN

Operettas

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

A distingnished public man of Indiana,

(50 cts.), or Esther (50 cts.).

FLOWER QUEEN, (75 cents).
BARBER OF BATH (50 cents),

an early stage of
dev l
nt. The
tend:
to cancerous humorsthereis
cheeked very speedily by ite use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,

Messrs.
G. I. Hoob & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Gentlemen -—For
ten:
previous to the
early
of 1877
en a constant suf-

who lately deceased, was engaged at the
time of his sudden death, in writing re-i|.
miniscences of his life. He was narrat-

ANIEL

cul

"It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in

WARNER, N. H., Jan.21, 1879.

2%

JOSEPH’S BONDAGE ($1.00). RUTH

for all those Painful
nts and Weaknesses
socommon toour
female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Complaints,
all
ovarian
troubles,
Inflammation
and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Disp
ents,
and the
quent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
of Life.
CHAR
ol

young children and the more wonderful cures
” of those of middle age and late in life,as ii. lustrated
by our printed testimonials, prove

y

THE THOUGHT
MOTHER.
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AND NAOMI (1$.00), BELSHAZZER.
(8100), PRODIGAL SON (15 cents),or the easy
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be appreciated

The remarkable
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Now wind up the musical season ‘with the ‘per-

formance of one of our popu ar Cantatas. Specited for the price
here
men copies promptly
mentioned.

(VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

that can destroy the germs of

er to root it out, must

Into His treasury—by whose death we live ?
|
Or shall we now embrace His eross, and give
Ourselves, and all we gave, to Him alone?
“
~ London Christian.

BY

4

scrofula, and when once settled has the pow-

Cast down for us a price so vast and dread,

helpless one, are to trust to-day.

Personality of the man defiles him ; that is
00 part of himself, does not seriously affect evening, Angust 29, and a grand concert
bim a8 long as it so remains; only that |. and * farewell words,” closing the season
Partakes of, or contributes

And some are travel worn, their eyes are dim,
They touch His shining vesture as hey pass,

Weekly.

brilliant juvenile

Ifa man shall say to his father or his
mother, That wherewith thou mightest
have been profited by me is given to God ; 8.

property to God,

The celebrated remedy Kidney-Wort can
7 be obtained inthe usual dry vegetable
rm, or in liquid. It is put in the latter way

violin,

great reverence, and at’ will also be present during the entire sea-

length came to regard even more highly
than the divine law itself. The latter

- well-defined

And east a careless gift before His face,
Amongst the treasures of the holy place,

his daughter—** We will finish this at
another time”—laid his head back on his

land,

th:

Aud some pass, gaily sloging to and fro,

trations of Bible manners and customs.
Signor Giuseppe Vitale, the master of the

positions of the law by learned men,

which they had

P rity. It" is the union of these that
ms the idea of Go 1.— Robert Hall.

Which bear no token to the Master’s feet.

SAVED

£

ngss; repentance by a knowledge of His

“ Doubt.” A. O. Van Lennep, Esq., the
Orientalist, will be present with his illuswith the two

Not gifts,

ty is produced by the sight of [lis great-

-God.”
At this point his voice suddenly choked,

among them a great body of so called ex-

addition to these there had

And some go laden with His treasures sweet,
And aressed in costly robes of His device
To.cover hearts of stone and souls of ice,

=

for out of it-are the issues oft life.”

violinists, Linnie aud Minnie Beecher, of
New York, aged respectively nine and
eleven years; and the ‘* Royal Hand-bell
Ringers and Glee-men, of London, Eng-

mitted to writing by Moses himself.

nies

character.

turers, from whom the management have

was of equal authority with the laws com-

sent

The heart determines

extended

~~

win

r fif@suit
their
rica,

at all concerned about.

are.

Iumility and repentance are the result
of large acquaintance’with God. Humijli-

The people pass or pause upon their way.

foreign
iant of the series. The programme is no extradition treaties requiring
governments to return the felon.
The
nearly completed. Invitations have heen .world was before me, and at the age of

“ down from generation to generation and

sthen

not

Assembly promises to be the most brill-

Torics—Traditions of men.
Commandments of God.
Defilement of heart.

ssued
PrescateJuke,

been

but judg-

Friday, or abstinence from meat altogeth-

13 or his mother ; making void the word of God
by vour tradition, which ye have delivered:
14 and many such like things ye do. And be cslled to him the maititude again.and said unto

says,

would fight for a phylactery:

ment, mercy, and the like, they were

matters of ceremonial are not conclusive

longer suffer him todo aught for

n

stick at a gnat,but swallow a camel. They

evil of father or mother, let him die the
11 death: but ye say, If a man shall say to his
father or his mother, That wherewith thou

mightest have been profited

and

did not hesitate to imbue their hands in
the blood of Jesus Christ. They would

commandment of God, thut ye may keep
10 your tradition. For Moses said, Honor iy
father and thy mother: and he that speaket

19 ban, that is to

in the
even-

The reckless disregard of great matters.

they

GOD.

Oh, shall unworthy gifts once more be thrown

GLEANINGS.
( From Rev. Dr. P.'S: Henson.)

when they come from the marketplace,
ex-- The Pharisees made mmch ado about so
cept they wash themselves,they eat not: and small a thing as the washing of hands;and
other things there be, which they have
ho
many od to hold, washings of cups,and pots, pots and cups; but they made very light
And the Pharisees and of so great a thing as filial reverence. They
ves
5 and brazen
him, Why walk not thy disask
- the scribes
were careful about the least defilement by
ciples according to the tradition of the
er: but eat
their bread
with defiled
touching the, méats in the market;
but
¢ hands? And he said unto t
Well did
This people honoreth me with their lips,
But their heart is far from me.
+ But in vain do they worship me.
Teaching as their doctrines the precepts of
tmen. Yeleave the commandment of God

erican
28, inclass ission
ies to
mmer

---b. o>

heartsprung

Of that Celes{ial Presence still and fair,

- That He was left-for our sakes bare and dead,
Haying given Himsell our mighty debt
to pay!

©

9! 1882.

The Master silent gits; whilst, unaware

The Master keeps His watch, but who can tell

of tradi-

Cantatas, Operas!
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but graces prevail in prayer.— Examiner.

forms.

4holding the tradition of the elders: and

Isaiah prophesy of you
written,

how

THE TREASURY.

Over against the treasury this day

And still the hours roll on; serene and fair -

STUDY.

Sof

our prayers, how melodious they are ; n

For this is He who, on one awful day,

and all the Jews, except
3 For the Pharisees,
they wash their hands diligently, eat not
--

of

Fi

influence

OVER AGAINST

£

the logic of our prayers, how methodi
they are; but the divinity of our prayers,

tion among the Jews.
Il. The place and value of outward

geen that some of hia disciples ate their bread
with

value than

creeds and ceremonies.

GoLDEN TEXT.—“In vain do they worship, character.
i
teaching for doctrines, the commandments
TOPICS FOR FURTHER
of men."'—Mark 3:1.

Selections,

| But kneel to erave no blessing ere they go. *

THOWGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

p. True worship spiritual. Jehn 4: 19-26.

A

the

Luke J1:37—52. pure and spiritual our strongest affections.

Ww. Thé Pharisees denounced.

MARK

truer

things material and things spiritual,
and
teaching us to give to thelaw of God the
highest place in our regard, and to things

Matt. 15:10.

Matthew’s account.

and

and higher

DAILY READINGS.
. The traditions of meno.

g

Health of Woman is the Hope of the Race.

* For Questions see Star Quarterly and

7.

a

character. Thus Jesus lifts the whole
discussion out of the low atmosphere ' in
which it was begun, and gives it a high
and spiritual turn, which might have
been as profitable as it was unexpected
those who had introduced the subject.To
us the lesson ought to come with perti-

Lesson V.—eApril 30.
Lesson

-y

i

»

Sunday School,

shai

ympathize with Woman.

¥
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INFALLIBLE If taken as directed

Ne

¥ of his own experience; they are
fl the only known means of permanent cure.’’—.
tist.

ev. I. P. CHILDS, Trov, 0. |

tions.

Vere “its aicr

suse, Treatise and $2 trial bottlefreeto
it patients, , they paying expressage, fend name,

Fen

A

P. bh. and express address to DE. KLINE,921
Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa. Seeprincipaldruggist.
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Restores color
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Rice’s SUPERB PORTRAIT OF
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GARFIELD
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out by

who
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1 who are miserable

spepsia, Rheuma-

Highly comEngraved, Accurate, Elegant, Artistic.
Newly
his
mended Dac bors of” his Cabinet and household, and
been
have
Cheap pictures
most intimate political friends.
magnifithis
buy
to
ready
thrown aside, and people are now.
Send for full description anc endorsements
cent engraving.
buying any other. Liberal terms to good Canvassers.
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dressing eleperfumed and
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PARKER'S GINGER TONC|

D0: MeCURDY & 00., Philadelphia, Pa.

If you are wasting away with Consumption, Age,

or any

be

possible.

Sent by mail for 8

None genuine without signature

DR.

¢

Agents wanted for “Our

TROCHES!
_THE MAGICAL REMEDY

County
Rail-

road and Town beautifully illustrated.
Tells ph 5d
Farming, Homestead, Rai road and other Lands; Trans-

portation, Prices: Social, Educational and Religious Con~
ition; Nationnlities represented; Climate Soils, Products,
Wages, all Trades and
Professions: all Statistics; Areas;

For Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Bron=
chial Catarrh, Hoarseness,
and
All
Throat aiid Lung Troubles.

Rainfalls ; Manitoba, British Columbia, Alaska, Texas and
every section, Sells to every class. BRADLEY, GARRETSON
& Co., No. 66 N. Fourth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

+

Aventa wanted.

selling

our

NEW

$5 a Day made
HOUSEHOLD

For the Throat and Lungs.
“ When I received Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry
and Surraparilla Troches I was suffering with a
cold and they helped me at once. 1 have found

| Aker FCLES
and FAMILY
SCALE,
up to 25 Ibs,
Sells at $1.50,

Weighs

.

DomEesTIC
SCALE CO. Cincinnati,

DR.

D.

Headache

DYER’S

Dyspeptic
Pills.

and

them superior to anything
throat and lungs.”—[ Rev.
Maine, Feb. 27.

Liver

Bronchitis.

immediate relief.”— | Rev. R. A.
Me.,

says,

For

« | take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for Hier Jo more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8. P. Fernald, (IF.
B.) Melvin Village, N.
H.,, writes, * Your pills give the best of satisfac.
tion. Please send me 40 boxes.
PROVIDENCE,

At times the pain was so

for sev.

intense that

1 had thoughts ofa resort to suicide to get’ rid of
my suffermgs, but about sixteen months ago, I aooldentally found a box of Fou pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at
once. Have, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that I am
free as people in general from headache.
Have
not had one of those raving headaches for several
months, and feel that I am entirely cured. I
would recommend

Yarmouth,

:

Catarrh.

“ The box of troches sent to me proved of great
benefit.

Nov. 4, 1881.

DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
1 have been subject to chroni¢ headache
eral Ysa.

York,

Me., March 3.

Hallowell,

yon
been

troubled many years with bronchitis I have tried
various remedies, 80 far none have given such

TESTIMONIALS,
(Cong.)

I ever used for the
N. Stackpole, Plymouth,

“1 think the trial box of Warren’s Troches
sent is doing me
much good.
Having

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
=. been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

Rev. A. Ridlon,

WARRIKN’S

WILD CREAR AND SARSAPARILLA

Mass.,

Just issued, by ablest Geographical scholar,
Maps of every State and Territory in eolors, every

of Hiscox & Co..

0c. & $1 sizes at dealers
in drugs. Large Saving Buying$1 Size.

letter stamps.

oe 8, J OHNSON & CO., Boston,
formerly Bangor, Me.

disease or weakness, you will find the Tonica

Highly Invigoratin Medicine that Never

Pills make New Rich
RIC]
NEW
Blood, and'will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1to 12 weeks
may be restored to sound healthy if such a thing

them to every one,

N. B. The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation

I have

been

suffering

from

chronic

ca

tarrh and have positive relief from
your Wild
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches.
hey have
done me more, good than any other i
Wi I
have ever taken.”—[ Rev. 8. F'. Strout, SBaccarappa,
Me., Feb. 23.
Aa Price ic. a box. Sent by mail on receipt of
price. Address ** American Medicine Co.,” Manchester, N. H. For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Cé., Boston, General Agents.
|
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after
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and
time
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given,
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a
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menced using your pills, in 1668 that my friends
and pityeicians despired of my Ti fe. I have: been
by Sour pills, and now enjoy mots i
c
aris
health.
They work like a charm. One
ty in them 13, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,
.
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all, Price 25 cents per
box
for $1.00. Address all orders to the pro:
rietors
A
DR.
& 80 N
r
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» Truth and error can never become re-

to the work and desertsof Storer College,
W. Virginia, and their efforts be asked to

conciled ; right and wrong.can

a

;

for publication

addressed to the Publisher,

Dover,

N.

be

H.” Con-

write only on ene“ side of}
roll it preparat
to mail:

“ing.
They must send full name and ‘address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps aré

sent

for

that

pur-

pose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributipns of any length.
We

have a large corps of paid Hr

and special

surance of hope has largely entered into
personal experience. The * New Lights”
ushered in this era of blessing. Before
above the grace of pardon. It was the
custom to nurse a sad heart, wear a sober
face, sigh over depravity, confess that sin

.

the observance of the Sabbath is the fact
Lihat man’s physical and moral natures both
demand it: the Sabbath was made for
man’s use, and because of his needs.
In these days, the greatest hindrance to
the progress of Christ's Church in the
world takes the form, not of opposition
from without, butof disloyalty within. A
professed Christian can do far more to injure the work of the Master than an unconverted scoffer can.
There are many persons who are ready
to discuss Christianity; but they always
plunge at once into the mysteries of truth,
and go coasting along the shores of some
question too vast for us.
Pérhaps the
best answer that can be given them isto
quote

Christ's

that to thee?

word

to

Peter,

¢ What

is

Follow thou me.”

Many a husband has led his wife to the
Saviour, and the memery of that fact will

be as a glad melody in his soul forever.
Many
a wife has led her husband to the
Saviour and the memory of her act will

repressible.

were largely

of such

preaching

was manifest gloom and fearful forebodings.
‘¢ The great awakening” of the eighteenth century wrought a glorious change.
It took the church back to the sermon on

the mount, and the day of Pentecost.
That sermon is the Christian Bill of

immersion,

victory.
What, however, ia there for us to do,

hope, assurance in the soul. The churches
first turned from this life within to ritnal-

the salvation of the Lord, or to work

real

meanwhile? Are we to stand still and see
out

The night of ‘our salvation with fear amd trembling?
followed. The next Thereis a subtle danger lurking under

isth and bodily inflictions.

Sabbath, is united, has confidence

;
BY THE REV. H, F. WOOD,
5
Corresponding Secretary F. B. S. 8S. Union.

i

:

Sister D. as earnest Christian

young man has been converted

Iv

6. According to the reports received, and
according to our knowledge also, very few o f|
our schools observe
Children’s Day.”

The following was adepted by our last General Conference,
held at Weirs, N. H.:—'f We

It is

concert

relation

that

school contribute an offering for the support of
the Sunday-school Union.”
It would, doubtless, be a grand thing for our
Sunday-school interests if pastors and superin-

in

any

whatever

evening to be devoted

concerns the intelligent Bap-

church

membership.

To

work,—pasfors

topics, and

this great’

services

by

school,—and

dation

and

endeavor

to carry

The principle,
I mean,

each

to the

ured.

of obedi-

enceto Christ. First, the soul must obey|
Christ in conversion, then obey in signifying
conversion by baptism; ‘and baptism is immersion. Such is the short and simple argu-

Tryit.

Roping,

and

a good

number a

earnesy)

ad

pastorate
-of

four years

at Pittsfielq

than a

voices

were

often

heard

in the

prayer-meetings, and often
additions
made to the church. Although some caseswere
of
discipline were found necessary, there Was

general union and good attendance. Many
gret his removal and especially the temperance

its spirit.

The observ-

The reésults will more

gos

of Allen

A deep interest pervades the whole ‘oom.

growth, new

ance of * children’s day” each year as recom mended would give an impetus and power to
our Sunday-school work that cannot be meas-

end of it, from the center to the circumference,

is involved.

out

One

a 8reatey

During the time there was evidence of congtag

tendents would bear in mind this recommen-

Baptism is indeed the sign appointed” "Please don't forget it this year.

direction

workers,
>and

+ A. Shaw of the State Y. M. q, A, hay,
been in progress in East Andover since AR

cessful

or

to suitable exercises or

the

the

ever, |

in Brom,

~ The Rev. J. C. Osgood has closed g Very sue.

to preach on

the afternoon

under

seeking Christ.

their intelligence.

baptism

Sunday-school

work is hoped for.
A very successful series of

munity,

mit 50 much as into

to Sunday-school

|

3.

would recommend that Conference appoint the

not

all Christian life, from the beginning

on the God of battles, is not speedily dis-

The church is rejoiced to have preaching

Sunday-Schools.

or

by Christ, and therefore dear and sacred. The
most inclusive principle of all, the formula of

Rights. It starts ont with nine benedictions. Seven is the measure of fullness,
but the mercy of Christ runs over. The
dew of heaven. becomes a flood. The
Comforter came to shed abroad love,

the Middle Ages
‘stage was speculative, doctrinal,

whetherhy

principle baptism stands in the relation simply

heartened at every seeming reverse which
his cause may appear to meet: for him
there cometh & to-motrow when the apinto

to

2nd Sunday of June of each yeir to be devoted

of sign.

stands on some altitude far above the
smoke and tumult of battle, and serenely
and confidently awaits the hour when
‘victory shall perch on the banners that
fleat above the hosts of righteousness,
and the armies of evil shall, in_utter demoralizatfon, turn their retreat into confused and hopeless rout.
4
The-advocate of the righteous cause of
temperance, whose faith is firmly fixed

turned

continue

workers,.for.he was a positive and determineq
worker.
He goes to So. Strafford, Vi. my

| church at Pittsfield has extended a cal] to the
Rev. A. J, Eastman of Worcester, Mass
Vermont.

The Rey. D. I. Quint

has commenced

hs

sixth yea
of r
work with ‘the church at Wes

thousand times pay for the libor.

. Though our Star Quarterly is but in its’| Charleston with cheering prospects. God ha

:
infancy, its success has far exceeded
the expec-

blessed, and souls have been saved and. gp

tations of even the most sanguine.

earnestly working to save others,

It has paid’

a good number of our schools,—just how many

:
Massachusetts,
=
The Rev. A. J. Eastman writes: “The
Sunday-school of the F. B. church in ‘Worces.
ter
recently received for u library 5 very

be waited by the American people with con- the reports do not show. The price is lower
siderable interest. When, at the opening of. than any of its grade. We heartily recommend its use in all our schools.
ols. Fifty thouthe present administration, there was discov-

volumes
all in: good condition, from the
Sunday-school in
Blackstone.
At abot

ment of obedience to Christ.”
The results of the trial in the Star Route
cases, which are set down for early May, will

ered

extensive

malfeasance ‘in the Post Ofkce

Department, there was a considerable
of trumpets, and the frauds

were

flourish

represented

so palpable, that it looked as though no formal
trial was needed, but that the hanging might
comence at once. . As it turns out, there is to
be a most persistent and vigorous detense, led
by Col.
Ingersoll.
Every legal expedient

and quibble is to be resorted to in order to deay, if not defeat, the: ends of justice. An attempt has been made on technical grounds to
quash the indictments.

But Judge

Wylie

has

for itself thus far, and this we did not expect,
at least the first year. Twelve thousand copies are regularly printed, and they are used in

handsome present of over one hundred bound

the same time a gift of books was also receiv.

sand at least ought to’ be published regularly
and used in our schools. The Myrtle and Lit

ed from the Sunday-school. ia Portsmouth, N,
H. Thus our Sunday-school in 'W., a very

tle Star are still doing a good work and are
taken regularly by about three hundred (300)

important factor inthe work

of our schools. -Many schools twke-gther papers in connection with our own; and not a
few ‘exclude ours entirely. This ought .not so
to be. When our Printing Fstablishment issues a most excellent Sunday-school paper every week it should be patronized generally
and sustained by our people; not merely because it is our paper, but because we believe

of the church.

has a good foundation for a library of its own,
This was greatly needed, and the necessity

came more and more apparent
Increased in numbers.

be.

as the

School

This school was organ-

ized in December, 1830, with twelve members,

Not far from one hundred are

with

it, and

the attendance

now

connected

is

constantly

increasing. - Children, youth, middle aged and

the optimistic teaching to which we_have decided that they must stand, and the trials more can be accomplished for the Master by the most aged of our ‘congregation, areto be
he evermore as the fragrance of sweet
Jjust
now given place.. We have no doubt take place. Still, we do not feel at all sanguine thus doing, than by going into other fields and found in attendance, studying the Word of God.
with little love and joy. Intellects and
The importance of a strong F. B. chruch and
patronizing other interests while our own are
flowers. But,
alas! many an unhappy
of the ultimate triumph of every righteous as to the results. Before now, at the incoming
Sunday-school in the growing city of Worcs:
:
pair has gone, hand in hand, as Adam. and wills grew gigantic, but heart power was cause; and it may be well for us to recall fa new administration, attempts have been | left to suffer and wane:
We gratefully recognize the good work done ter can not well be over “estimated. Money
Eve went out of Eden, down ‘to and contemned, and happiness discarded. My
made to punish the shortcomings of its predesuch hopeful views occasionally to enand time thus spent in building up = .promi:by Mrs. Mosher through her wise and efficient
cessor. Inone instance the pompous manthrough the iron gates of death, with no | YOke is easy and my burden light” had
~~
The yoke courage and cheer our failing hearts; but date went forth, * Let no rascal escape.” . But management of the Myrtle and Little Star, ing interest is well spent.
sweet-memories of “salvation gained sing- small place in this experience.
and regret the necessity of her withdrawal
New
during
the
process
of
the
‘‘
eternal
years”
York.
iv
the
rascals
did
escape,
else
there
were
none;
ly and together, and no bright hope of was heavy, the way rugged. The * trib-'
The Rev, Ira Day writes: “ Bro. A. B.
-from them; but are glad to believe their interfor,
as
we
remember,
nobody
was
much
hurt.
which
are
Truth’s,
and
in
which
she
shall
ulation”
side
of
piety
predominated,
the
heaven glorifvihe
the future!
‘rise again,” what is to become of the The frauds were too enormous and the culprits ests are not to suffer now that they have Loomis closed his labors with the Willeit F.
joy side was held under suspicion.
passed into other hands.
:
B. church April 1. The church desires to enWe are all of us princes—sovereigns sitthousands of victims which have bcen too Ligh in social official standing for that.
Most of our schools are reported as having gage another pastor. Address 8. LaRoy, WilI'he
**
New
Lights”
alarmed
the
sober
ting on thrones and swaying the scepter of
and are being ¢¢ crushed to earth” with
We have received a number of kind letters good: libraries, though some, and especially let, N. Y. Bro. L. is at liberty to engage with
saints with a gospel of joy. To be able
power over wider or narrower realms.
No
her? She may rise, but will she not relating to our recent editorial entitled those in the South, are greatly deficient im this another church......An interesting work of
to say, ‘I know whom I have believed,”
one soul may bow before us continually,and
respect. There is great need that some method
grace is in progress at the Vincent school
“Now we know we are the sons of God,” stand amid the mangled forms of mil- ‘ Enough,” and also some communications in be devised whereby our smaller and weaker
not many at once, but after length of days,
house two miles east of Fabius. Seventeen
the same line which we would most willingly
lions?
And
the
saddest
fact
is
that
they
was esteemed presumption, dangerous,
schools may be supplied with suitable libraries.
different persons have been forward for praywhat multitudes have been impressed by
publish if it seemed best to prolong a discussion
have
not
lost
life
in
her
defense,
but
beLet the larger and stronger remember the small ers, I remain for the present with the Faus, yielding themselves to the shaping in- tending to pride, superficial experience
which the editorial was designed to arrest,
er and weaker in this respect, thus-bearing ove bius church. At the last session of the SpafStern resistance to such cause they have turned against her, %nd at least for the present,
fluences of our example and will! A man and false hope.
We cannot reancther’s burdens and se fulfilling the law of ford Q. M. Bro. G.J. Scobey was received
frain, however, from quoting a few sentences
who lives a pure, humble, godly life ‘con- instruction was thought a duty, and of so lost manhood as-well.
Christ,
2
He
Now,
the
subtle
danger
involved
in
this
from the ‘close communion’ Baptists.
from
a
veteran
who
always
‘*
sleeps
with
ope
verts from error and sin more souls than course was rendered with a will. “But the
he knows.
On the other hand, he who
lives an unrighteous, prayerless, sinfal
life, contributes to the hurt and destruc.
tion of more souls than he may think.

severe,

“New Lights” conquered ; the gospel was
on their side and

the promise.

experience

confirmed

Clouds of witnesses made

iL sure that believers may have the seal
of their acceptance and be happy. For a
How many young persons are kept from _

becoming
parents,

Christians mainly because their
one

or both, are

not

Christiaas.

Many a young man smokes and swears
on the street corners, who would have
been a conscientious and ambitious Christian youth, if his father or mother had

set

him the example in the days when his
character was forming forever. Many a
girl

parades

the streets, her

heart

full of

wanton wickedness, who would have been
a pure and noble Christian woman, had
her parents set her the example before it
was too late. And it is enough to make
one shudder to think of the happy children
even in our Sunday-schools to-day, who, a
few years hence, will be gay and wretched
beings—lost to virtue and joy, because

hundred years the'ssints have rejoiced in

But there is danger
more

fatal

error.

of

falling

Hurry,

into

a

impatience,

fret, is even more fatal to ‘‘joy in the Holy
Ghost” than the aseeticism of monasteries
or the ‘severe speculations of legalists.
‘‘ Haste makes waste” im spiritual things
as well as

in

temporalities,

because

it

genders emulation, jealousy, complaint.
The sin of fretting is. on the increase.

of God and heaven.
can reveal how many

Tt not successfn! it will sour, unless tem-

Enterprise,a little soured, chafes and stews.

ined by parental neglect and evil example.

pered by the Spirit of God. The Spirit is
grieved by worry. It couneils, * Peace,

SHALL STORER OOLLEGE HAVE ITS
SHARE?

be still.”

o Our attention has been called to.a matter of no small importance to the interests

of the freedmen in the South, as represent-

¢ He that believeth doth not

make haste,” but we prefer haste to faith.
‘He that believeth entereth imto rest,”
but we are afraid of rest, and want to be
‘‘up and at.it.” We are not centent to
grow in graee in gospel order, and if un-

ed by Storer College at Harper's Ferry.
There is a large sum of money, several able to be sanetified by a jump, we have
hundred thousands of dollars, a part of not patience to seek it. Preachers must
the appropriation made by Congress for be impetwous, ¢hurches be run on the
bounties to colored soldiers, which has * lightning express ;” Sunday schools be
not been claimed by them. A bill has * seven-shooters ;”" converts be made by
been introduced into Congress, providing the job and done with it; religion be
for the division of this sum among certain done up in sixty minutes a week, aad if
schools for freedmen in the South, but there is lagging anywhere, sn outbreak of
Storer College is not included in the list.
fret is immediate.
e

We are unable to see why

Storer Col-

lege should not have its share. ~Already

it has done a good work, and in both
what it now is and what it bids fair to become,
it is not unworthy the notice of the
friends of the freedmen in general ‘and
of philanthropic legislators
in particular, The institution has already sent
out nearly three hundred preachers and
teachers of different grades. One lady

went from this school to Africa as a missionary, and surrendered

work.

her life in the

Sfany are not in this college who

certainly would be, if it had

the funds

necessary to complete ils preparatory
-work and establish a full collegiate course.
It has been crowded to its utmost capacity,
which is now being enlarged.

More than

two hundred students were enrolled during the winter term recently ended. No
debt has been allowed to

embarrass the institution,

gecumulate and

Woa1t is thé set-

tled policy of the Trustees to allow nothing of the kind to happen. The ambition

is cherished to make this one of the best
schools in the South for the freedmen, and
its friends have no reason to feel ashamed

of the progress that has beén made,

and

they who labor and legislate in the interterests of such schools have no reason to
ignore it, or pass it by.

To this end let its friends

of the ultimate triumph of our righteous

the means to

of indifference towards the victims of the

struggling and dying evil.
indeed, grown

‘careless,

says,

* Churches

secure

that

‘skilled labor’

because

SE

ladies.

herit the Kingdom of God?”

blessing

other; and is it not

high time

that all

those who frequently hear us
‘“ the same old prayer!”
Why
vout Romanist, learn to finger
a heathen devotee, procure a

good Christians were marshaled in the
vanguard of the army of righteousness ?
Let us be assured that Christian men
are not fully im earnest, that the church is

not more thad half awake

and make it fly around?
* Yet now, if thou
and if not, blot me,

t6 her great

duty, until these terrible figures shall be
atleast decimated.
They have a phrase.
in the West by which expression is given
to the fact that ene is terribly in earnest.
They say, ‘“ He bas blood in his eye.”

And, Christian men, are you sure that you
haveno blood on

your garments? that

something of indifference and love of ease

has not blinded you to the woe and
wretchedness that fill the world too fall?
and is there not too much of it lying over

against your own house ?

‘There is fine

force in $his figure—a Christian soldier!
and this warfare against the giant Intemperance is an irrepressible conflict !
PITTSFIELD

the Richford

INSTITUTE.

will end in fret.

distinctive tenet,
should universally

If other
denominations
adopt’ immersion as. the

only forni\of baptism, they would still be very

does

not?

that whatever
the

Sabbath

tion, held in New Jersey a year or more since,

get down all the good things uttered, he had
to wield a “nimble pen,” bat when the young
men
delivered their pieces, he had ample
time to whittle his pencil between the ideas.

We
when
of its
most

©

past,

The

Pilot

(Roman

Catholic)

in

a recent

was never so strong and general as evinced

with

which

by

and statements of Seripture.”

We

facts

cannot, of

course, get very fur into a subjectof such mag-

nitude as this; but it is delightful and helpful
to faith to get ds far as we can. Preachers and
pastors will notdo well to ignore it.
We have

seen the

face

of an

old

friend—

the Church Helper, a paper annually published in the interests of the Greenwich St. F, B,

church, of Providence,

We hope the

present

issue, even more than any of its predecessors,
isa‘ helper”

indeed.

and

as

a result the
hopegiven

the Rev. J. 8.

whose

Elmira,

of

Harrington

parsonage which will make for this society one
of the best church properties in thé -associa-

tion. The congregations are of good size, the
Sunday-school is large and prosperous. The
outlook for the yea: to come is promising.
' The South Harmony F. B. church last fall
engaged the services of the

late of London, Eng:

he commenced a revival

it

Rev,

D.

M.

Bull,

About the first of Feb..
meeting

which con-

may be proclaimed next -Anniversary that
Maine Central Institute is at last free from

tinued several weeks. ‘During the time the
old pastor, Rev. Joseph Kittle, eame back and

debt, and saved for long usefulness. Brethren, meet Bro. Bachelder generously, aid him
heartily and promptly in his hard task.
You
will incalculably strengthen this part of our
denominational line, and so do great good to our
common Israel.
S. C. WHITCOMB.

meetings were a success, quite’ a number were
reclaimed, and three have united with the
church. Bro. Bull is said to be a young man
of promise.
Ohio.

Ministers and Chnrclies,

2d inst. I baptized two more persons at Blanchester and the following Sunday I baptized 3
at Mainville. I expect to baptize several more
at B. in the near future. These churches are

Pittsfield, Me.

yi

was welcome, rendering good assistance,

much encouraged by the results of our meetings during the winter, and are working with

[We inwite the sending from all our

churches of
items for this department of news.
items
Hiavbe accompdatied by the addresses These
of the writ.
0
or publication

increased zeal and

reach this 51fice before Satesa night in A Sou
get into. the next issue of

8. 8. cause

devotion.

Interest

wei Jo

Maine.

in the

has deepened, prayer and social

the
We, of. meetings are well attended. The 8. 8.
course, reserve the right to condense, Star.
and to re ect, | chester held a very interesting Easter
when for any reason it shall seem
#0,
matter thus furnishe ]

d.

The

“The Rev. C. A. Gleason writes : “Sunday the

-

at Blan-

service.”

The Rev, T. E. Peden writes:
* Rev’sR.
M. Cloud and O. H. Denney held a series of
meetings at a Methodist church known 88
Gilboa, last month; a good revival was the result, ' Bro. C. baptized two the 2d inst. Three

"

others await baptism and sixteen have asked

recognition as a F. B. chureh, It~is-but just

i

to say that the Methodist class at G. has lost
its visibility, having had no meetings for four
years....Rev. T. J. Furguson baptized five at
2d Huntington
the 9th inst.......Rev. Frank

The parish has secured his services |
Sherritt has received a call from a church in

for another year, the third. This church has
a small membership, having lost. during the
Past year some of its best members; but it is
ef all the | well united in its pastor and hopeful,

uniting, into a harmonious system,
principles and facts in nature, and all the

all great

preaching and work among the people was'%
well received. The trustees have bought a
beautiful and convenient lot adjoining that of
the church, and during the season will build a

It is

that

them

Ti

their names for membership and others will
do 50 at the next covenant meeting. The pas
tor, the Rev. G. R. Foster, was assisted by

upon himself the new burden of raising $10,

Also

bless these brothers and give

success is my prayer.”

church was greatly revived and several
have already
Some
fully converted.

Prof, Kingsbury

here.

good

with

church

Byron

The Odessa chureh held special meetings the

Bachelder, who has already done much and
suffered much fer this Institution, has taken

of the pledges

with

last 2 weeks of March

has aroused its friends to a realization of its
value to the denomination, a value almost vi-

live and not die.

labors

out which this motherQ. M. in N.Y: would
soon have become extinct. That God .may

ty im addition to past gifts.’ Its present need

000 for it, that. it may

There is a good religious interest in the 2d

Hodgdon church,the Rev, F, H. Bubar, pastor,

and quite a number have found the new life,
while others are anxious. The State missionary

is rendering some assistance
the work,

to

can be addressed as above in

reference

the pastor

in

Penn., and has the matter under consideration.
If he accepts it will leave most of the churches

in the Jackson Q. M. without a pastor......

President Durgia of Hillsdale College will lec:

‘ture at Rio Grande some time in May ; subject,

Iceland.

N.Y.,is

Rev, G. H. Ball, D, D., of Buffalo,
expected to deliver the

dress at the Commencement at R.,
:

annual

ad.

June 7.”

Michigan.

As a token of esteem the ladies in the F. B.
The Rev. J. M. Pease will close his labors in
church In Goodrich presented their pastor, the
West Buxton the first Sunday in June. He | Rev,
W. C. Burns, a handsome study desk...-

other field of labor.

New Hampshire.
The Ossipee and Wakefield church

to

an-

in
has

no regular pastor since the tirst of Sept.

ha

last,

of

run out, with the intention of securing new
gifts, which were greatly needed, and with-

pledged in this comparatively small communi-

grateful.

That strikes us as a good definition of Systematic Theology which Prof. Townsend gives in
his “Sword and Garment.”He says, “It is the

year’s

$10,000 has been

tal.
Now is the time for deeds.

under-graduate

an

Higging,

prospects of doing good. One year ago I
took hold of the work in this Q. M., so nearly

school could do the great good it has done in
the past, with its hindrances, what may it not
do, placed where it bas never been before—out
of debt? The local interest in. the Institute
the readiness

L.

F.

Hillsdale College, has already entered upon his

:

Thursday evening, April 5, the
members of
the F. B. parish of Lyman made their annual
Irish could be treated exceptionally in Ameri- “donation visit to their pastor, the Rev. B. D.
ca. Fully one-third of the entire population of Newell, and made him prese
nts amounting in
the United States have Irish bl
in their
veins. When you come to statistics now, and all to $24.30. This makes $55 which he has
received the past year, aside from the regular
in future, Mr.
her, it will be the** AngloSaxons” who will be found weak,
Analyze salary. For this he and his family are very
your census, gentlemen, before you talk,

|

Bro.

so

=

baptism.

which several converts are awaiting

fortunate in its im-

:

* The Mon-

roe Q. M. is now well supplied with ministers.
with
Bro. Hoag serves Wheatville church
Bro. Moon serves
fine prospects of success.
Shelby and Indian Falls churches, in both of

are able to report thus favorably even
the school is passing through the crisis
existence, when financial distress has alaccomplished utter shipwreck.
If the

issue, thus delivers itself:
Some officious persons are expressing
fear
that
ress may next exclude Irish
immiants
from this eountry. They needn’t troubo themselvés. The time has passed when the

The last Sabbath in Macch, at the close
of the sermon in the Maia street F. Bap-

‘‘that immersion as the only form of baptism Is
merely incidental and subsidiary to our real

stroctors:.

is most

in the

conditions

to which be was a delegate, he said ‘that in
taking notes, when the veterans of the church
and the schools were speaking, in order to

do, for fret is sin and grieves him from
our hearts. If we refuse to co-operate,
the Spirit is repelled, ‘The result is. dissuccess in the past, and its premise for the
astrouslo deep, steady, joyous piety. If
future, is in the fleld te raise this money.

now, the school

As

corporations and establishments are already
losing their seventh rest-day. The inevitable
outcomeof Sunday descration is Sunday toil,
We agree with the Conference, and what

One of the brightest.things, bearing on the
‘‘dead——;” we bave heard for along time,oceurred in a speech of one who is himself a young
man. In reporting the Inter-Seminary conven-

ter and prestige are remarkable, considering its age. Prof. Bachelder, its late principal, to whom it is largely indebted for its

assistants.

eminently desirable that this amount be ralsed
before the 1st of June, in order to meet the

violates the peace and quiet "of
must be eondemned.

repel the very blessing he is eager to- be- | that this $10,000 secures: to- ws property
stow. The more we fret the less he ean | WOrth $50,000, and a school whose charac-

* Re-

their sin—;
out of thy
That prayer

faithful

:

church.’

The Rev. H. Whitcher writes:

The produetions exhibited

The peril is not only to the strictly religious
community.
The laborers in many
large

thoughtfel person

Pittsfield Institute, as has been repeated-

Christian force, and, after a little, emthu- tist church, Lewiston, he pFesented the
siasm itself will die, for without love it is facts of the case. His speech was less than
mere ‘sounding brass and a tinkling ten minutes in length, but # was conclucymbal.” With a strong purpose we sive, and was delivered in the best Chrismust insist upon soul-rest; enforce pa- tian spirit. Of dll the “most important”
| tience upon our souls; suppress fret in objects just now calling for help, none can
‘business, in the family, in the church; exceed this in the claim for immediate and
take time to think, to read, to pray, to generous action.
love, to be happy, and to be holy. Our
NOTES.
3
Lord commands it; our sowl-life demands
Dr.
Wm.
C,
Wilkinson,
in
the
Standard,
it; the church requires it; the world in
sin must have the testimeny of happy attempts to set Dr. Vincent, of. the Sundayschool Journal, right, touching his misappreChristians, or unbelief will hold themfor- | hengion
that immersion as baptism is the disever. We must reasserthe
t faith of the tinetive doctrine ofthe Baptist denoming-'
New Lights,” seek ‘the baptisny of the | tion, “We all know,” says Dr, Wilkinson,

Hereis a better way:

wilt forgive
I pray thee,

At the recent session of the N. E. Southern
Meth. Conference, held in. Providence, the
Committee on Sunday Observance found grave
reason
to doubt whether in New England the
proper recognition of Sunday can be much
longer retained, unless the religions masses of
every denomination
arouse to their peril.

give it place. The Comforter is unheed- | is proposed to raise the rest ontside. “One
ed, and how can We give us peace P—we | familiar with the institution hes told us

Spirit, live in the joy of the Lord..

you

recognize it as
not, like a dea rosary, or, like
‘‘ prayer-whee]”

book which thou hast written.”
was answered!

grace of God can eure the evil if we will | nation. Pittsfield proposes to raise oneuse it, but the trouble is, we refuse to | half of it,—has it already subseribed.
It

the evil isnot: checked, feverish entiusiasm will supplant love, and destroy

for which indeed you ask, would

Most assuredly, is it an irrepressible not be greatly amazesd? Al, how many of us
conflict between righteousness and purity --good Christians, too—have gotten into the
way of offering formal, conventional petitions
and goodness on the one hand, and “to which we do not give a second thought !
wretchedness and misery and death on the Weruna sort of tread-mill round; so that

their

He is supplying

the Baptist church of Ithaca.

The spring term of Maine Contral Tastitute
closed Friday afternoon, April 8, with public
rhetorical exercises.
Orations were given by
the young gentlemen, essays and recitations by

the young

preach the
licensed to
He held a license from

was examined and
gospel for one year.

Maine Central Institute.

not

be is growing old, and seeking thé fabore of
an inexperienced young man.”
And then he
utters this timely warning:
* Let no young
min think he may, at this time, neglect the

of human

dil

have

are

a minister of long and faithful service

Have we not,
not

He

blameworthy for doing so, biit they do not always improve their condition by setting aside

How can we enjoy religion in suek a |)y said, isjn debt $20,000. This we are
flurry ? * Patience cannot do its perfect | told must be liquidated in a very short
work, where there is such unrest. Fhe time, or the school be 10st to the denomi-

Let Storer College have it share, if store unto me the joy of thy salvation,”
such a'bill is to be passed and such a must be our prayer, or the happy century
division made.

eye open.”

a.yery commendable degree of originality and
this light. It has been .the best century life, but of immortal souls? What is the
yet seen. Joy has brought power,activity, significancy to. us of such facts and figures training which the schools afford, and not fidd- vigorous expression. Excellent music was
furnished by a quartette of students. It was
tenderness, sympathy, good Works. The | 88 these—sixty thousand drunkards dying in life @"—well,
that kind of apoint which an_enjoyable erry and musical entertainannually
in
this
country;
an army of seme persons have improperly denominated” a
forebodings of evil have not followed the
ment,
’
change. The reign of the Comforter has six hundred thousand marching steadily tine!
The term just closed has been a profitable
been as purifying as joy-giving. Who | onward to a drunkard's grave; more
Isitnot afact that you do mot expect an- and prosperous one. The 104 students have
wishes to return to the former days .of than sixty thousand recruits for this ammy swers to many of the prayers which you offer? done very effective work under the admirable
every year?
‘ Nor drunkards shall in- and should vour kind Father give to you the management of Prof’s Parsons and Drake and
gloom ?

their parents will have failed to lead them,
by their words and example, into the ways

Only the Judgment
souls have been ru-

optimistic teaching is that our-assurauce

:

and has had preaching only a small part
time until the first of April, when Bro, _ of thy
Dinsmore began his labors there for A Ww |

whether for regenerate persons only, is itself a
point subordinate to another, which Christians, not Baptists, seem
incapacitated,
by
their denominational habits of thought, to ad-

| before

* Divinity that shapes our ends

be

Baptism,

most profoundly

The calm believer in an overruling

parent defeat shall

should

tiat. If is.a quite different matter.
It.is something inward, not outward.
Itis conversion

uf For right is right, since God is God,
And right the day must win;
i To doubt would be disloyalty,
To falter would be sin.”

Rough hew them how we will,”

repro-

-| of the Almighty will, the helplessness of
man, his total depravity, the imputation
of Adam’s sin, and the horrors of eternal
The result

wrong

are overthrown
and overwhelmed.

bation, the wrath of God,the prerogatives

torment.

righteous-

ness, it must rage uatil error and

purposes, dread the holiness of God, suspect happy emotions, doubt acceptance
‘and pardon of sin, and fear the results of
in defense of decrees, election and

It must rage until one force

denominations

Again,

—————

2

Dewomimational.

That is, if they should

“baptize”
by ‘sprinkling or by pouring, as
they
now, but
so ¢ baptize’ only professed believers, presumed ‘converted: souls,
they would thus become Baptists in the most
essential, most distinctive article of Baptist
faith and practice. It is not immersion for
baptism, it is baptism for believers only, that
chiefly distinguishes Baptists. But even this
form of statement fails fully to convey the

the ome hand, and
under the leadership
on the other hand, it
nature of things ir- truth,

ultimate trumph of truth and

defiled the holiest exercises and purest

final judgment. = Sermons

between whatthe banners of

or the other is triumphant; and, sinte
Christian men are .firm believers in tie

them, the justice and anger of God eclipsed

his love, and the guilt of sin was magnified

bone

begun
under

tists as they are now.

make this change, and make no other.
if other

pugnant and must remain so until the nature of things is changed.
‘Whenever,

trath and right on
whatever is arrayed
of error and wrong
becomesin the very

in Christian history. ¢‘ Joy in the Holy
Ghost” has been its characteristic. As-

never _be

These things are naturally op-

then, a conflict js
ever is marshaled

OF JOY.

effect before publication.

An unanswerable argument in support of

-

A CENTURY

contributors and cannot pay for
anjicles contributed by others unless an understan d
is had to that

It is an-instructive fact that the moral
standing of a community is accurately reflected by the manner in which. it keeps
the Sabbath.
a

“i.

of

~The last century has been the brightest

addressed to the Editor, and all letters

on business, remittances of money, &c., should
tributors will please
their paper and not

share

at one.

APRIL. 19,

nearly, if not quite, as far off from being Bap-

CONFLICT.

let the attention of Congressmen be called

any appropriation that shall be made.

_

11 communications designed

AN IRREPRESSIBLE

Inthe several States,

1 |.secure for this institution a fair
C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

MORNING STAR,

Rg

The Rev. Dudley Clark has been re-elected as

pastor of the Davison church....The Rev. W.
De Puy of Ortonville mourns the loss of two
‘ulsters,
»
i
Bro. H. Perry writes: *¢ I leave New Hav-

3

ln

are

desire to do'so. - We love the people and
oi
sad to leave them.”

a three years’

The Rev. J. Silvernail closed

the

of Highland

pastorate of the F. B. church

firstof April and has gone to the Orange
:
chureh in the Lansing Q. M.
We learn from the Hillsdale: Herald that

« the religious interest at the North Reading
F. B. church is still increasing. Forty have

in Df

made a beginning or a re-consecration

vine things.”

has called the

The Commerce F. B: church

Rev. C. W. Dealtry, of N.

as-pastors-and he bas already

to

has gone

ghd

it

es

the place

taken

of the Rev. BE. O. Dickinson, who

Greenville.

N. H.

Sandwich,

Towa.

The Rev. Chas.A. Baker recently closed his
Jahors with the Madison church, but imme-

diately took the pastoral care of the ‘Central

city church entering upon ‘his labors March 12.
Minnesota.

i

}

The clerk of the Chain Lake Q. M., the Rev,
J. N. Longstreet writes: “ Though comparatively on the frontier and deprived of many

miles, with
houses

in

poor roads,
which

fo hold

Sebec

ter and

wor-

interest
made by
at Dover
Bro. L.

Bro. Howe has left our Q. M.,

return we are to have Rev,

Reeves

River Q. M. locate with us,

but

correspondents

in
is to

one converted.

cannot

mons

the

8 _from
plying

y Monjisters.
with
serves
oth of
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ate of
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1 good
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withwould
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before long,”
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The clerk of the White Rock

F.

B. church

writes that the church is in good working order. ‘‘In this part of his vineyard, we bless
God for the increase of our church at our last
Q. M, The hand of fellowship was extended
to four and one was added by baptism.
As we
have been without & pastor for the last year,

we have had some help from Rev. S. F. Smith
and Elder John Palmer. Weare thankful for
all the help.we can get. We look forward to
the future for the conversion of souls, und the
advancement of our church, as there is 'u good
opening and willing hearts to gather in the
sheaves. “Our church is noted for its liberality,
piety, Sabbath-school instruction and social
worship.”
id
Nebraska.

The Rev. S. F. Smith writes

from Fairbury:

of interest

to our little

church at Pry Branch.
Two happy
followed their Lord in the ordinance

converts
of bap-

tism and were received into the church.

One

gray-headed father in Israel was much gratified to see two of his grandchildren baptized
and

unite

with

the

church. The prospects of

the church are still;brightening. May God continue to shed his benediction on them and
there be raised a spiritual people

who

shall

greatly honor the Master.”
Notice.

Bear Brethren of the

Jowa

Y. M.:—At the

last session of the Y. M. a resolution

was pass-

<d that it shall be the duty of every pastor to
take monthly er quarterly collections in all
the churches of which he is pastor, for I.

M’s,

and report to the State F. M. Com.
As there
has been but very little response to this resolution, it is to be hoped that pastors will see to.
this at once and report to the F. M, Com., that
they muy be prepared to report favorably at

the next session of the Y. M.
’

8. SUMMERLIN.

to this quéstion :— Will the paper be discontinuCertainly. But it is not discontinued if no
request or instruction

Hav-

opening

season

Co.

March 4.

as desired, yet we trust good was done for the

Master and his children.

A collection for benev.

olent purposes was taken. Also the administering
of the Lord’s Supper was attended to. As a Q.

M. we do not stand spiritually in the srale as
high as we desire. The standing clerk about to remove from us, tendered his: resignation, which

was accepted. Dea. R. B. Hibbard
was chosen to
fill the unexpired term.
Next session with the Franklin church, com.
mencing April 29.
R. B. HIBBARD, Clerk,

Jefferson
Keeneville,

(N. Y.)—Held with

him, [ came to his aid.

- cure of Consumptien,

S. A. WORDEN, Clerk:

P.

M.

conducted

sermon

the

a

I. Stone.

Root.

by delegates,

Numbers

Churches

and

Hiram

Rey
A P
G 8
Rev

sion ‘shoul
Me.

19,

be sent to Rufus Deering,

West Stephentown.

Rey, J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer|

To

To

This

was

with the Powhatten

formerly

called

the

‘church

Maple

Grove church.
Three churches were represented
by delegates.
The weather was so unpropitious,
that the conference could not convene until 3 p.
M., Sat. The ministers present were J. Westly, J.
D. Vandoren, C. Smith.
The business was trans.
acted harmoniously.
Preaching Sat. evening and

Sunday mornicg by Rey. Vandoren. The Salem
charch has beén enjoying quite a revival interest
under the labors of Bro. Vandoren; some have

‘been added to the church, and more are to follow.
The Powhatten and Netawaka churches are upon

a decline, and we fear will soon become invisible,
yet we hope on, and pray the Great Giver to send

us

showers

of

grace

and

ministerial

laborers.

The conference voted to respond to the vote of
the Y. M. to raise fifty cents per member fr the
purpose of putting an evangelist in the field of
this Y. M. Let me correct an apparent misunderstanding. Soni® of the churches think if the
raise the required amount by contribution, it will
meet the requirement of the Y. M. vote. Not so.
We want the fifty ceuts from each member, and
then what can be raised by contributions besides,
in order to secure the evangelist as soon as possi
ble. The treasurer, 8. F. Smith, had received response from but ote church. Brethren, we have
been three years at work for this, and as yet have

accomplished

nothing.

Half the

year is gone,

and nothing done in this great work. Why so
slow ?- Why so inactive? May the God of benevolence prompt us to move
quickly. The Mount
Pleasant church made application and was received into this Q. M. This church was organized Aug. 27, 1851, with ten members. Since then
seventeen have been added to the church, the result of a protracted effort by Bro. Westley and a
Methodisi brother. The future of this church is
hopeful.
Deacons S. P. Belden and Joseph Carpenter are old veterans in the Christian
and were memebers
of the Wheatland

Honey Creek Q.M,, Wis.

Undoubtedly

co-laborera in the Master’s vineyard

warfare,
church,

their old

will he

glad

to hear thatthey and thelr families have been in.
strumental in organizing this little band of |
Christians. The brethren have already raised
about $1200 to build a house of worship to be
owned jointly with the Methodists. * Behold how
good and how pleasant it is for brethren to.dwell
together in unity.” This church
is situated six
miles north of
Whiting on the C. B» U. P. R. R.
The want of this
Q. M. is ministerial laborers.

Who will come and
City

help us?

(Ill.)—Held

CHAS.

SMITH.

with

the

Fiatt

charch Feb, 3-5.
Owing perhaps to bad travel10g, the number of delegates in attendance was
not large, but the business sessions were harmo-

pious, and the meetings were all interesting.
The public services were quite well
attended;
reaching
by Bro's Dodue and Christian
and Sis-

r Hol,
|- the me

ga

. Bro, Dodge remained an

vers
N ext
Muay, 26-20.

few days,
ng his stay,
on with the

He

ntioued

reportsithree

Middle Grove
ANNIE RECORD,

con:

church,
Clerky ©

Walnut Creek (I1l.)—Held with the churéh fn}
Kewanee.

A severe

storm and almost

im

roads prevented a large attendance, tho
churches were represented.
The subject of missions was under consideration and resolutions
were passed recommending that the churches
adopt systematic plans of work, especially
the
« card system,” and recommending the distribu.
tion of funds raised, according to the recommendtion of the Financial Secratary of
benevolent
ieties, Notice was given of a p
éd amendent to the constitution chan
time of
its sessions to the Sabbath
preceding the
1 moon 1n Feb,, June, Sept. and Dee., $0
fouferante being the Friday Legions, H. 8.
Ball,
eo. Bullock, J. Hogan and
B. A...Gurney, delegates to 111. Y, M. An effort to revive Walnut
Crook ia M¥ Ministers’ Institute was partially successful,
14, 1!
Next session with the Burns church.
i

¥

B.A. GURNEY,

Clerk.

(Deg Moines Iowa State Register.)
We notice the folowing in an exchanges Mr. G.
B. Haverer, foreman 'N. Y. & N. H. 8. B. Co., suf
fered for eight days with terrible pain in the
back, almost to disurdction, until he heard of and
used St. Jacob’s Oil, one bottle of which cured him

represented

by delegates and letter and the business passed

Off with dispatch indharmuty, The spirit of the
meeting was good.
A Jom nenf, feature is the
Mission Socfety’s work Sat, evening of each session, when under Sister Cooper, its president,
‘ores
essuye, Teoltations nod select) Fonding in. completely.
with
singing.
eQ.
M. W. Soc.
has
raised the last Jo do 8 $100, . This with
Q.
M,
| Why suffér from that Cough when Adamcollections
gives more than #1 to each A
n's Botanic Balsam will speedily and Surely
member, There was an excellent children’,
§
/fiyou? Children like it. .Sold by all
concert,
were
well dril'ed
he
al
ts and dealers at 35. cts. Trial size, 10
parts as won AY pI
were ‘ good. Tanah:
-8ay was read by the teacher in the district schopl

GOLD

Melvin, aged 60 years.

German,

558 and

June

1.

J. D. BATSON,

. Genesee

Friday, June

sabbath.

with

Y.)

(N.

16, at 10 A. M. and

Rov.

T. A.

Clerks

Q.M.

Conférence sermon.

please to

will

be prompt in forwarding the 5 cent tax due the Y.
.

WM. WALKER,

Clerk.

Opening sermon,

8. R. Evens;

E.

E.

hold

and

Rollin; What does

uences ? D. M. L.

for a man?S. R.

Evens;

\Y The Richest
BLOOD,
BRAIN and

work, C. B, Hart; Christian manhood, C.

of

A.

. PROPRIETORS

ton ; What ave

successful pastor? C. E. Brockway ; The necessity
Foreign Mission
of sustaining” our Home and
interest, T. A. Stevens; The life and times of

H. Whitcher; A papet of his own
David Marks,
selection, C. H. Hoag; Sermon Thursday evening,
J. Kettle, alternates, J. B. Randall, H. Whitcher,
to the Y, M. not mentioned
Ministers belonging
above are requested to present plans of sermons,

and

or papers of their own selection,

.

Susquehanna

Y.

M.

Ministers’

Conference

wha roy Q. M., church not yet designated, June
’
Programme:
23,
to the world in its
The relation of the Church

local work, Rev, W. Brown ; The relation. of bap=.

tism te the Lord’s supper, Rev. Ira Day; The
obligation of the Church to preachthe gospel to all
the world, Rev. W, Dodge: Who is responsible

for the rum traffic ¢ Rev. J. H.

Green;

The

rela:

tion between pastor and people and their mutual
obligation, Rev. Calvin Dodge; The relation of
the Jewish dispensation to the Christian, Rev.
The olitical duties of the Chris.
Bela Cogswell;

tian, Rev. Elery Coffin ; The Kingdom of Christion,ia
this world, Rev. C. M. Prescott; Sanctificat
the 7th
the Bible view of it, Rev. D. D. Brown; Is Rev.
A,
ter of Romaus Christian experience?
¢
G.
Rev.
atonement,
the
of
"Fish; The Bible view
Lord;
Asa
Rev.
Sabbath,
Christian
The
W. Stone;
a
a
io best way to Fench Jom-ohutell-goers,
1i8 &
; The call to the ministry,
Cooley
J.

H.

C.

Tompkins;

Church

exten.

Lay’
d , Mrs. G. Ww.
; Temperance
gion, Rev. John War
erwood. ‘rhe ministers
Mayhew and Mrs. W
that lay members
sh™
expressed an ea
subject upoy which to
would ehoose their
the following
others
present an essay. Amon
names were

meationed,

OUGHLY LL
WY
AND RELIABLE.
ACOEPTABLE
ihe Wheatare
WW
its most

don, G. W. Mayhew, Milo Hioman, O. C: are not
Others whose names
ney, C. P. Prescott.
to a part
here mentioned will be gay welcomed
M, Clerk will give the
Y.
in the exercises. The
Sec
Cor.
PRESCOTT,
M.
C.
~~
M.
Y.
the
of
place
#
JE
Notices,
Meeting
Quarterly

with the
Geauga & lgPortage
friday, April 28.

church in

.

radical cure.

ise and a
Express
trial, and
ny

i
Notice.
Any church desiring to entertain the June sesQ.M. will please notify me
sion of the York Co,
P, SMITH.
goon.
‘
Saco, April 11,

4

t yori

es
the best selli

life,

inner.

8

of The Ladics of the W

I nd
a

&
MORPHINE
ATIN
A Treatise on their
speedy cure SENT FREE. Dr.
J.C
OFFuaN, P.0.Box 138,Chicago, Il’
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GRAZING

AND

LANDS

are

FouND

ON

... Northern Pacific R.R.

« MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA,

return again, I mean a

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 188!

Free Bottle of my infallible remedy.
Give
and Post Office. It costs you nothing fora
I will Sure you, Address
Dr. H. G.
ROOT, 183 Pearl 8t,, New York.

Low PRICES ; LONG TIME : REBATE FOR IMPROVE-

MENT; REDUGED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS,
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS
MCITION

R.'M. NEW ORT, GEN. LAND AGT.
ST. PAuL, MINN:

THIS PAPER,

Farms,
of loan.

Safe

as

U.

8. Bonds. I have had sixteen years actual experience in this business without losing a-dollar. In-

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING, -* .

EPPS'S COCOA.

laws

nu-

trition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected
Cocoa, Mr. Epps his
rovided our breakfast tables with a delicatelvavered pbeverage, which may
save us many
It 1s by the judicious use of
heavy doctors’ bills.
such articles of diet that a constitutionmay be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to iscase. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us, ready to attack wherever
Hlerets a weak point. We may éscape any a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
bleod,and a properly nourished (rame.”— Civil Serazette.
i
vice
Made simply with Voiling water or milk.
Sold in i

College.

piace

EST WHEAT

CERS,_

On Improved

mercial

only

Telegraph Department. New Hampton, N. H.

Ihave made the disease of

worth four times the amount

Is a special departmens
atthe New Hampton Com

.§

land where Telegraphy is practically and proper
ly taught. Young men or ladies desirous of becoming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Expenses reasonable.
Send for parti¢ulars to

Articles

Toilet

in

7h bn Mn Neipe

q
ita tonic and bitter.
pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alooholio bitters which are sold as cure-alls,
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
ts.
rish while it
UA] food, so as to
Sold by druzgists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., M'frs. N.Y.

natural

pay

Ohio.

LIFE ‘AND, DEAT,

a lifelong study. I warrant my remedyto core the
worst cases, Because others have failed is no reason
for not now receiving a cure. Send at once for a treat-

which govern the operations of digestion * and

No

MIR’S
AGENTS WANTE.» for MARY CLEX
a history of
0 including
“Ten Years in SS EATH

Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sickness

to buildup the system.

BREAKFAST.
« By a thorough knowledge of the

persons cured.

from
BIEN, Lebanon,

es

ref

THOUSANDS of rele

iscoiorations,

AND

for a time and then have them

terest paid semi-annually in your own town, without cost to the investor.
Address for full
particu
lars, references, &c.,
E.J. HODGSON,

4t13

St. Paul, Minn.
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All the leading artists ef the past few years emdorse these instruments as the best.
Send for Catalogue,

and

inspect

them

at

the

Warerooms,

|
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|
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Washington

ESTEY

FOR

PAMPHLET.

(il

This is a true bone su
hosphate, and |i
may be used on any cro, Ter he hill or drill.
ji
or broadcast, either with or without manure,
and will produce a much earlierand
er Mi
crop. Inthe Reportof the Mass. Inspec
of Fertilizers, its valuation is from
i
$10 per ton higher than other Phosphates
which sell at the same price.
The past
ear over 3000 tons were sold against 100 Hi
ns three years ago, showing that it is
liked by the farmers.
If there is no local
agent near you, send to us.

“Bll
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Aiso for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

St.,

ORGAN

CO. -

3% 1b. and 1b.) labeled.

JAMES EPPS & CO.
Homeopathic Chemists, London, Eng.
Also Epps’ Chocolate Essence for Afternoon Use.
26t87e0

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF
PURE COD LIVER
J
OIL AND LIME.

All New Style Chrome Cards, No 2 alike,
name on, l0cts. Clinton Bres., Clintonville
Conn.
26teowds

in pulmonary complaints. The Phosphate of Lime
possesses 4 most marvelous healing power, as

combined with the pure Cod-Liver Oil by Dr. Wil.
This medjcine is regularly jrescribed by
bor.

the medical facdlty.

ist, and all druggists.

Sold | )y

AB.

Vilbor, Chem.

CAS

FOR

LAND

WARRANTS.

dress W, C. HILL, Washington,

Ad.

Bot

SOLUELE PACIFIC GUANO.
ANNUAL

SALE

OVER

350,000

TONS.
[}

All Farmers wishing to make their business a success, should

Eid. J. B.
inisterial
assistance
on that
mins iL CHAPHAN Fark:
sires
Page
.
com:
church,
Troy
,) with the East
(
eat
Article.—~The
Get the Genuine
Clerk. - ‘|
ma Friday, Ma 6, JouN H. theWARD,Nashville
** Wilbor’s Compound of Ct Liver
of
popularis
Chain Lake (Minn) with
Oil ‘and Lime” has induced some unprincipled
J.N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.
church, May 26-28.
rsons to attempt to palm off a simple article of
Ma 26, at 2 P.M. with the
(Iowa),
yton
preach
own manufacture; but any person who is
to
is
Beir
Baker
A.
Ye.
Mad
Midian yg
from Coughs, Colds, or Consumption,
suffering
the opening sermon, Rev. T. H. Bacheler alter.
be careful where they purchase this axtio e.
sum
ho
should
remib
Dale, Every Shiirch b requ sted 0
A
ex
. M.
1t requires no puffing. The results of its use are
member
$s a
fi
Clerk.
ita bet recommendations : and the proprietor has
N. W. BIxny,
Squstio fivgeen
ample evidence ov file of its extravrdinary success
AT

OPIUM fivsi re

Go WHENTEIY cure I do not mean merely to stop them

property,
are, when propthe most adoeptable nutriment

Otis Robins, V. L. Lang-

Whit.

and
ONE ‘Gures ASTHMA, CATAREH
For terms address DR. AB.
CONSUMPTION.
Atle
BOTT, Concord, N. H.

1 GURE FITS!

OR

all are ex-

give a written report of their labors,
pected to
1tis expected that the passtudies and support.
tor of the Potter church ii arrange for a service
dnegday
evening
preceding.
WM. WALKER, Sec.
i
y
Wed

LT

treatment atfHHOME.

and OXYGEN

St.

PEARL'S WHITE cLICERIVE SOAP

§. 8.

1il-

Pro-

* American

Haven’s

Bishop

of the Bible,”

ER NE C0.,
GLYCERI
PEARL'S WHITE
TORS
SOLE PRODUCERS

the

the necessary qualifications for a

Send for Illustrated circulars and proof that $100
a month is made selling
¢¢ Mother, Home and
Heaven.”
**Cuiiosities

13t9
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vel

and

SE

conversion

Importance

Chromo Cards, name
American Card Co.

Elegant New Style
in Gold and Jet, 10c.
West Haven, Ct.

n
IT’S QUAL 18 Nor 2) we
BOTTL
.
5 CENTS AND $1.5

AND

young for good, A. P. Cook ; Sabbath desecration,
to what extentsdoes it prevail in our eountry, and
what are its conseand
in our denomination,
i

50

For Sunburn, Prickly Heat,
Chapped, Rough or Chafed Skin

alternate,

Cartwright,

Essays: How to win

Mass.

erfect ‘nilet sonp, especia
nts and
children.1 Box contarning 3 cakes by mail 60¢c.

Genesee Y. M. Ministers’ Conference with the
church, Thursday, June 15, at 10 A. M.
i
Order of exercises: -

local ty.

Something entirely new tor dgents. #5 outG. W, INGRAHAM & CO. Boston,

purity which constitutes
the really beautiful complexion.It bleaches the
skin to a_marvelous_whiteness.

aa”
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|

Potter

32110

in any

made

be

can

Per Weék

RUGS,

-
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+

Frederick,
4612

ORGANS, 27 Stops, 10 Set Reeds

that perfect ciearnces and

the

W.

Moth Patch =, Black
warms, Impurities

Clerk.

preach

Geo.

BEATTY, Washington,N. J.

either withinor upon the
skin, leaving it smooth,
soft and pliable, and of

V

- -

Pianos $125 up. Rare
only $90.
Write or call ou
Inducements Ready.

Spots, Freckels, Tan

continue over the

Stevéns is to

BEATTY
SPY

“Pearl's ‘REFINED

Dorchester, Mass.

Church,

Potter

the

with name on 10c.
Wellsville, N. Y..-

A

i

Lancaster,
Penna.

MONTHS FREE, an Illustrated Month“ly Journal, to all who order my sample
pack of 50 New Styles Chromo Cards.

of

Rev."

den, D. D. Mitchell, M. H. Tarbox. Each question followed by general discussion. Delegates
should leave Maiden Rock Thursday morning,

+

Lancaster

BOSTON.

We. BAKER
& CO.,
Dorchester, Mass.

17 9

by

CASTER
AaeNWATG

RETAIL.

560 Washington

usual
time.
Persons coming by Milwaukeé R.
R. or boat will stop at Maiden Rock ever night,

notify

uction

ess,” Bibles, ete.

Beware of imitations.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

J. M, Haskell, Olivetie, Wis: Rock
Elm
is 14
miles from Maiden Rock. The Ministers’ Confer~ence will be held in connection with the Y. M. the
day before (1st) at 2 P. M.
»
ror ahie for Ministers’ Conference:
Should the Minn. & Minn. Southern Y. M’s be
united? (essays,) E.J. Keeville and J. M. Haskell;
How may - we best
oppose
go-called
* Free
thought¥? Essays, L. Given, A. Hathaway, A. A.
Smith ; Church discipline, its importance and how
to administer it? Essays, J. D. Batson, W. Hay-

ou.

Sixteen (16) Crades.
Lay
All Quick-Train Railroad Watches.

Minnesota at Rock Elm, Pierce Co., Wis,
Friday, June 2, at 2 P. M., three weeks before the
where teams will meet them, if they

Sue offered lo

the

.

tll . E.B. TREAT, Pub., 757 Broadway, N. Y.

ular sweet
The most
Chooslate in the market. It
is nutritious and palatable;
particular favorite with
a
Snhdren, and a most _excellent article for family use.
The genuine is stamped 8.

Yearly Meeting Notices.
Michigan, Commerce Ch., June 2—4.
Illinois, Liberty Ch,, June 2.
New Hampshire, Rochester Village, June13.
Central
N. Y., Phenix, June 21.
‘Wisconsin, Wimebago Ch., June 21.
4
Ohio & Penn., Waterford Ch., June 23.

with

ASK YOUR JEWELER FOR THE

Matting.

SWEET CHOCOLATE.

the

thless

eo elas and
HERMAN.
utsells all others 10 to 1, and is the fastest selwork
AGENTS W.
press.
and Extra Terms given. Saud for circulars
HINGTON &
CO., Hartford,
Conn.
to A. D. WOR

And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and

1878.

PARIS,

AND

ORIENTAL

Patrons.

MEDAL,

Gaff
th

8s

AXMINSTERS,

of

GERMAN

Rev. H. Perry, Escanaba, Mich.

Exeter (Me.)—Held with the church at Plymouth, March 7—9, The gathering was not large,
‘but the meetings were-excellent. The power of
resent. Quite a number of
the Holy Ghost was
the brethren of the ministry were present and the
preaching was good.
Next session with the church at Garland, Tues.
day, June 26,2, P.M. V.D.SWEETLAND, Clerk.

for

23,

of

mitations boned
cord.

‘OUR
WILD IN
GEN.

- MOQUETTES,

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can be
given than the above.
Readers must exercise their own judgment on articles advertised.

contributions

preparing

March

Beware

g

AGENTS! AGENTS]
AGENTS!
-| GEN. DODGES’
THIRTY-THREE YEARS AM [ONG

BRUSSELS,

Advertisers.

tions should be sent.
/
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
may be sent in aid of those
Gospel ministry.

Vt.,

or

WARNER BRO'S., 372 Broadway,N. X.

WiLTONS,

any time it shall appear that the managers have
been deceived; the deception will be exposed.”

Rev.N. C. Brackett, Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan-

June session with the McDonough church.
W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

(Neb.)—Held

Charleston,

«

/

- 11

J FLPRAY SORSED

Frank G. Cole

Healt

C)

$1.

CARPETS.

No advertisements will be admitted to the columas'cf this paper, of whose pure and ‘truthful
character satisfactory evidence is wanting. If at

ghotla be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

the Western Education So. ; to whom

A

Nuising,!
; Coraline
or Flex le Hip, $1.25;

g Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky, het breads, or
Can be eaten by Dy
ies
Taxurious pastry.
ndiwithout fear of the ills resulting on iy
gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
RoyaL BAKING POWDER C0., New York.

Died.
Melvin.—In

.. Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money.

(N. Y.)—- The session was one of

7 ccoutibh P30:

Absolutely Pure.

;

(26122) |

Fa

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should
be sent.
(10128)

and strength of all. in-

$10 REWARD

will be paid
for any corset in which the
Coraline Riis WiLL nx
onths
ordin
a
b;by ma a “W. B.
Price

Zo

Groves

4115

us to use it in all our
leading Corsets,

WHOLESALE

A. Wilbur Waterhouse, Mr.

J

ofCoram
ove ROm OF

N\

Sylvanus

EDWARD LE RUEY,
Managing Directo

7 whalebone has induced

Falls Vt

Mr.

CANADA.

WARNER BROTHERS
CORALINE CORSETS.

and
Miss Kita A. Hazelton, both of Conway. Culver—Bronson.—In West Stephentown, N.
Y., March 80, by the Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr. Geo.
E. Culver and Miss Nettie M. Bronson, both of

Portland,

money. contributed within the bounds of the Mich. |
.Y. M.; should be sent tor F. M., H: M. aud Educa. |
tion Societies.
(256)

ed by Rev’s Hill, Steere and Loomis. Business
transacted with barmony and dispatch.
Dea.
- Elisah Crandall of the Chen. Q. M. was with us.

Salem

Foster,

muuion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52138) | heart disease, Luther
Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all |

excellent interest; delegations
were not large,
but full of lite.
Excellent sermons were preach-

(Kan.)

R.

Financial Association of Ontario,
LONDON,

and Miss Mamie Smith, both of Catharine.
Cole—Hazelton.—In Conway, N. H,, March

Sabbath to large and attentive
doah Mission.
:
The social meetings were rich
Moses B. Smith,
Treasurer of the
Freewill
be remembered.
The meetings | Baptist Foreign, Tome Mission and Education
throughout were interesting and well attended.
Societies,Concerd, N. H
(1362)
. Next session with the Ceaterville church, comRev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of/
mencing June 3, at 2 P. M. B. F, ALLEN, Clerk.
the Central Association, to whom all its contribu-

McDonough

G.

Also 8 Per Cent. Prefer=
Full particulars on applica-

JOSEPH D. SAUNBY,
President.

C D Berry Burlington Mich
Collins Horton Iowa
Merritt Carson City Mich
E H Higbee Mecca O .

empl

sermons on the
congregations.
feasts, long to

|

Ladd Enosburgh

Interest remitted semi-annually in

St

Parried.

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com-

re-

Sargent—AD

_ BY EXPRESS.
E D Wade ‘Dover Me

£ Post-Office Addresses.
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soulrefreshing

As

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributie)
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies sho
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
52t
»
contributed for the Maine State MidAll mone

Belmont

by Rev.

bv Rev. E.

represented

ports cheering.

with

Catarrh,

B

The

BY MAIL.

Notices.

of

be

constrain

and has placed in my
slupie vegetable rem
India missionary, an
speedy and permane;

Bronchitis,

Smith—J

and 5 years.

American Currency.
nce Stock at 105.
ion.

H J Carr Jackson O
J Crain Wykoff Minn
D C Mitchell Houston Minn
Géo D Brown North Hampton NH
L D Atwood Hopkington N Y
_ Rev 8 A Comstock Millington Mich
“J H Darling Waverly
Mich
Dea David Bracy Bar
Harbor Me
‘R Hines Buffalo Gap Texas
ev W A Nealy Adamsville R I
§ H Nicholson Wixom Mich
Luke Conoway Vanceboro N C
vn 38. Dawson.
“"

by the Rev.

Worden,

there

feels

T

Secured by the entire Assets, Capital and Reserye
Fund of the Company, and redeemable in: 1,

Books Forwarded

hair;

ma and all Throat and Lung Diseaces; also a posi
tive and radical cure fer
Nervous Debility an:
all Nervous Complaints. Its remarkable curati
ppwers have been proven in many thousand case
d, actuated by the desire to relieve suffering h
nity, I gladly assume the duty of making
kn
thers. Address me, with stamp, na
ing this paper, and I will mail you, free of char;
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with full
rections for its preparation and use, printed
German, French or English. W. A. NOYES, 1
Powers’ Block, Rochester, N., Y.
13¢

large

the cause

He now

to relinquish it entirely,
hands the formula of that
dy discovered by an East
found so effective for the

a

“creased and we thank God and take courage for
the future. Rev. E. Root preached two excellent

the church at

The churches were well

sermon.

At2

of ‘prayer,

Introductory

Quarterly Meetings.

e, and for the strengthening of the inner
acceptanc
man, Delegations from the churches not so full

Rev’s Turner,

(Neb.)—Held

were all well

is given.

Hancook &
Quincy
(Ill.)—Held with the
Fairview 3
A Ce LL toed by Franklin,
Paloma and Fairview churches, each of which
has secured the labors of Rev, J. J.
one.
Sabbath in each month. Bro’s Weage
a
mith
preached during the session, we
st to Divine

by

May

preach the

Prairie

ed at the expiration of the time it is paid for, if
80 requested when the money is sent?

usual

to

LeMars, Towa.

A correspondent asks an answer in the Star

our

for

-—

Kanes
od 88
-W.
two

received two more for baptism, which makes
in all twenty-eight, and more are to follow. To
God be all the praise, I expect to be able to
send you subscribers for the Star from there

not

ty, and asa consquence strong
temperance and prohibition.

church,

twenty-four

than three hundred spectators. The Lord was
truly with us. In the evening of the same day,
we gave the hand of fellowship to sixteen and

~Convened March
= A goodly number
done in a commenfavored with any

other bodies, which made

preached

by the

’

full attendance.

found peace in fhe Saviour and Sabbath,
April 2, we had the privilege of baptizing
twelve happy converts in the presence of more

“ April 2 was a day

was

Cass

Some

from

not

I

shoul

Consumption Cured.
“Bince 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent
this office the means of relief and cure to tho
ands afflicted with disease.
The correspondenc
necesitated by this work becoming too
heavy fo

Next session with the Columbus church, Ma
26-38. Bro. Turner of the West Windsor churc

The Rev. H. 8. Otis wriles from Canton:.l.
“ The 2d Sunday in March I organized a
church at Sunny Slope, Sumner Co., of ten
members.
We continued the meetings three
results,

holding

Cooperand Cady, The Sherburne church is in a
flourishing condition under the ministration of
Bro. G. L. White. We find it strong in spirituali-

‘Kansas,

weeks with good

been

be seized by the clothing, and
which generally comes off.”

number in attendance, hut the Spirit was with us
to insure a success. After Friday evening, ser:

We feel that the _séed of the
time

has

Owing to poor roads we had

were revived and

kingdom has been sown and
the results.”

he

Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.

Copy of a notice on, the beach at Brighton:

Chenango(N. Y.)—1eld with the Sherburne
church Friday, Feb. 27. The opening sermon was
Preach by
Rev. 8. 8. Cady ofthe Smyrva church.
t was a very earnest effort and produced a marked effect. We sadly missed Bro, C, E. Brockway who
has entered upon a pastorate of the F. B.
charch
at Fairport.
He has been our most active worker
in the Q. M., showing a marked zeal and devout
Christian
epirit.
e mourn his departure, yet
commend him, as one who will do all in his power for the upbuilding of the Master’s kingdom.
Bro. Abbey was algo absent in revival work.

E. Berry is preaching with Sheneska church.
His labors are highly appreciated. Bro. Long-

outside

where

Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western

case
of ladies in dinger of drowning they

dissppoiniment. All manifested the spirit of the
Master and expressed a strong desire to see, the
canse advanced and God’s work revived until all
shall know him.
;
Next session with the Brooks Vill
church,
June 23-25. It is hoped the clerks of churches
will be particular in their statistical reports.
>
JOSEPH HIGGINS, Cerk.

ward in baptism. West Chain has been revived in membership with the few meetings
held by Rev’s Reeves and W. 8. Leigh. Rev.

Some

of the meeting.
Cheering reports were
some of the pastors. Bro. Cook’s chtireh
is prospering under his faithful labors.
W. Gowen reports a precious work of

Prospect & Unity (Me.)
24—26 with
the Moarve church.
were present and the busines
dable manner. We were pot

7 or 8 conver.
- Rev. Reeves resulted in some
sions, about 20 reclaimed. Some are to go for-

limits of any church.

&c.

Avenue,

Sweet—W

|

John—R Scott—M W Spencer—8 Summerlin—H B
Sawyer—F Santee—E C Safford—A H_Stewart—T
A Stanford—M Searl—8 Sanborn—E W Thompson‘Mrs E L Tarbox-8 W Temetly-0 E Toble—G
Taylor—L _Thurston—Mrs € E Talcott—MigsA J
Tibbests—Wm
Titus—
LGV
—
m
S=Mrs
Willey—S Weed—A
E. Wilson—L an_Horn--W_E
M Webb—Wm
Winsor—C Whittier—8 W Wood—H White-—-CE
Ward—S8 H Watson—T M Washturn—J Walker—
Mrs M L Yates—J H Durkee—E H Higbee.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound doubtless ranks fivstas a curative agent in. all diseases
of the procreative system, ‘degeneration of the kid' neys, Irritation of the bladder, urinary calculi, &o.

Next session with the church in. Milo, June 16—

take the pastorate of Nashville and Elmore
churches. We feel that Bro. Reeves will be
a blessing
to us as he has been to the Root
River Q. M. A good degree of revival interest
has been enjoyed in nearly all our churches,
"The meetings held with Nashville church by

street held a two weeks’ meeting

LM

but these

Bitters have cured her.”--Price 25 cts. per bottle.

1S. Conference at 2 P. M., Friday. Church clerks
are requested to Send "Stistica) reports for the
Register.
B. S. GERRY, Clerk.

of Root

Bro. Reeves

My wife had been an invalid for 2

March 17—19,

gnod, a fair dele-

churches, adding much to the

meetings this winter. *-

out were

obliged to sell, Atour Y. M. held with the
Nashville -church a subscription was signed to
the amount of $1,030 to build a house in
‘Nashville. . So far it has fallen through except the locating of site.
The reason assigned is hard times. Our field for the Master
is large and the laborers few, yet we feel that
God is abundantly able to bless. Our Q. M’s
are wetl attended, and a good interest manifested.

Corinth

grace al Howland

in a house in the village of Sherburne, yet not

party

were

ministers and delegates. and others ivere made
welcome at the church and homesof the people of C., and a good season was enjoyed. We
weve favored with the presence ol Bro’s H. Graves
from Springfield Q. M.,C. C. Foster from Exeter
Q. M., also’ Brn’s
Hill and Towne, pastors of Dex-

ship owned by us at present, thatthe time is
fiot far distant, we believe, when we shall.
The West Chain church owned a half-interest

being able to buy the other

in Charleston,

gation gathered, nearly all the churches reported,

we are
of

(Me.)—Met

The weather and traveling

equare

services,

81K PER GENT.
DEBENTURE
FOR SALE AT PAR.

tioney Letters Received.

with only school.

thankful, though there is not a house

i

upon the theme, ¢ How to teach so as to reach
All Ladies know their faces are more ‘attractive |
and bepent the yonng, which was worthy of pub- .when free from pimples. Parker’s Ginger Tonic |
lication. The
time of holding the Juné session
5 Andrus—I Allen—E Alges—J QjAdams—C
is popular among them, because it banishes imwas Changed so that it will commence Friday bepurities
from blood and skin, and make the face
C Burt—M © Burnell—L Bayless—C A Baker—S
fore the Y. M. at 9 A.M., when the Y. M. is held in glow and the eye sparkle with health.
; ‘Bacon—-G DBrown—C E Brockway--C A Brackett
the Jefferson (J, M.,and Friday
before the first
Bridge=J Boyd—w W Beian—J D Backus—E
‘Sabbath in June, when the Q.
. is held in the
Babb-F
K Bates—H
A Blake—/ F' Barr--SD Bates
Lawreseq. M.
;
A receipt for shapped hands js a piece of camJD
Bradbury—8 G Boothbay~J R Brackett—A R
Next session at Philadelphia, June 21-25. Conphor the size of 8 walnut melted with half a cupful
beock—D
Calley—A B
Chute—RR Curtls—L
ference at# A. M.
Reports irom all of the churchUonant—J Curtis—S A Comsjock—SA Colley=E
of mutton tallow.
{
es are expected for the Register,
©
mmings—A B Chamberlin—J Clark—Mrs
J
+
J.J. ALLEN, Clerk.
X—8 8 Chesbrough—B Uorwin—A M Coombs—
Extreme Tired Feeling.
D Conillard—D
Chaodler—L
Chapman—R
A
comb (Me.)—First local Q, M. organized
A lady tells us * the first bottle has done my
ark—Mrs
TE Caverley—J M Chase—P Cumin Maine, held its three hondréd and thirty-ninth
daughter a great deal of good, her food does Rot
in,
H Darling—L Dexter—B Dearborn—C A
session with the oldest church east of the
Kenne- distress her now, nor does she suffer from that exockham—M A Davis—A Ktheridge—E W.Fox—
bec river, if not the oldest in Maine, at Woolwich,
treme tired feeling which she did before taking
Farnham—E O Ffisher—A G Fothergill-W J
March 24—26.
The usual business was soon
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Asecond bottle effected a
ulfon—S8
Fisher—Mrs C Gage—G Glaspie—M P
attended
to, leaving
Sat. and
Sunday for cure. No other preparation contains such a conilmo!
W Grifin—A Hill-J P
Harvey—J
devotional services.
The Edgecomb is a little
centration of vitalizing, enriching, puriiyivg and
odsdon—A B Harris—W C Hulse—C Hutchins—
“old style,” spending - much of its sessions in invigoraling properties as Hood’s Sarsaparilia.
N
Runupten—f
Harding=A
P-Hodgdon—J
J
earnest, spiritual worship, instead of resolving
all=W 3
Hg F Higgine—J C Hackett—F
itself into u quarterly cathering of agents for the
enderson—Mrs
J
Higgins—E
Hart—S
James—,
discussion and presentation of their favorite
““It 18 strange,” remarks an exchange, ‘ how
Jones—J Jones—J Jordan—A Kenyon—Mrs M
much better a picture a photographer can take to
claims, in behalfof some befiévolent enterprise.
Kidder—EJ Keville—B H Kenney—A T Kimball
“Jt is good for us to be here,” was the = senti- bane in a showcase than he can take for 4 customA 8 Libbe
Lowe—H Lincoln—J 8 Longle
ment of those present. Plain, earnest, spiritual
Mrs R H Lambert—H Ladd~Mrs F Lumle; ng 4
sermons were preached by Revw’s Ridlon and
ittlefleld—J
B
Lash—L
A Long—N Lynch—N
P
‘Bowie of Phipsburg, Palmer of Boothbay, Bean
Ris:
Sold Out,
orse—K Mitchell—-C Mitchell—J H Mayo—Mrs J
of Edgecomb; Eastman of Rockland and Edwards
'Special
Telegram
to
Henry,
Johnsen
&
Lord:
7B
“Monroé—John
Morrison—A
H
Morrill—S
of Brunswick.
Much earnest prayer and eéxorta.
tion were in the social services. All Christians
Freedomville, Ohio.—We have sold all those Marsh—A Meeker—J M Mathews—R N Newton—
B Nelson—G R Pease—E E Pomeroy—F J Parks
appedred to be in real harmony with the "Lord,
Baxter's Mandrake Bitters
yon sent ms.
They
H Perty—Mrs M L Parkinson 3. H Peshin—C
and we need not question but such gatherings, re- give universal satisfaction.
Send us twelve dozen
F Penney~J F Phillips—J C Purington—J A Porsult in mueh good.
The, quarierly collection of
ter—Miss
E Packard—M 8 Richmond—W J Rob$10 wasigiven to Foreig Missions.
“he » Rev.Rev. Chas.
Chas. 'E.
E. Piper, Piper,oof Wasco.
akefle
RB.AT
Next session with the 2d Georgetown church,
writes: “I have used Baxter's Pky Bitters bins—RH Rich—G W Richards—J C Rogers—0 F
Russell—J
B Sawyer—Mrs F R Simsonen 7B
in my fawily for over two years, and as a result
June 16.
H. ATWOOD, Clerk
have not called a Physician in the whole time. FNeyT Sponner—H W Smith—E Stevens—Mrs

advantages that ureenjoyed by eastern church‘es, our Q. M., covering an area of 720
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use this old and tried plant food.

Itsuse pays better than

its cost in the increase of yield.

It is rich in ammonia, bone

any other investment, givinga direct return of many

times

phosphate of lime aud potash, and is a complete manure,
& suitable for all crops. For sale by local agents. Pam: Phiets with testimonials, directions for use and much valuale information mailed free on application.
;

CLIDDEN

& CURTIS,

"GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

- -

- BOSTON, MASS.

H. D. WOODRUFF, Albany, Special Agent for New York.
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Managers,

Erie Depot, Erie, Pa.
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en, Escanaba, Delta Co., on account of poor.
health. - Seven have recently united with the
church and several others have expressed a
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of these meetings until converted in some
protracted effort, and then come to them

Where?

is not enough to give them a few of the

Thy gentle spirit winged its airy way;
Nor yet witb anxious fear, as one astray
That lonely on doth fare.

general principles of Christianity; they
must take up Christian duties.
1 dé not

mean in any way to underrate or set aside

round thee then,

While on thine eyelids fell earth's last, deep

conversions, but I would remove crosses
and stumbling-blocks from before our

J

And loving eyes gazed on thee but to weep?
Jesus, thy Lord, was there;

children, instead of putting between them
and the church door all the -ways of the

With angels bright and fair,

SSisied-- the ough

Beyond all mortal ken,

wi

To thes, when

didstbrooding
wake,
Twas ¢’en as when, thou
night’s

ra BONE

. On

the tired watcher

breaks

regions

|

dawn
.
That light and gladness shed,
life;

while

perfumed

of dewy

. flowers,
And

joyous songs from vecal
bowers,
Earth ¢’en as Eden make.
On thy just opening eyes

groves

and

Nor feel one fear arise. .
That vision not yet past,
Methinks I heard His lips pronounce
thy
name!
When, at His voice, o’er thee stramge rapture

came
That all thy being filled,
' And thy awed spirit stilled,
Lost in admiring love’s impassioned glow,
With bliss so pure as none on earth may know;
Bliss evermore to last!
:

k

" Thyself an angel there,
‘Or as the angels, spotless, pure and blest,
‘Though yearning still to fold thee to
breast,
Might Heaven the need allow

this

Could I recall thee now?
Wish thee again these mortal paths to tread,
Again to feel of death’s keen shaft the dread,
And mortal anguish bear?

"

No, no; that were the love
To wrong, that through thine earthly years
ne'er knew
Aught but the good, the generous,
the true;

“That could thyself forget;
While tears of pity wet
Thy cheek full oft at sight of others’ woes;

And ever swiftly did thy hand unclose
That pity’s truth to prove.
And thou dost live, Heaven-born,
The life of saintly love that, here begun,

Death ended not; onward that life shall run
Through Heaven’s immortal years;

Forgot earth’s pangs and tears; ~~
And I—O blissful hope—love’s tasks with thee

of old, they shall say,

* Hosanna to

*Twas ever thine to be;

* A household worshiped thee,
Who call thee dearest still; still

o’er-thee

weep,
And thy loved Tmage in their souls will keep
Till they in dust are laid.
Dear Lord, thy will be mine!
- The cup Thou giv’st me I would calmly. take;

Thou bast not left this bruised heart to break!
With Thee there is no night,

Through earth’s deep shadows, by that wis=
dom led,
In patient trust henceforth my feet shall. tread
hand in Thine.

— Sel.
S-0-B

tain the boat would soon

oo

CHILDREN AT THE STATED MEETINGS OF THE CHURCH.
BY MRS. JENNETT M. WEST.

filled our minds as we have seen a few

;

thing

for

us

re
fp fr

effect. The machinery of enforcement
was carefully constructed; no ‘ remonstrance” was allowed, the oath once

ee

I

get

taken

a muskrat

trap P asked Albert one morning,

looked enviously at his brother
getting ready to set his. °

as

who

he

was permanent

* drug-store

in

its

nuisance”

effects,

1}
important

in-

largely, for

good

or

s already familiar through the ‘former

others are introduced which are equally work,
wel).
drawn, and which serve to roundout the story

contribut-

ill, to’ our national

:

:

to completeness.

fortunes. The writer uses with great skill,
the advantages which the published Memoirs

Job's COMFORTERS: or Scientific Sympat,
By Joseph

of Mr.
Adams, by his son, puts within his
reach, enabling him to set before us those

Parker, D. D. New York; |

K. Funk & Co. Price, 10 cents.
;
:
This brochure from the pen of Dr. Parke,
is well worth reading. It is a religious satire,

criticisms upon current events and public men
with which Mr. Adams’ diary, kept with great

was

This pledged

excited erowd, fighting like a little mad-

man—with-—a— young crossing-sweeper
about his own size. I never could find
out what they were quarreling about, but
I fancy they couldn't quite agree as to
whose property the crossing was, and so
were trying to settle it in that silly way.
I believe the matter was really settled
by
policeman X., whose two eyes: fell upon
them just as I came up, and whose two

hands followed suit with very startling

results.

The next time 1saw him he, Was at a

Boys’ Home, with a face as bright and
clean as the ‘dish-covers that used to
hang above the mantel-piece in my old

grandmother's

kitchen.

You

see, like

these old dish-covers, he has been polishedupa bit, and though when they had
made him bright and shiny they didn’t
hang him up above the mantel-shelf, they
ful, for they made him * call-Boy™ on
board a river steamer, and I am quite
sure, if you heard him calling out

‘“ ease 'er,”

* stop 'er,” and ‘turn ‘er

astern,” you would ‘agree with me that
the biggest dish-cover ever yet invented
was never half so useful as is Jim Blake.
To tell the truth, Master Jim is just a
little bit proud of being call-boy on a
steamer. Why, I fancy sometimes he almost thinks himself as important as the
captain himself as he shouts out the or-

inside me, he says, says he, ‘ Ease ‘er,
stop er, turn er astern,’ and" I tell yer,

sir, it fetched me right straight up per-

brought and set that evening,

Albert came in high

spirits,

and after

his

like

mother

the

away,”

Arab,

and

leaving

‘t You remember reading in the Chrislian about a boy that set a mink trap, and

silently

women's

strange and new joy.
Arkansas, to a man,

stolen

the

law

of

he saw that it was a poor one he was an-

that

Now, if you don’t catch any, you

musn't find any fault.
little

one,

you

must

Lord is pleased with
The next morning
his trap, and to the
himself, found in it

And ifitis a poor
be

thankful.

The

a grateful heart.”
Albert hastened to
surprise of all but
‘a muskrat. As he

was skowing hid
it in his happy expitement,
xci

his mother asked,

* Did you pray about it, Albert?”
he replied :

Albert, ““ and if I can catch oge more I
shall be satisfied.” He caught two more.

The boys much wondered that while in

the four traps set by his father and brother only four muskrats were caught, his
one trap caught three. But Albert and
his mother think they know why.—8. K.
T.,in Bible Banner.
READING AT HOME.
All young people should aspire to be
good readers. With
ordinary
vocal
equipments they may be. To arrive at
that, there

must

be

habitual

practice.

Reading aloud for the benefit of the home
circlegis an accomplishment, for the many,

and in practical results it is as much snperior to music even as it is acquired at
smaller cost. The man who by the evening lamp shares with his family the good
thingsin the fresh newspaper or magazine, while his wife and daughters, perhaps, must keep to the mending or’ other

quiet occupation, supplements the day’s
bread-winnirg with the scarcely less important nourishing of the intellectual na-

tures.

The boys and girls should be en-

couraged to read aloud for the general
entertainment, Many a delightful and
profitable hour will be thus spent, which
will add to thé fund of information and
to dear remembrances when in coming
years they shall be scattered. By-and-by
when the parents’ eyes grow dim and
their ears dull, so that the world’s doings

are hardly more to them than is the passing dispatch to the bird on the telegraph
wire, a manly son or gentle, loving
daughter may freshen and brighten the.
withering life with the written page.
And who of us but has at some time in
the home or social circle an invalid to
whom an heur’s daily reading is a luxury
above anything else? 1 have noticed that

persons accustomed to read alond often
practiceit from

preference when

there

are no ears but their own to hear; they

as over I said it myself, says he, * go on
ahend, and 1 went on ahead, sir, and I've

one is apt to experience when

a dinner alone.— Watchman.

partaking

:

been goin’ on ahead, sir, ever since, and

to

and unaided, for fifteen years, resisting infamous gag-laws, defending the sacred right of
petition, enduring continually every species of

insult, threats of assassination—it is that grand
spectacle of

firmness in duty,

repelling

with

els, and Yellowstone

arouses

our

driasis,

the

the

insanity,

the

dwarfish
deforinities,
the consumption, the suffering
lives and early
deaths of the children of inveterate
smokers, béar ample testimony to the
feebleness and unsoundness of constitution transmitted by those addicted to this
pernicious habit.”— Illustrated Christian

Weekly.

:

The Cincinnati Enquirer is responsible
for the statement of ex.President Hayes,
in which he corrects the misstatement
that it was owing to Mrs. Hayes’s earnest
wish alone that wine was not served at
the White House. He said:
‘We

mutually

agreed,

before

my

in-

auguration, that the habit and customs of
our private life should not be changed.
We had never been in the habit of offering wine to our guests in our own house,

and determined not to do so in the White

House.

During my whole term this rule

was violated upon

only

one

occasion;

and

said:

«Mr.

President, are we going to have wine at
the diplomatic dinner?’ to which I simply
referred to ‘our well-known
domestic
policy. The Secretary urged that it was

his dinner, and that I ought to yield,

‘Governor

8t. John

has

written the

Georgia bas

as, honored and

with reverence

victorious, he goes

in

which
the sale of intoxicating liquor is
prohibited.
;

min

IW

isner

in the

Ferrier’s Nov.

Geysers;

How

Gilbert

Provinces

of

Spain,

snd

American

Ants; A Famous Quaker School; with iustall.
ments of * The Freres ” and ‘* Robin.” and the

tranquilly

on, pure, upright, benevclent, to the

glorious

usual amount of poetry.

Littell & Co., Boston,

sunset of life, and passes away amid the re-

publishers,

grets and teats of an entire nation. History
tardily, but surely, is doing justice te his great

the New York Metropolitan Museum into the

;

:

Now that a new investigation is to be had by

services.
This life of Adams is the first of a series of
‘‘ Biographies of American Statesmen
pro-

charges originally published in The Art Ama.

Jected by this enterprising ptblishing house,
and, judging from the ability of the editor, MJ.

magazine in the

Charles Dudley Warner,
qualifications of those to
raphies are entrusted, it
service and well deserved

teur, alleging improper restorations in the Cesnola

D.

volume of

two

The

hundred

transformations.
the

Co.

Price

and

eighty

of

the

story

heart

be educated by

she retains the naturalness and truthfulness of
her childbood. The week before she is to
graduate, she is compelled to go home and

care for, and finally bury, her unfortunste
‘but excellent father. Then wearily she works

and tends her unrefined step-mother, till she,

too, passes away and leaves Miss Sheridan free

to teach. Over-work in teaching, superadded
to her four years of toil and sorrow, compels

her to rest, and we find her and Miss West,
another lady of noble soul and of similar ex-

periences, in

Europe.

Here

Miss

S.

meets

her early friend and helper, Maxwell King,the

noblest, most considerate and

strongest

hood’s home. The storyis well told and
some parts has m uch beauty and strength.

in

THEIR PLACE

AND

POWER.

B

Rev. Herrick Johuson, D. D.('hicago:
F.
H. Revell, 148 Madison St. Price, in flexible

cloth, 25 cents.
Dr. Johnson’s recent attack upon the theater

of to-day has brought him prominently before
the whole country, and made us, all familiar
‘with his vigorous thought and trenchant style.

The public has sufficient evidence, we believe,
that whatever he may

theme will probably

have

to

8ay upon

be worth hearing.

any

In

the little work before us, he discusses comprehensively, forcibly and concisely » topic of
the highest importance tothe churches. He
sets forth in clearest terms the testimony
of
Scripture and experience, and the deductions
from thay testimony, concerning these special
séasons of quickening and ingathering in the

life of the church.
The
sub-topics
are:
Definition of Revivals; Vindication of Revi
vals; Evils to be Avoided; The Conditions

Essentialto Revivals; Work

and Work Subsequent

Coincident

With

to Revivals, «The dis

cussion-is anable epitome of the fa

undergone,

Other

notable features

of the number

design

are &

of holly-hocks

for painting or embroidery ; clever china paint-

ing designs of cupids playing leap-frog over
Minerva, and of little birds perched on a prodigious Easter egg; eight illustrations of treasures of the Limoges Ceramic Museum; some
interesting pencil sketches by J. Carroll

Beck-

with; a readable Boston letter by Earl Marble,
and articles on"an msthetic English village, Roman cost
, Italian enamels, bedroom em-

|

broidery, any

instructionin carpet designing.

Price,
$4 a

yar; single

¢ Matks,

Sutagys
New
York. Maj, p

numbers,

The Agricultural Review
Supplement

35 cents.

publisher,
23 Union Square,

to the

January

and

Journal.

number.

This

able quarterly is published in the interests of
the American Agricultural Association. Terms,

$3.00 per year; single copies,50 cents. Those
subscribing now will be entitled to membership in the Amer. Agricultural Assoc. for 1»82.

Address Joseph H. Reall, 26 University Place,
N.Y.
>
The Printers’ Circ#ar for March begins
the seventeenth volume of this spicy and ever
welcome
monthly.
Price, $1.00 per year.
515 Minor St., Philadelphia.
:
The Pathfinder and Railway Guide for
April. Complete, reliuble, and only 25 cents.
‘The New England Railway Pub’g Co., Boston..
Horticultural Essays, by Peter Henderson.
Price, 70 cents.
Contains ** Green
Structures and Modes of Heating”;

House
¢ Ma-

nures”; ‘ Strawberry Culture”; * The growIng and preserving of Celery”; Rose Growing

—

REVIVALS:

statuary has

four-page screen pwnel

is

mind.

gives

signs, together with fine fllustrations of eight

Emily Sheridan,
the affectionate, artless, but
bright and ambitious daughter of a New
Hampshire farmer, whose comfort and hope

is to trace her
| irfiusucss, and

that

notable French fans, five 61"which were shown
at the recent. New York Fan Exhibition.

is usual for such
.

character

antiquities,

number discusses at

Amateur a double page -of charming fan de-

has a tasty cover, and is

bound than

principal

&

April

The lover of fan-painting will find in The Art

By Caroline B. Le

Lothrop

of> Cypriote

length the new evidence in the case, and

Webster,” “has already been

Boston:

collection

a supplement illustrating some of the startling

and the well-known
whom
future bioge
indicates a welcome
success. The second

$ bearing

on this vital subject, and every Christian will

in Winter”; ete.
Address
Peter
and Co., 35 Cortlandt 8t., N.Y.

Henderson

Garden Talks for-January, An illustrated
quarterly Horticultural Magazine and guide
for the Home and Market Garden, 10 cents a
Per wrOP

LITERARY

JOTTINGS.

Carlyle’s posthumous work, *‘ Reminiscences

of my Irish ‘Journey,” will begin in the May
Century, and be completed in June and July.
Those who

have had access to the

manuseript

and advance sheets of the work, describe it as
being as characteristic of the author as the
famous * Reminiscences ”? which a year ago
made

such a sensation in literary circles.——

The

poet

Whittier

has

written

for

Wide

Awake a tender and exquisite poem commemorative of the ehildren's love

and of Longfellow’s death,

for

the May number, together

appear

with a fine

piece portrait of Longfellow,
Closson,

Longfellow,

It will

in

frontis-

engraved

bY

Choice Literature is the savory

title of a new magozine,
fleld somewhat similar

occupying a literary
to that of the old

Electric Magazine and Littell's Living Age,

with important variations and additions, and
at a mere fraction of their cost, being only $1
a year, Among other attractions, its early

numbers will contain, unabridged,

Green's

‘ Historyof the English People,” and Rus
kin’s “ Modern Painters.” Specimen
new conditions. Bhe enters the famil
ofy &' will be sent free upon application. copics
It is
friend as an instructor of the younger
It introduces Yensie in a new home and under

members,
and the narrative of her experiences will
especially interest those who have to do with

the moral and mental training of children. The
author shows that all children are not made
after the same pattern, and that ome line of

treatment is not of universal application.
In
oneof her pupils,a boy of brilliant mental’

who

forty-vight counties

Miss

Basque

;

Thenceforth we follow him

endowments, whose mind has become embitb Y | tered because of &
deformity, Yensie
the way is now quite out of her incognito, finds much to interestphysical
as well as’ to, discourage
and discovered to be Mrs. Mary A.
DeniBhe perseveres, however, and by studyson, of Washington, D. C., a congratula- her,
ing bis character carefully and working upon
tory letter upon the character and suo- hit-from the right
cess ofber new temperance story. It is 8 change in his side, she gradually works
disposition and brings his
winning laurels of commendation. every- better
qualities
into
active exercise, Thisis
where. Yoq
scarcely accomplished when a cal] from Valley
+o
authar of “Like a Gentleman,”

Earth;

triumph’ came.

be profited and enlightened by the reading.
that-was at the dinner given in honor
the Grand Duke Alexis, and that was
3s WaLTON'S, WoMANT00D. ‘By Mrs.
Secretary Evarts's dinner, given, accords
EE
pd Co. Prics gro. oon: D.
ing to custom, at my house, and paid for
All Bunday-school = scholars
by me. * Mr. Evarts came to me a day or “ Yensle Walton,” will want to readwho read
this book.

two before the dinner

the

scinded, and the right of petition admitted by
Congress, his hour of ample, compensating

father more strikingly visited upon his acter of the book, She finds that chartheir
chlldren ‘than in the sin of tobacco- | destinies are to be inseparably linked together
smoking. The enervation, the hypochon- aud he is to preach the gospel in her child.
hysteria,

and

Sherrard Fared in the Flood, and The Poetry
of Dsnte Gabriel
Rosetti; Destruction of
Egyptian Monuments; Jane Austin; March
in the Country; Ou the Whale Fishery of the

an sunt and is introduced to fashionable and
cultivated life; but, while rapidly developing,

* Inno instance is the sin of the

Monkeys, snd The Visitors of the Past

enthusiasm and calls forth our deepest homage.
When at length, in 1845, the gag rule was re-

prastical that the united force of ail good
and women can be brought to bear ['she is. The author's purpose
{against the liquor traffic at the point Sekelopment [iwough yurylog
where convictio
HOW
their effect upon her
Vietion can be correlated nto SShe
is taken
to New York to
law.— Francis E. Willurd,in the Advance.

mony:

The numbers of the Living Age for March
81st and April 8th contain Sir Charles Lyell;

hot-blooded

which

+

MAGAZINES, &.

Moon

more firmly
books.
*

In view of what bas been said recently
in a good many quarters about the evils
of cigarette smoking by the young, the
question may be aptly raised whether
their elders do not owe them the moral
effect of example as well as precept?
And the further question may be asked,
whether posterity has not claims that
smokers are bound to respect? A Lon- |
don physician bears this forcible testi-

cules h ave got into a disordered condition,
und
that singular whity-brown fluid found in the
heads of human animals has become a little
addled, diluted, or otherwise injured, and
hence these phenomena, All animal fifeis
more or less subject to this visitation; and,
viewed scientifically, yours, Job, is a singularly beautiful case.” :

eagle glance and fiery invective the assaults of
opponents,

Under.

stand thou that this disturbance is entirely
molecular
: by some meansof other the mole. -

ber of the House of Representutives at the
ageof sixty-four. But itis in this last posi
tion that his most signal, and most valuable
services to his country were reudered. It is
that moral bravery, that devotion to principle
with which he met the proud, insolent representatives of the slave power; almost alone

pages is well printed,

A PHYSICIAN'S TESTIMONY.

thy repining:any longer be heard.

England,

Secretary of State, President of the. United

This

counties of Arkansas. So will it always
be when our Christianity becomes so

miss their audience and find a degree of which I did—that one time, and only that
right tastelessness
in the feast of soul, such as time.”

pendickler-like, and turned me
round, and then without stoppin’ a moment this yer little chap he says, as plain

Minister

States, entering the humbler sphere of a mem-

w.
$125.

the total influence of which has been to
shut up the saloons in three-fourths of the

Kad

‘Yes, mother, and I knew I should
have one. That pays for my trap,” said

of Senator,

A FORTUNATE FAILURE,

gry about it, and he has never caught one but one among scores that might be cited,
since.

stations

noticed in these columns.

protects home, and the juries have proved
themselves the most loyal that temperance annals show. This illustration is

prayed for a mink, and got one, and when

a man of vast and- varied learning and of high
order of talent. With special enthusiasm and

hearts full of -volume;
“Nosh

“The Judges

favor

bless you as those who speak wise words. Be.
hold, this. cometh not of mine own hand; for
wherein have I dared the Most High to over.
whelm me?
*
Sa
“Then answered Huxley the Moleculite, ang.
said: - ‘ Cease (rom thy languishing, nor Jet

provided: intérest we see him, after filling the proud

never to pre-

as

|

and spirit. He is presented in this volume in
his true light as a pure-hearted patriot, an

intrepid defender of the right; if uneparing
toward others, always a rigid critic of himself;

the

was | against by requiring an affidavit of each
physician,
with1 strong penalties for the
2YSI0

“ Oh, I wouldn't,” repliedhis’ mother." { violation.

The name Moses is found in the New
Testament 79 times ; viz., in Matt., 7; in
he must “cept: when danyer’s near I don’t mean lo Mark,8; in Luke,10;
in John,12; in Acts,
walk in it. Let the little ones kneel with stop goin’ on ahead for any one, - and
19; in Romans, 4; in 1 Cor.,2; in 2 Cor.,
father and motherat the
family altar, maybe some day I'll be captain of the 3; in 2 Tim., 1; in Heb.,11
; in Jude., 1;
and with them repest the ord’s prayer. | smurtest steamer afloat,”
in Rev.,
Aucswered by Rev. E. Fisk
~ Take
them to the prayer-meefing, teach | Ab, it’s yonderful how useful a good and J. W,1. Gould.
Hattie A. West (12
them
a verse torecite and make the way ea- “ call-bd§” may be, for you see what the
years of age) had it nearly correct.
»
Fa
ternoon,
Ifwe train a child in a way,

It reveals, besides,

© we majority
[cating liquor was forbidden, ‘in case | judgments are entitled to great respect, sud | grief wereunderstood, and thatye could hey)
of men and women above the] We are invariably captivated by their raciness | the pain that
is in my heart! for then would

when

THE MUSKRAT TRAP.
‘ Say, mother, can

the

when I first saw him, the middle of an

~ of us ean remember the feelings of ‘'won- to haulit in, when this yer little call-boy

‘solemn grown-up people assemble
for
covenant-meeting upon a Saturday af-

wrong; ani

opportunity to prothe traftic in strong
the Legislature, in
set in motion, as a

I think your father will catch all there’ scribe, save in cases of ‘‘ extreme necesthe
his mind, goes from home with a bul are. He has three traps set, and Joseph sity.” Public sentiment favored
law,
*
*
*
*
Now
with
this
keen,
has
one.”
wark about him, and no vdcant place in
«But I want one, too,” insisted Albert. threshing instrument in hand, let us look
his heart awaiting the coming of seven
in upon the little town of Balt Knob, Ark.
evil spifits to work his ruin.. Parents, . “¢ MayI, mother ?”
The population is made up of men en‘]
don’t
believe
I
would,”
said
his
let us see that our children attend the
‘« stated meetings of the church,” let us mother; ‘I'd save my money for some- zaged in quarrying for a railroad, and
:
she saloon traps catch these: poor undeteach them to do and to observe the thing else.”
+
But
if
I
catch
some
muskrats, I shall veloped souls as they emerge from the
things we count necessary to our own salcar which. comes along the
vation, and be careful that we do not neg- have some money to get something else. pay-master’s
tack once a week, and divert their wages
lect our highest duties through careless- with,” urged Albert.
‘ Not very much, I guess,” replied his fom supplying the flour barrel at home
ness or worldly considerations.
mother.
‘* A trap costs seventeen cents, to supplying the till of thedram-shop.
and that would have to be paid for.”.
~~{ Merchants have been obliged to ** garnisTHE CALL-BOY.
‘ But a muskrat brings fifteen cents,” hee” the earnings of these men in the ioYou would not know Jim Blake if you
were to see him now ; why, I had to look argued Albert, “and the first one I get terest of the hungry wife and children at
will about pay for the trap, and then I ome, as the only means of preventing
twice, and then I wasn’t quite sure.
A few years ago, when he used to turn shall have all I catch more to bring in the disruption of their families. But the
Woman's Christisn Temperance Union
‘
‘‘cart-wheels” along the busy streets, money for other things.”
His
mother
laughed
at
his
earnestness,
started
out one bright morning, on a preand stand on his head at street corners
for a halfpenny, he was the roughest lit- but she had little faith in the experiment. Goncerted signal, and canvassed the town,
‘1 hardly think you'd catch any,” she secured the names of the people to a,
tle ruflian that ever upset an apple-stall or
against
the
leeches
that
dodged a policeman round a lamp-post. said. ‘There are so many traps set al- petition
feplyr
©.
were gorging themselves on the blood of
But now! why, he's a perfect gentleman
¢¢ Oh, mother, please,” said Albert, coax- industry and famishing the homes of the
—of course I mean compared with what
ingly;-* please let. me try.” And the poor. Within twenty-four
hours the
he was.
:
I was walking up to town one morning loving mother yielded. The trap was liquor dealers had * folded their tents

Since reading an article in the Star
upon the importance of taking children to
the preaching service of the church, I dersto the engineer below, and whatis
have been considering the matter in re- better still, the captain is so pleased with
. gard to the other church meetings and him, that I heard him say the other day
8 that he would not mind cruising all
trying to find the Bible way.
..We have the injunction of Moses to round the world with’ Jim to help him
fathers to teach their; children the law. manage the ship,
The fact is, Jim knows almost as well
We have the "wise man's counsel to
** train
up a child in the way he should go as the captain does how to command a
and when he is old he will not depart boat . He knows when to call out, “Go
from it.” We see the mother of Samuel on ahead,” without waiting to be told,
placing her darling boy at the tender age and do you know he told me one day as
of -three years in the temple with he was leaning against the brass railings
Eli; we find Christ in the temple at the of the engine-room steps, that somehow
age of twelve, and it is not, mentioned as it seemed to him as if, he'd got a little
an exceptional case, and later we find sort of call-boy inside him. Said he—
¢¢ 8ir, you wouldn't hardly believe it, but
him blessing little children.
Now, the question for the Christian
as I was a-walking past some of them fine
church to decide is, When shall our chil- shops ashore tother day, I see a reg'lar
dren learn to follow the footsteps of the strappin’ pilot coat a-hangin’ up temptin’
Saviour? Shall we let them goin the like outside a shop, and I ses to myself I
wayof the world, away from God until ses, it's gettin’ abit cold a-mornings now
some great moving of the Spirit con- aboard, and there ain’t nobody ‘ud see
strains them to repent, or shall we turn see me if I nicked it. You know, sir, I
their baby feet into the narrow way that ain't one to stop long a-considerin’ about
they may be kept from sin? How many most things,so I just heaved up along side

derment and awe that cime to our chil.
dish minds as we heard older people talk
of the prayer-meetings ? ‘We never once
thought there was anything in them for
us. And what misty imaginings have

go

if we do not mind what these little call

people have had the
tect themselves from
drink. Last winter
response to petitions

ed

in whisky,” the

planted in.

put him in the way of being quite as use-

But wisdom’s cloudless light;

Heavenward—my

tired of calling out to him, and [ am cer-

¢ baptizedin the Union

learn in early life to listen to the voice of age of twenty-one should petition to that

highest!” Let us train them to keep
God’s’commandments, and to be zealous

Again shall share, when parts the vail for me, | Jim didn't stop lo argue with Mr. X.
And breaks
the eternal morn |
not he, but staited off like a small x
oy lest he should find himself
Nor shall
:
the memory fade
press train,
Of all thou wast below; a tranquil star
X-pressed
to
the
wrong
station.
‘Whose gentle, kindly radiance
streamed afar,

the most remarkable statesmen the nation has
produced.

course of his long und eventful life,

they say. If the engineer on board the
steamer paid no attention to Jim Blake, I
am quite sure Master Jim would soon gt

met with that same fortitude characteristic of
the Yensie Walton you so ‘much admire,
Besid
the characters
with which the reader

vigorous and attractive style, the life of one of

“dark and bloody ground,” which was,
as I beard one of its oldest citizens say,

and the way

a wife and mother she makes -duty Paramount
to pleasure, and every circumstance of Jif Bs

This biography of John Quincy Adams presents in a pleasing and concise form, and with

them on the look-out is to attend to "what

A child with these habits of life tormed,

face

‘the

quiet, and our heroine goes out from the old
red farm-house to her wedded home, where A

Co.

fluences which, from many difections, in the

and backslidiags.” We should think of | cst away.
It is a grand

and the truths .of the gospel

Fell, all divine, the beauty of His smile
Whom, yet unseen, thy faithful heart, the
while
:
On earth it beat, adored;
That smile in sweetness poured,
So full then seemed of gentleness and grace
That thou couldst gaze upon that unveiled

Arkansas,

It is then thatgp,

wooer refuses to be long,

of our * coldness | Of life, will very soon be wrecked and | church or school-house,
the sale of intoxi- | yituperative, yet we cannot forget that his | tract, * Job answered and ‘said: ‘ O that my

workers in the charch.
.

of

&

land of pistols and of bowie-knives,” the

a song of rejoicing that, like the children

breath

history

J. Lane

to keep

inside our jackets,

little ones, and may they there hear such

And oer all nature spreads
Fresh

time in the

Press. For sale by E.
$1.25.

silenced

Suu ;

tinue the repetition

| BRGCLaE 18 digg.
something helpfal fer the children and
that would cheer all. We are commandthe welcome
| ed to rejoice always. Then let us take our
shadows

side
Price

hitherto

Farm reaches her, Ever prompt to do duty’s.

bidding, Yensie quits this happy home for :
the sterner requirements of her uncle's family,

under the management of John B. Alden,
formerly head of the American Book Exchange, and.the * Litdrary Revolution”, now

of The Useful Knowledge Publishing Company, 162 William 8t., New York City.——

A striktog

portrait of James

will be the

.froutispiece of

Russell

Lowell

The

Century

Magazine for May, which will also contain &
masterly study,by Edmund Clarence Stedman,
of the life and writings of the author of *‘ The

Biglow Papers.”

The

same number of the

|’ mugazine will affer also a recently written
poemby Mr. Lowell entitled ¢ Estrangement.”

~——In the May Wide Awake, Edward Ever-

ott Hale’s Club of Contemporaneous History,

will give an ACsthetic or Custume Party, each
dressing from some

‘ebgraving.

famous

painting

The article is valuable in sng-

y
8 to other boys and girls for artistic entertainments.
J

-

Pluions
i

We've all got little call-boys somewhere

says his last good-by.

JuINCY ApaMs. By Jobn T. Morse,
Joy Sune Houghton, Mifflin & Co. River-

“fulness and faithfulness from boyheod till his
world.
Their presence would add to boys inside say, they will very soon leave part of their most Christian work, by the death, abounds. Though we may be occa- in which Huxley the Moleculite, Jobn Sig
the Millite, and Tyndall the Badducee, attemy:
W.C.T.
U.,
passed
a
home
protection
off
calling,
and
these.
little
ships
of
ours
il duties
Ve
pl coni
f theBoo
meetings.
Our | With which we are traveling upon the ses | law by which, within
WY
sionally compelled
a modern
Christian
three miles -of criticisms
which are tooftendissent
severe from
and these
even || 14theircomfort
scientific
books,and We
0

To greet thy spirit yet untaught to range—

Her

Jim

a

sleep,

for him,

line of philanthropic work. It is organized, pre-empted...captured, by * consecrated common-sense.”
For the first

‘and a God-fearing spirit could enter. . It

that wot dloHe’

Who gathered

not been

feel that it was their Father's house.
A regular attendance there would drive
from their hearts a man-fearing spirit,

Gone in a moment!
Vanished from my sight!
As fades a vision of the silent pight?!
Into the great Unknown,
~=
“know

Why, if it byd

|

Blake would hyvé becomea thief, and if THE PEOPLE OF ARKANSAS VERSUS
' THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
with fear and trembling; when from ba- he had become a thief I don’t think he
byhood they should have been made to would ever have held up his head again. - Success never ‘‘ happens” along the

BY THE REV. RAY PALMER, D. DB.
‘Where art thou, dearest?

determination until that much-loved relatiy,

of Christian parents know nothing really

TRANSLATED.

futon

whet she labored with

Table.
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iy 1 ” PeraNCe.

did’ for

Blake

sy for them to say it. How many children bi call-bo inelie is
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THE MORNING, STAR, APR)
oLD TBSTAMENT WOMEN.

tained at this-time was followed up,

By mp MYRON COLBY..
50

Ny

ly freed Israel from his oppression.

X

As a prophetess and a judge, Deborah.

DEBORAH, THE JUDGE.

of the settle
“Daring the earlier periods
their govCanaan
in
ment of the Istuelites
directheocracy,
simple
&
was
ornment

has already won our

in war and

the nation

consent.
office at
and by
or. per-

judgedit in peace by general
‘They were designated to their
once by revelation from Heaven,
come special fitness in character

son which was readily perceived. Thus the

energy ~ and

patriotism

Ehud, the zeal

and

and

of Othni

of Gideon,

courage

the skill of Jepthah, the strength of Sam-

son; and the wisdomof Samuel, rendered

heartiest apprecia-

tion, her bravery and patriotism wins our
admiration, but she now steps before ‘us
in a new character. She becomes the inspired singer. Surely a woman of singular ability and genius was this, who

tion forall important movements being
received through the Ligh-priest from
The rulers, from Moses could grasp
God himself.
down to Samuel, claimed no honors of prophecies,

royalty, but led

and

‘Batak destroyed King Jabin and entire-

the reins of civil rule, utter

inspire soldiers for battle,
and when the victory was won, give utterance to a song

like this.

In our

man did

‘‘every

which

that which was right in his own

eves,” until a new invasion of Philistines,
Amorites, or
new leader.

for

called

Zidonians,

a

Deborah appeared at a time when the
nation was groaning under the servitude
of the Canaanitish king of Hazor. From
rea-

what we are able to gather, there is

that this was the severson to conclude
est of all the oppressions to which Israel
had
ble
the
no

The miserahitherto been subject.
condition of the people is hinted at in
tenor of Deborah’s song. There was
The
law nor security in the land.

public roads were shut up, aud the trav-

eler journeyed by by-ways and crooked,
his way
out
obscure - trails, picking
through mountain passes, across swamps
and over fields. Hordes of rapacious
* goldiery plundered the country, and only
in the walled cities was there safety, and
not always there. To complete their disgraceful bondage their enemies disarmed
them. Among forty thousand in Israel,
not a spear or a shield was to be found.

For twenty years they endured this exacting servitude, and then Deborah arose,
“ a mother in Israel.”
We know nothing of her-early life. She comes upon the
stage full of maturity, as Minerva issued
from the brain of Jupiter. She is called
the wife of Lapidoth, but was most likely
at this time a widow, as no mention is
made of her husband.
The fact also that
she was shown so much respect, and possessed so much importance, rather points

to that conclusion.

Wives

cwere little less than

slaves,

in

the

but

East

widows

upon all occasions seemi.«to have been
treated with an increase of respect and

liberality.

terse

Deborah is presented to us in a threefold character. She was something more
than judge and civil, ruler in Israel;
she was a prophetess and singer. - The
tessonrof her life should be suggestive to
the women of this age. There is much
said about the cramped life, the feebleopportunities of woman. But talent and genius and goodness make their own ‘roads
and will always bé felt. Deborah lived in

an age ‘When the influence of women was
much more restricted than at present, but
she did not cry out against the injustice of
men. God gave her a work to do and.

she did it.

It is probable

that long be-

fore she became a ruler, she was inspired
topreach.
To her lowly habitation un-

der the palm

tree, the people

first to listen to her pious

resorted

exhortations.

"After her character of a prophetess was

the noble

hesitated. The military force of the Canaanitish king was unsurpassed in its or-

ganiziation and in its numerical

force.

Josephus says it numbered three hundred thousand footmen, ten thousand

the defeated

general was entreated by Jael

herself to

enter, und when he accepted her hospi-

tality; when exhausted by the toils of the
day, or overcome by the soporific infla-

ence of the beverage she gave him he
confidingly sunk to slumber, she slew
him. The act was wholly contradictory
to-even the
life. One's
admitted to
tent, is as

barbarous usages of oriental
bitterest enemy, when. once
the friendly shelter of the
safe ay though among his

friends, and in this case there was

mity between the parties.

no en-

It was a high-

handed act of violence and crime, promp-

ted solely by the desire to stand well
with the, victorious party.
Barak might
have pondered when he stood over the
dead body of his gallant enemy whether,

of her song. That she prophesied or
sung more, there is no record. The exi-

genoy-for whitti she had been trained was

right, no matter how unpopular, were fully
- demonstrated in the days when human liberty
and its adherents were Sxifemoly unpopular.
Her home was a refuge for the bondman.
Patient, tender, kind: and just, her daily life

was a
beautiful illustration of perfect Christian symmetry. In hours of toil and affliction,

she lived in an atmosphere of tranquil peace.
With the morning light,” her voice of praise

was the first sound we

heard;

at night hers

was the last face to smile on us as ** Now I
lay me down to sleep” fell from our lps.
For
some days previous to her death, her friends
‘noticed the appearance of weakness, but the
shock (paralysis)
was very sudden and un-

looked for.

On

Friday the 1ith of March she

was sitting quietly by the stove and fell partly
from her chair when stricken,-and- although
she never opened her eyes after that, she was

understand her
“Saviour, more
a child sinks to
away. Who can
whose side she

request to sing the hymn,
than life to me.”
Quiet Y. 88
rest, the weary one passed
tell the desolation of him by
hus walked all these years.

Rev: Mr.

Cartwright of Potter Center

casket, two of which were sent
ington by her daughter-in-law,
able to attend the funeral. Mrs.
77 years old on the 17th of Jan.
of nine children, but five are

whom

with

twenty

grandchildren

attended

the funeral. Her favorite bymn was sung.
Under the snow and sod we laid her, and the
** homeward bound” she will soon greet when
the master shall say, ‘It is enough, eome up
higher.”
-

Kelley.—Albert

Me., died March 27,0f lung fever. Bro. Kelley
was born in Brighton Dec. 19, 1820.
When
but a small lad his father moved to Bancroft to

wilderness

country.

fifteen Bro. Kelley sought

and found the Saviour, helped by that man_of

its light has shone in his home.

In Qt. 1840,

he was married to Hannah Barker of Dresden,
who bore to him six children ; two have passed

on before him. A year ago last June his wife
died, happy in Jesus, leaving the hearts of all
that knew her sad.’
Last New Year's morning
he was married to Mary E. MacCullum of
Topsfield, who in three short months laid aside

her bridal dress for the weeds of widow

short,

guided wisdom of my father and mother

there is hardly one for which I thank
them so much as for sending me every
summer, when a child,

to spend

two

or

whittled out

in

the

winter;

the

rocky,

forest-covered ledges we climed to cut
fish-poles and gather birch bark and hunt
the chestnuts that gleamed brown amid
the grass or nestled in the half-open, velvet-lined burrs; the shaking open the
heavy swarth of wet grass behind the
mowers, and sharing their lunch
of
doughbouts and cheese;
the * raking

treatening thunder-shower; the making

54

but

years.

she

Her

last

was

ready.

Sarab

J., widow

of Hazen

Tilton, died in Charleston, Me., Dee. 28, in
the 63d year of her age, of paralysis of the nervous system.
she
‘was born in Gray, Me.,
embraced the Saviour in early life, and soon
after became a devoted member of the F. B.
church, where she remaffied until death. Her
charity enabled her to love all Christians, yet
she was strongly attached to the denomination
of her early choice.
Her theme was Christ
and his cause; her life was so full ef Christlike deeds that all who knew Ler best say,
“ She hath done what
she ceuld.,” In her
family she was alike the true and intelligent
counselor and friend, and sympathizing, tender, loving wife and mother.
In the neighborhood she was a peace-maker and a constant doer of kind and loving deeds: She was
the eldest of a large family of children. If any
of the family were in trouble, they would fly
to her for sympathy and comfort; if any were
sick, she must be the quiet watcher by the couch
of pain, so reliable, so helpful,so comforting. She
must be the last to smooth the pillow, cool the
parched lip and fevered brow, and place the
palsied band in that of the great All-Father,
and teach the fainting heart te stay itself upon
its God.
Having laid away father, mother,
brother and sisters in their last resting-place,
ber turn came, und it pleased the All-wise
Father to perfect her through sore suffering.
She leaves two sons and two daughters to
mourn her loss. She endured her sufferings
with Christian
patience
to the very
last,

awaiting her Master's

call.

Her

death

gloriously triumphant.
Her funeral
tended by a large number who had

was

was atenjoyed

5 months, after a long illness, of consumption.

twenty years of victory. But Deborah

on the hill, the sacred and thrilling hush
that on that day lay upon the woods - and

He found his Saviour nearly 40 years

joined the F, B.

said to Barak.

fields;

united with it, and was a consistent member
until his death, He has long held the offices

‘

The engagement that

followed

on

the

Plain of Esdraelon, at the base of Tabor,
Was more a slaughter than a battle.

sketoh, by relating

. prevailed during

occasion,

cory

of the

whippoorwill

and the chirp of August crickets‘—it all
comes back to me now.
I think it hag
never gone away, but blended with the

scanty

springs of the life current. Children are
so naturally drawn to nature! They love

that a fierce storm
the

shadows; the

We

are told that the Tord fought against Sis-

1°78, and Josephus fills out the

the falling of the cool evening

the rain

the grass, the dirt, the water, as if some

being at the backs of the Hebrews, but

sure instinct drew them straight to the
lap of their great mother.
Let them

thus blinding

learn to know and love her.~—@. S. Merriam.

beating into the faces of the Canaanites,

and

discouraging

them.

The allusion in Deborah's ode of triumph

to the sudden overflow
of the river KiShon ooNElisively sustains the testimony
[ofthe Jewish historian. The success obs

Es fe

A river moving with a velocity of two
miles an hour will move pebbles as large
as hens’ eggs.
/
=

Plummer.
Me.,

died

Silas Plummer of Lisbon Falls,
March

12,

church

aged

years,

at Durham.

the church at Lisbon Falls was

ago

and

When

organized,

he

of clerk and deacon and a place is made vacant

which it willbe hard to fill. Rev. J. M. Remick of Lewiston, assisted by Mr. B. 5. Rideout,
conducted the funeral services at the F. B.
church, which were attended
by a large
circle
of mourning relatives and friends,
he Masons of this place participated in the services
and held their usual ceremonies at the
‘We console ourselves that what is om

his gain, and, as he wished, may
ready to follow him.

grave.
iL]

we @il be
G. B.

born

in

Clifton

Park,

Saratoga

Co,

Subsequently he lived in Glens Falls until
about25 years ago he came to Hague where
he lived and died a consistent Christian, He
was among the first to respond to his country’s
call in the time of her greatest need, and gave

or

The funeral,

Whereas,

beld

at

the

|

AND BEAST.

THE

BEST

It

D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s
ver, N. J.
;

Address

N.H.

AMERICAN

Libby.—Departed
this life,
March
10,
Juraes Libby of Denmark, Me., aged 63 years,
6 months and 12 days. Bro. L. experienced
religion many years ago, and was baptized 14
years ago by ‘the writer and joined the F. B.
church,
He was soon chosen clerk and discharged his duties faithfully until death!
He
has left to monrn, the companion of his youth,
one son, one daughter, three grandchildren
and many other friends. The funeral was attended by Rev. Mr. Foster of Bridgeton, assisted by the writer.
Rankin.—Departed this life, April 8, Perley Rankin of Hiram, Me., aged.
65 years.
Bro. R, was converted 4) years ago and join& the F. B. chureh in Hiram of which he livd a worthy member.
He was a reader of the

Morning

Star 40 years.

@alls, Straing,
Sores, &¢., on

trial will prove

-

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fi

Beautiful

are made pallid

and

irregularities, which Dr.

Pierce’s

by

bottle

ing full

The Great LIGHT,
Church

_

** Favorite

Pre.

scription” will infallibly cure. Thousands of testimonials. By druggists.
:
A gentleman who took to medicine late In life
said to a friend, ** You know the old proverb—at
40 a man must be a fool or a physician?’ ** Yes,’
was the reply; * but, doctor, don’t you think he
can be both?”
»
Ladies in delicate health or feeble children

er failto find relief by using
For gale by all druggists.

nev-

*“ Wheat’ Bitters.”

A whité elephant from Siam is now

on its wa

to the Berlin Zoological Gardens. It will be land:
ed some time during thé month at Hamburg.
The only scientific Iron Medicine that does not
produce headache, &c.,

but

gives

to

the

system

all the benefits of iron without its bad effects, is
Brown’s Iron Bitters.
'
The liberty of discussion is the greatest safeguard ot 4 all other liberties.—
Macaulay.
:

Hurrah
for Our

Cheapest

Many

tics tay
amusements because they are so.
out of sorts and run down that they cannot en-

joy anything. If such person would only be
w se enough to try that Celebrated remedy,
Kidney-Wort and experience its tonic and ren-

‘ovating effects they would soon be
with the loudest.
In either dry

form it'is a perfect remedy for
kidneys or bowels, —Jxchange.

hurrahing
or liquid

torpid

ay

liver,

Patent Reflectors give

Powerful,
and

the Softest,

the Best Light known

for Churches, Stores, 8how
Windows,
Parlors.Banks, Offices, Picture Galler-

\\ ies, Theatres, Depots, ete. New and ele~
gant designs.
Bend gize of room.
Ges

Veircularand estimate, A liberal discouns
to chnrches and the trade.

I. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl 8t., N.Y,

Fiat Fomity init

AGENTS WANTED

the best Family Knit
ting
M
me ever invented.
Will knitapairof .
bi
Bie with HEEL and TOE complete, in
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancywork for which there is always a ready market. Send
for cirenlarand terms to the Twombly Knitting
Machine Co., 49 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

I

le)

\

J

AY

to

directions

for

the

diseases.

Price 25 cts. and .50 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Vt.

|

i

- KIDNEY -WORT
FOR THE PERMANENT

1

CURE OF

It is the ONLY

CONSTIPATION.
as Constipation,

equalled

B

cure.

and

no

the-‘celcbrated

Whatever the cause,

the case, proper
jovercome it.

use

remedy

of

however

this

CHIGAGO_and_

has ever

Eidney-Wort

as a

obstinatef=

remedy

LINE

running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

No other disease is so prevalent
in this coun.
try

will

COUNCIL BLUFFS.

Pullman Sleepers on all Ni
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you

via this road.

Examine

_

North-Western Railway.

Ifyou

wish the Best

tions you

will

buy

Tickets

your Tickets, and

to buy if they do not read

over

the

Travelling

your

jickeia

refuse

Chicago

&

AccommodaBY

is

route,

_ ¥3%.AND WILL TAKE NONE OT
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line,

[PRICE $1.

"KIDNEY-WORT:

MARVIN

HUGHITT,

2d V. P. & Gen’] Mang’r,
Chicago.

~)THE(—

Chicago -& North-Western
TIRAILWAY
Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

LEADING
&N A
I

Sona, jor of oh

FU

RVELLS, RIOT

WEST

BEST

RAILWAY

~OF THE
AND NORTHWEST !

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne-

Hl"

braska} California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah,
rade, fdaho, Montana, Nevada, and for

RHEUMATISM
th

system of

Council
|

SALT

LAKE,

LEADVILLE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,
Cedar

Rapids,

Sioux

Des Moines,

City,

Columbus,

and

yoints in the Territories and the West.

onna,and
all points in

RICHARDS ON & CO.,
Burlington, V

'KIDNEY-WORT:
M.,

PETTENGILL

New

York,

&

CO.,

37

are our Agents, and

Park
are

Minnesota,

Dakota,

Wis.

consin and the Northwest.

Can be sent by mail,

Row,

all

Also, for

Milwaukee, Green
Bay,
Oshkosh,
Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Ho
n,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owat-

PERFECTLY CURED.
PRICE, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS
. WELLS,

Colo-

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

the acrid poison)
suffering
h

au-

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint
Union
t.
At Chicago, close eonnections are made with
the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &

| Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kanki#kee and Pan
Handle Routes.

Close connections made at Junction Points. _

rates.

PERRY VEGETABLE
DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER
»

—~0

A Never-Failing Cure for Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial, PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER stands unrivaled.
is safe! It acts immediately ! It never fails!
Editor of the 8t. John (N. .) News, says:
esh wounds, aches, pains, sores, ete,
it 18 the most efectual remedy we know of.
No family should be without a bottle of it
~
for a si
1é hour.
From the
cinnati Dispatch :
Wi © have seen its Ba

Slide.

people have lost thelr interest in poli

FRINK’S

“the Most

RAILLW

warranted

treatment of above

and

functional

5

~priced,

with 1500
SANA
fr Lb
Rlymyer Manufacturing Cos, Cincinnati,

Send adve satisfaction.
ress for pamphlet, free, giv-

8.

Women

unattractive

d,low

gue

ed. C

its

two of these things, and I want no more.”

.

~

MYER M'F'
LY CLL SE Ca

Its effects are in

INSTANTANEOUS.

ereign remedy for consumption, but also for con.
sumptive night-sweats, bronchitis, coughs, influenza, spitting of blood, weak lungs, shortness of

to his neighbor, a
Turk, who declined his offer,
exclaiming, * No, thank you: I have already eaten

;

12t13 ous 21t

“ Golden Medical Discovery” is not only a sov-

Ly druggists.

C.

Scratches,

HORSES.

One

Predominant opinions are generally the opin.
ions of the generation that is vanishing.— Disraeli.

Toward the conclusion of a diplomatic dinner,
a Frenchman selected a toothpick from a tray
lying near him, and politely passed the receptacle

Geo.

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0,

:

s it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS
LIVER AND B OWELS,

throat

Manchester,

1t is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

Every

. QUIPS AND CRANKS."

of the

Co0.,

druggists.

& Co., Boston, General Agents,

most cases

He died in faith be-

breath, and kindred affections

Do-

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.

merits.

lieving he should meet his friends in that better lund. He has left to mourn the companion
of bis youth, five sons, .two daugeters, two
brothers, one sister and many other friends.
Funeral sermon preached by Rey. B. F. Snow
of Cornish, assisted by the writer.
J. B. O. CoLnY.

Thompson.—~In Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 21,
of diphtheria and croup, Adie Jones, daughter of Deacon J. M. and M. E. Thompson,
aged 4 years, 3 months and 24 days.
Though
the hearts of these parents bleed, because the
sweet bud has been torn from their sight by
the cruel hand of death, yet their faith finds
in the precious promises of Jesus great consolation. * What I do thou knowest not now,
but thou shalt know hereafter!”
* Suffer the
little children to come unto me, and forbid
them not; for of such is the kingdom of heaven!
Rasmassen.—In Cleveland, O., March 29,
of disease of the Jungs, Jorgan B. Rasmassen,
aged 41 years, 5 months and 26 days.
Bro. R.
was born in Denmark, before it became a part
of Germany.
At an early age he wentto sea,
and spent many years as a sailor, Sallis to all
parts of the world.
But the last thirteen years
of his life were spent in this city, till be set
sail for the heavenly port. IIe has been a
‘worthy member of Scranton Avenue F. B.
church for several years.
His religious life
was quiet, but all who knew him best, felt
that his Christian profession. ‘was a reality.
He was a reliable man.
He is missed bv many
besides his wife and three children.
Funeral
services by the writer.
T. H, DRAKE.

church,

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches.
Schools, Fire Alarms,Farms, etc, FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.

‘mmm Frosted Feet and

3i,

MEDICINE

For sale by leading

Goodwin

mmmmll Selatica, Backache,

|

now we

B= A box of Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and
Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.

Burnsand Scalds,

our Heavenly

pleased

hath

~~

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in any
_ way by temporary difficulties with the vocal organs, or more seriously afflicfed by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of
the mucous membrane.
Faithfully yours,
;

5

HLL THER PKS

or —

lungs.

Sunday myself, getting
including Sunday-school

on them is unanimous in their favor, and

AND

HEADACHE,

+ C. 8, FRrosT.

throats,

pose of having them compared with such pastiles
or confections as they had used. The verdict up-

| TOOTH,EAR
A

school and

For the next choir rehearsal I distributed thé
troches to the members of the choir for the pur-

General Bodily Pains,

her infigite gain.
(2) That we tender the
suriCKeiicompanion dhd the dearly loved son
our sincire sympathy and commend them to
the Divine race that alone can comfort and
sustain in the hour of their deep affliction.
A
EK, L. PARsoNs, Chair. Com.

chest.

of merely

with singing, so much easier than usual, that I

SCALDS,

church

Fatherto remove from our society by the
hang of death our sister, Lucy H. Baker, there~
oo
3
;
ore,
. Resolved, (1) That in the death of our
dear. sister, our society and the community
| Laas with an irreparable loss; and while
we try t¢ Pow in humble resignation under

_

instead

was actually better the next day instead of the
customary Monday throat and chest lameness.

EURALGIA,
CRAMPS,

8.

Moses.—Dea. Joseph C. Moses died in
Hague, Warren Co.,
Y., of softening of
the brain, Feb. 6, 60 years of age.
Bro. Moses was

his death

m= REEUMATISH,

was

known as a tender and affectionate disciple.
Her simple and constant devotion was an example to us, The church and vicinity miss
her greatly; but more her family to which she
was all that is implied in the word—*‘mother.”
Funeral services by the writer: text, Rom.
16: 2.. ** She hath been a succorer of many.”
March.—Mr.
John March died in Garland,
Me., March 17, aged 73 years, 8 months,
He
died suddenly of pneumonia, but he had been
a great sufferer for years with asthma.
The
deceased was born in - Devonshire, Eng., in
1808, and removed to this country with his
father’s family in 1823, and to Garland in 1828.
The next year he was converted and baptized
by Elid. John Page, and added to the Garland
Urs, oF which he remained a member till
death. He was affectionate,
warm-hearted,
and devoted to Zion’s interests.
:
C. C. FOSTER.

Tilton.—Mrs.

sat the time of

AND
Goodwin.—James Goodwin died in Brown- |.
field, Me., Feb. 5, aged 73 years, 2 months and
ACHES
10 days. Another of the main pillars in our
church has passed away. Bro. Goodwin was
No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcons OIL a8 & SATE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trialentails
an inteHigent and consistent member of the
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
F. B. church with which he united at the
one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of
time of his conversion in 1839. A native of
its claims. 1,1 RECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.
Brownfield, bis life was spent in this town,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGRISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®
and for 18 years before his death he faithfully
rformed the duties of clerk of the church.
A. VOGELER & CO.
© was a constant reader of the Star, cherishBaltimore, Md., U. 8. A.
ing a strong regard for his ‘denomination and
for all of its advance movements.
He was
conscientious and modest, but when he neared
*¢ the valley of the shadow of death,” he tested
the power of a believer's hope.
Conscious
to the last, he told his pastor that he was reconciled to the change.
His death-bed was an
illustration of the triumphs of faith in the dy=
ing bour. He leaves a widow and other relatives to mourn their loss.
!
W. H. TRAFTON. ¥|
Steevens.—Lucy, wife of B, H. Steevens,died
at Canton, Me,, Mar. 31,0f lung disease, aged 72
ears, She was converted in her youth, baptized
by Rev. O. T. Moulton, at E. Troy, July, 1843,
joined the F, B. church lived a comsistent Christian life till death. She was the mother of four
children, three of whom still survive her, the
fourth dying when but two years and eight
/months old.
Com.
Baker.—Lucy H. Baker, Vice-president of
the Woman’s Mis. Society of East New Portland, Me., died Nov. 21, 1881.
Her society
passed the following resolutions:

was

She

deacon

of the church...-

Penning-

sickness

day morning rides to the meeting-house

«I will go with thee,” she

I used them for. one
through three services,

AND

Friday.afternoon, March 31, was largely attended. The writer was assisted in the services by Rev. F. E. Davison, a former pastor

Pennington.—Died in Gakland, Me., Jan.

ton, aged

of elder pop-guns and corn-stalk fiddles,
and the setting of squirrel-traps ; the Sun-

had no fear.

vest,”

.

her acquaintance.

Was an army to be dreaded, It was com‘manded by Sisera, a general of consum‘mate ability and valor, flushed with

of Pawtucket of which he

our Divjoe Master’s chastening, we would also
look up fb the confident belief that our loss is

scriber for the Star, and in all the years since

glands

the regular, breaking-up-of-winter

Sprains, Bruises,

Kelley, Esq., of Bancroft,

find a home in that then

overcharged

hoarseness, and something ofa cold on the

Lu REMEDY

preach-

from Washwho was not
Lincoln was
Of a family
living, all of

days of Deborah's life svere
on

with

I¥ FROSTED FEET
"EARS

-—

conscious and with difficulty made her friends

8, Mrs. Mary, widow of Christopher

GC,
Sn de ga

Chace was acoiR. 1., March 28,

** like a shoek of eorn fully ripe for the har-

her liberality, her independence in questions of

did marry Barak, and thus became indeed
a mother in Israel.
If it was so,the latter

Sm

and rela-

of ‘the
perseverance.of the saints.” The
sheaf of wheat placed on his casket at his funeral is perhaps the best. emblem
of his progressive Christian life. He came to his death

these were afterward received. Mrs. Lincoln
sent the Star to some of her friends for several years.
She was a woman of remarkable
character. Her sympathy for the oppressed,

and

the membrane, is felt in every training

for thirty-six years. Of indomitable courage,
hig life conspicuously illustrated the doctrine

Bro. Kelley
was a business
man—aetive,
cheerful and companionable.
His house
has
ever been a home for ministers of every name.
Very many will remember his deeds of kindchildren, home. : Aud nowhere else can ness and. words of Christian love. Through
him neurly six hundred dollars in-money were
she be so queenly, so womanly. The
paid toward building our cbureh in Danforth.
suspicions are not groundless that the A man has died,~peace to his ashes.
J. W, CARR.
great prophetess and poetess and judge |

I count it supreme good fortune for a
child to learn the love of mother earth.
It is hard to begin that lesson later in life.
Of all the kindness I owe to the love-

len

and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose shonld be
tried by those tests and qualities. - Your box of
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla reches came to
me just at the worst season for those who have
daily and exhausting voeal labors. It found me

having been

or of a household.
Woman, whatever
her talents may be, longs for a husband,

wii

releases the voice
and restores the impaired
“elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swol-,

ed member of-the-F: B. charch of Pawtucket,’

blessed memory, Rev. Leonard Hathaway. A
church was gathered,and Bro. K. was baptized
and united to it, He very soon became a subs

not unwor-

throats, my own and other people’s, A troche that
has a curative mstead of a palliative effect, that

was
an old and much esteemed citizen. For
forty-one years he was a noble and true-heart-,

warrior of Napthali, commanded Israel
for forty years, and there is an old tradi- |

thy of the first.

practice, still in the case of Dr. Warren’s Wild
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell
you that they fully accomplish the purposes for
which they are employed. As an elocutionist, and
with considerable experience in the training of
choirs, ete., I have some knowledge of voices and

She was a woman ready for every good
loved by all who knew her and is

to the whole town

due, and

of any

sort of prepared medicive and do. not “MEE the

aged
63 years, 9 months. . The news of his
sudden death produced a terrible shock, not
only to his immediate family and church but

the day they were

Manchester,N. H.:—

a recommendation

causing a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of

Chace.—Den. Willis.
dently killed in Providence,

three copies.on

wrote

a

tives.

Here at the age of

ry in Deborah again becoming the direct-

While I never

Sarah E. Chace died in Provi-

| mourhed by a large circle of friends

past, and she probably retired to private
life, Josgphus says that Barak; thebrave

tion that Deborah became his wife.
He
experienced the benefitsof her influence
and counsel so largely at the time of his
victory that the Hebrew general may well
have been led to desire it” for life, and
there would have been nothing derogato-

DOVER, N. J., March 15, 188,

worthy and consistent member for thirty-five

Marks was its agent, and Suving the
years
he has taken it, he has never missed but

LS

American Medicine Co.,

J. J. Hoe.
E. Davenport

she was

»

ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,

died suddenly in Pawtucket, R. 1., March 25,
aged 20 years.
Im her death the Sabbath- |
school has lost an intelligent and active member and the church a true friend.

years.”
work,

ed the funeral sermon : text, 1 Peter 4: 7. Several beautiful floral tributes were pliced on the

We lose sight of Deborah at the close

Affections.
{

‘was to see |
and self-susa few weeks’
children to
from his la-

et from the F. B. church of which

the fugitive, the same fate might not have

The seemingly conflict-

Interesting to Singers, Pubiic Speakers,

dence, R. I., in March, was buried in Pawtuek-

May God in whom he trusts sustain him. The

been his own.

Clarl

Davenport.—Mrs,

Chace.—Miss

had Sisera been the victor and himself
ing clause in the trinmphant ode is not intendedto sanction the deed at all, but
only indicates the feeling in the fierce excitement of victory, of her who had far
more cause to rejoice at the death of Sisera than Jael had to inflict it.

er

i“

‘warrior; poetess,

horse, and three thousand chariots armed after” the hay cart, and the excitement of
a load into the barn before a
With scythes.
The expression of the hurrying
Biblical text sufficiently indicates: that it

bots and his. works follow him.”

Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief
and for the public. For the excess over one hun.
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the copy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words.
J erses are
ble.

sublime ode,” and such it is.

three months upon a lonely farm in one
of the hill towns of New England.
I
think the pure simple happiness of those
days sank deep into my blood. I rememher hands,
With all her piety Deborah had a lofty ber no conscious ecstasies in the beauty
spirit, In the bosom of the woman dwelt of nature, but long, happy daysto which
the soul of a hero. She was an ardent her companionship lent a halt-conscious,
I remember the
patriot. Many a rough, bearded Jewish ever-present delight.
warrior, many a prince in Israel, had not since unknown beauty and freshness of
the bold, stern, unflinching heroism that the early mornings, and the boyish races
beatin the heart of this noble woman. to the favorite tree under which the few
Women cultivated in mind, and strong greal, rosy apples, fallen in the night, lay
in purpose, guided by ' correct moral in the dewy grass. I remember the feelprinciples--who can estimate their pow- ing to my bare feet of the pastures over
er? Deborah, unassisted, by her own dar- which we scampered through the day
ing heroism and faith, roused a whole na- like young colts. The little brook where
tion to arms and victory.
awe built dams and raced the boats we had

Braver men than he might indeed have

~ @bitwaries.

language, the

house of Heber the Kenite;

A

Ta the church, His ambition
fice
the Hague church independent
taining. He died peacefully, after
illness, leaving a wife and, three
mourn his departure, ¢ He rests

as ‘‘ the highest specimen of the perfectly
judge,

Ln

Was a good 8, 8, worker, and an efficient of:

delphia, Pa.

elevated spirit of the’ ode fascinates and
amazes us. Some one has designated it
Prophetess,

AR

ful soldier for

His companions in arms
A patient writes: ‘The Asthma left me nesrly four years,
after taking your Compound Oxygen about ten sald, “ He ‘carried his
with him.”
days, and I had a fine sleep
of four or five When the F. B. church in $his place was ofFanized
sixteen
hours without sitting up. in
bed.” Treatise on
Joure ago, galt 0.x
one of
‘ Compo und Oxygen” sent free, Drs. Starkey ts members, and devoted hi
f to the Masand Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Phila- ter's cause in every way in/ his power. He

beauty and grandeur, but even there the
glad triumph,

EB

hiniseif to her service as a

mon translation we get but little of its

established the people readily referred
their differences to her decision. In this
manner the power gradually came into

Barak was doubtless a brave man, but
he hesitated when summoned to lead an
army against the enslaver of his country.

Left Me.”

com-

them most fit to command in the special “Deborah rises to the ‘sublimest higlhitsof
emergencies at ‘which they arose, The heroism when compared with such a
« Judge" usually appeared ut sometime mere imp of audacity and treachery as
of danger or calamity, when the people Jael. - Nothing ¢an excuse or justify the
would gladly welcome any deliverer; and bloody deed perpetrated in the sanctity of
his power, once conferred, lasted during the herdsman’s tent. = *¢ There was peace
his life. After his death a long interval between Jabin, King of Hazor, and the

usually occurred, during

«The Asthma

SABE

effects, and know

F rom
Paste
Potter, 8 U. 8. oo Consul ul
iymL. I. 8 8. Pru
1 a!at Cr

W.W. Sharpe:
j
Hrry A

Tt

Hogta, Ga., says:
Mp bruises und burns.

From R.W.
Adams, Saco, Me.:
It A
immediate relief,
R. Lewis
:
ite A) LEI use it never has failed me.

‘W.W.Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says:

I use your PAIN KILLER frequently.
It
efeld hb
nelieves pain and soreness,
and heals wounds
enish
ssia
After long years of use, I am satisfied it
like magic.
Is positively efficient, as a healing remedy
J. W.Dee says:
for wounds; bruises, and sprains.
For scalds and burns it has no equal.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAT KILLER IS not a new untried remedy. For forty years it hag been in

constant use ; and those who have used it the longest are its best friends.

use.

Its success 18 entirely because of its merit.
very family should have a bottle read
Much pain and heavy doctors’ bills may often be saved by prom: h application of

PAIN KILLER.
Unlike most medicines, | t 18 perfectly safe even in the ha ds of a child.
onee thorou, ghly, and it will
prove its value.
Your druggist has it at 2350. 50¢., and

per bottle,

PERR

for
the .

Try it
$1.00

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R, I.
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HOME.

a Educational,

:

~ TUESDAY. APRIL, 11.——The Hon. Elisha R.
Potter, an Associate Justice of the R. IL Supreme Court, died at Kingston, that Stste, yesterday,after two days’ illness, aged seventy-one
ears.——Mr. Tellér’s successor in the U. S.
nate is George M. Chilcott of Pueblo, Col.

Ida

Smith,

The summer term

<0 Sanitary,

>

of Bates College

A

during the winter term has returned.

SONG.

Chile

Aa

rice $1.00 per |

Nothing evercan give such entire satisfaction
for toilet use as Pearl’s White Glycerine Soap.

The best of all the pill-box crew,
Since ever time began,

Mr. John F, Slater, of Norwich, Conn., has

~ Voget
bin, a BT

is fancy

nive it.

‘ Wheat Bitters.”
Mothers
dren cry for it. Fathers buy it.
‘bottle. For sale by all druggists.

THE PRAISE OFGOOD DOOTORS.

began

Tuesday, April 11. Several of the students
will be away teaching this term.
Prof. Chase who was at work for the college

a daughter of the late
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Old Mr. and Mrs.

Smiler were looking at the

Are, the doctors who have most to do
“4
given $1,000,000 for the education of the freed“ No, Mollie,
| comet from their chamber window.
With the health ot a hearty man, *
men.
He is a wealthy gentleman, eng
no, that'can not be the comet of 1843, the appenOue thousand quarrymen at Le- in manufacturing and other business. He
diphtheria.——
has
dage
i8 80 much larger.”
“ But, my dear Horace,
:
health and avoid sickness.
And so I count-them up again
mont, Ill., strike for higher Wages:
ihe comet was younger then.”
They retired in
given liberally to the Norwich: Free Academy,
:
nominasilence.
And praise them as I ch;
and is an attendant at the Park Congregational
~ Instead of feeling tired and
NESDAY, APRIL 12.—The
of
church. * Instead of putting up costly buildFlips William’E. Chandler as Secretary
There’s Dr. Diet,
!
worn out, instead of aches
the Navy and William H. Hunt as Minister to ings, the money is to go through existing inDyspepsia, liver complaint, and kindred affec~~ And Dr. Quiet,’
are
persons
.——Five
tions. For treatise, giving successful self-treatconfirmed
strumentalities, and he takes the rare preand
pains, wouldn't you
Russia are
And
Dr.
Merryman.
ment, address World’s Dispensary Medical: Assocaution of providing against any lasting rekilled near Port Huron by a collision between
rather feel fresh and strong ?
:
ciation, Buftalo, N. Y.
duction of the capital by stipulating that if it is
two, schooners.,
There’s Dr. Diet, he tries my tongue.
the income shall be in- |
THURSDAY, APRIL 13.——By the explosion ever impaired, one-half
There is no organic reason why fishes could not
“I know you well,” says he:
breathe air it the gills could hekept moist and
“of a boiler in a chop and feed mill, at Balti- vested from year to Year till the original
Your stomach is poor and your liveris sprung.
amount is restored. Moreover the capital is to
You can continue feeling
rsons are killed and as many
ree.
eight
We must make your food agree.”
be invested
as the corporation may see fit.”
inpered ——The Connecticut Legishoi
miserable
and good for no:
Flies and Bugs.
The trust is te be administered **in no partisan,
lature passes a new and stringent bill. for reAnd Dr. Quiet, he feels my wrist
sectarian or sectional spirit.”
Ex-president
~ Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, gothing, and no one but yourstraining the liquor traffic.—A terrific burriphers, chipmuuks, cleared
out by ** Rough on
Aud
he gravely shakes his. head.
cane visits a wide section of country in_the vi- Haves is to be the first president of the corpoself can find fault, but if you
Rats.” le.
ration.
:
:
cinity of Morgan City, La.
“ Now, now, dear sir, I must insist
are tired of that kind of life,
That you go at ten to hed.”
FRIDAY, APRIL 14.——The First National
The centenary ‘of the. birth of Frederick
Decline of Man.
!
Bank, of Buffalo, N. Y., suspends payment,
Freebel will occur on the 21st-.of April. It is
you can change it if you
Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sex" But Dr. Merryman for me
*
but it is thought the depositors will be paid in suggested that the occasion should be celebratual
bebility,
cared
by
2)
ells’
Health
Renower.”
reniS
damages
$10,000.
of
verdict
fall.—A
ed in every kindergarten in the world.
Of all the pill-box crew!
$1. Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. Hi ~
dered against Bishop Hare in New York for liFor he smiles and says, us he fobs his fee:
Professor A. R. Horne, D. D., principal ef
beling the Rev. Samuel D. Hinman.——There
“ Laugh on, whatever you do!”
A medicine of real merit, prescribed.by many
How? By getting one
have been 122 business failures throughout the tbe Preparatory Department of Muhlenberg
leading physicians, and universally recommended
College, has accepted the presidency of the
country during thé past seven days.——The
by
those who have used it, as a true waic is,
bottle of BRowN’ IRON BiTSo now I eat what I ought to eat,
Texas State University in Tyler, Texas. .
strike at the Shove mills in Fall River has endBrown's Iron Bitters.
And at ten I go to bed,
ory
TERS, and taking it regularly
ed by the spinners returning to work, but the
Prof. J. ‘H. Hewitt, Formerly of Olivet Colli Ani I laugh in the face of cold or heat;
Sagamore mill strike continues.
The striking
lege and Lake Forest University, who recent!
according to directions.
.
Kidney
Disease.
glass-blowers of Glassboro, N. J., have re- declined the chair of Greek in
For thus have the doctors said!
Dartmouth ColPain, Irritation, Retention, Incontinence, Deturned to work.
:
lege, is now residing in Leipzig, Germany, and
sits, Gravel, &c., cured by ** Bochupaiba.®
$l. .
And so I count them up:agamn,
SATURDAY,
APRIL
15.—The
President
attending lectures in the University.
-pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H,
And praise them as I can:
sends 4 communication to General Fitz John
About 71 per cent. of the entire school popPorter stating that he has no power to set aside
There’s Dr. Diet,
The fogs of London have a great influence on
Ag
the sentence of the court-martial.—A sealed ulation of Japan is in school all the time.
And Dr. Quiet,
its Ceath rate, whi
creases with their heavi.
feast, this was the average daily attendance,
verdict is rendered in the S. C. election cases.
ness and frequency.
And Dr. Merryman!
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minister
of
MONDAY, APRIL 17.— Secretary of War education. This record is ahead of our own,
—S. W. Duffield, in the Independent.
o
* Lincoln has no intention of leaving the CabiA phosphate that gives satisfactory results is one
tl
net.——From three to four thousand tons of the average daily attendance in the schools of
that farmers will buy. - Practical proofs presented
the
United
States
being
only
about
32
per
cent.
briefly
by users have more weight than long colpotatoes are exported weekly from Scotland to
of the entire school population,and that during ». OVERWORK AMONG WOMEN.
umns of theory.
:
this country.—— Ex-Secretary Blaine has asked
an
average
year
of
but
thirty
school
weeks.
Mr. C. E.
Jaekson, of South Cornish, N. H.,
permission to appear before the House Foreign
One way in which women are over-worked by 8ayS 1—
Affairs Committee to testify in reference to the
their own fault—a ‘sin of ignorance frequently—is
A I have used Bowker’s Phosphate for corn the
The Princeton College library contains 55,000
Peru-Chilian matters now under investigation.
in use of foolish clothing. We are all more of less past three or four years, and consider it the best
volumes
.and 12,000 pamphlets.
The Hall
ABROAD.
in the marjet, 1 have previously used several othlibraries number upward of 16,000 volumes,
in bondage here, for woman’s dress is radicajly ler brands,
but consider. Bowker's far the best. I
TUESDAY, APRIL.11.——Some of the inhabmaking
a total of 83,000. The arrival of the
wrong. Itisa weight and hindrance everywliere.
used 1,400 Iba. the past seasen, and shall want
itants of the oe of Ske; Scoiland, Bave re- telescope at Princeton College is looked forward
2,000 the coming spring.”
Clothing devisedto suit-the peeds of the human
fused
their
rents.——Insurgents in
Trip- to about May 1st. The gas engine to supply
oli re Se TOF Doon.
Bitters cold weath-- -motive power to the dome and the electric body would be much more easily made and taken
The little Pamphlet issmed by H. F. Thayer&
care of, and it would give a woman freer moyve-er and sharp frosts are reported in SoutheastCo., 18 Temple Place, Boston, gives full Seseriy:
lights has arrived and will be pat in the east
tion of Heally’sV.
ble Tonic Pills, and the fiern Europe.——A plot to assassinate the Egyp- room of Halstead Observatory.
:
ment, greater ease gad comfort about her work
male weaknesses they cure.
tian Minister of War is discovered.
TE
Brown's IRON BITTERS is
and play, and would be an aid to good health
William Black intends to accompany Norman
rather than, as now, a drag upon her strength.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12.—Five thousand Lockyer and the other members of the comcomposed of Iron in soluble
No remedy in the world ever came into sugh
Jews.were recently expelled™rom Moscow and
universal use, or has so fully won the confidence
But a genuine reform cannot be made by any one
mission appointed by the British Government
form; Cinchona the great
seven hundred persons have been arrested in
of mankind, as Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for the
to observe the coming solar eclipse.
woman, for it awaits the development of public
cure of Coughs, Colds and Consumption.
Odessa during the past few days.——France
tonic, together with other"
‘| opinion. But cannot we all lend a hantf here, snd
entertains a hope that the International MoneIt is proposed in Portland, Me, to give the
say on all proper occasions, that woman ’s dress is
standard remedies, making
There are mushroom growths in medi=
tary Conference will reassemble during the
children-h the public schools a longer summer
absurd, and inconvenient, and unbealthful, snd
present year.
cine. The sensatiohal style of advervacation thun they have hitherto enjoyed.
a remarkable non-alcoholic
that we wish for something better? Most
us tising forces them, for a brief space, into
"THURSDAY, APRIL 13.——The coronation of Three months is the period fixed upon.
tonic, which will cure Dyscan put less work and care upon our trimmings,
the Czar will take place at Moscow in August.
public notice.
Trust only such medi- |
Swarthmore College, at Media, Penn., which
and nore of us need wear a trained skirt, or, one
pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,
——An explosion on a steamer at Madgeburg
was recently destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt
reputation.
causes the death of four persons.— There
that touches the floor. We may all wear lpbose cines as are of established
Weakness, and relieve all...
and
opened
by
September
next.
You can make no mistake ‘in choosing
were 511 suspects in Irish prisons on April 1.
and warm clothing, and bear the weight upon our
Lung and Kidney diseases.
About fifty women graduates of various
FRIDAY, APRIL 14.—— Arrangements are in
shoulders rather than over the hips.
Various fe- AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, to cleanse
colleges recently met at Bostun to discuss the
progress in Russia for the emigration of twelve
male Weaknesses are supposed to be caused byt the blood and put new life and energy
higher
education
of
women.
It
was
decided
thousand Jews to America.——The Mexican
active labor, by much stauding upon the feu, by" ‘into the system, It is the most powerful
that physical eulture is the great necessity for
~ Government has closed a contract subsidizing
and the
a line of steamers between that country and
American women and the establishment of a mnch climbing of stairs in the pursuit of one’s blood=-purifier ever produced,
daily industry. They may be aggravated by these
department of - physical edueation
in the
England.——Lieutenant Harber “left Irkutsk
best Spring medicine.
.
causes after they have been once induced; but I
schools wus urged.
yesterday, for the north to assist in the search
Sold by all druggists.
Ask for AYER’'S
for the missing officers and crew of the ** Jeanhave serious doubts whether the weaknesses are
Mr. Thomas H. McGaw of Poughkeepsie, N.
nette.”
’
often really attributable to the causes-above SARSAPARILLA, and do not be per=
Y., has pledged $50,000 for a permanent enPrice,
$1;
SATURDAY, APRIL 15.—Five thousand dowment of the president’s chair of Amherst
named. Corsets and heavy skirts are the real of- suaded to take any other.
French iron workers are on a strike-~--It is College. _
six bottles for $5.
ce pre
tenders.
It is usually the case that the same work
5
phe
2
said that a mine has been discovered under the
might have been done—the standmg and the
The suggestive and inspiring teacher is the
Cathedral in which the Cz»sr is to be crowned.
Saperiorto
climbing—had the muscles of the body, beth exman who is born to his work, and who alone
-——Reports by way of Panama are to the effect
any. Highest
ternal
and
internal,
been
leit
free
and
unweighty
should perform it. A patron of a school was
that Chilian soldiers in Peru are dying by hunmedical authorities
by the elothing. How much is added to
Mit once heard to say: “I wish we could get sueh
dreds.
testifyto its delicacy of
®den
of
toil
and
worry
by
a
woman’s
long
a
teacher
as
we
had
last
year;
be
taught
the
tasté
and smell. Forsale by Droggists,
.MoNDAY, APRIL 17.—~—The trial of the Al. |
children
hundreds
of
things
they
never
thought
she
goeswabout
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work
indoors
and
out,
banians who recently murdered Commander
W.H.Schieffelin&Co(
25% 22 )N.Y.
of before, and my boy has pestered me with
and down, around the kitchen fire or cl
Selby in Asia Minor has begun at Constantinoquestisns ever since; he will scarcely give me
x Ripgs
of a Gratefal Heart and Gives
ple.——Tbe collar of the Order of Annunciafloor in an unsuitable dress.— Naz. Daptisi
any rest; he tells me everything he has heard
Horor whorc Iomer #3 Due,
tion is conferred ppon the King of Wurtemthere, and relates to me all the stories in his
berg by the King of Italy.
M
r
y
William
'W. Chadwick, of Hatchville,
Dr. Wm. A, Hammond finds overheated apart.
reading book, and makes comments on everyonn., Writes uider date of June 14, 1880, to
thing.” Such a teacher has a value beyond ments to be a potent cause of nervous irpltability.The Jeannette.
Kennedy, to say that the use of * Kenne‘expression; he remains an inspiring influence
If we would preserve our amiability and our tran- Dr.
The * Jeannette” sailed from San Francisco
dy’s Favorite Remedy” bas cured him of Gall
in his pupil®’ lives to the end of them.
These
quility
of
mind
we
should
live.
in
well-ventilated
Stone from which he had experienced everyfor the Arctic Ocean by way of Behrings Strait, teachers may be found, and they are always
rooms kept at a temperature of about sixtysfive
July 8, 1879, and in sixty days was fast in the
thio
but comfort for a long time. Mr. Chadappreciated—abstractly; it has not been disice off the coast of Siberia.
‘The vessel drifted
degrees.
#it
wholly cured when he wrote, and
covered that they are paid more liberally than
with the ice towards the northwest for-80
a
I have bad no pain for six months,
are the dullards of their profession.
days, when, after ‘several
days’
severe
j
ve also regained my flesh and can stand
crushing of the ice and
nipping of
the
a fair day’s work. I recommend ‘Kennedy's
Messrs. Stanford and Crocker, of San Fran-:
ship, she
was
forced
into
open
water
What
a
vast
amount
of
human
suffering
might
Favorite
Remedy’ to any one suffering from a
cisco, have done a wise and generous deed in
and drifted without control” till the evening of presenting the Ward collection of casts, bones
liver.” . Grateful patients are combe prevented did parents properly care for the feet de
the same day. She was then made fast against
and minerals to the Academy of Sciences in of their children. We do not tow refer to the mat- mon. Dr. Kennedy is daily in receipt 6f leta solid floe piece, and again froze in, and driftters from them, expressing similar sentirients. | New Hymnary,
that city. The collection, which eost $16,000,
ter of cleanliness, too often disregarded, but to
$40 per 100.
ed with the ice for nearly 19 months, thirteen
These letters are spontaneous, and put in all Book of Praise,
is to bear the name of the donors:
40 « 100
those points which aflect.the. deyelopment of the
of which were passed in pumping, night and
varieties
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phraseology,
but
invariably
setting
Nn
40
“ .100
feet, and directly concern the
future comfort of forth one thing ue
day, by steam and wind power.
value of “ Kennedy's Alleluia,
Good as Gold,
"30
the individual. Fortunately the days in which
¢ 100
At the expiration of this long period of susFavorite Remedy” for many forms of disease.
Science and Art.
the foot was squeezed into. the smallest possible
Good as Gold, (words only)
pense and
suffering, the ship “was badly”
It may be just the thing you have been lookMr. Huggins of London ‘has recently securcrushed by the movements of the ice, and,
Is your Liver disordered ? Have you
shee or boot, have gone by. But life-long trouble ing for.
10 «_ 100
ed a photograph of the spectrum of the nebula
when set free again.immediately savk with
derangement
of
the
Kidneys
or
Bladder,
assoof Orion, showing a new bright line in the may result from wearing shoes that are too large. ciated with Constipation ot the Bowels? If Songs for Little Folks, 30 ¢« 100
the national colors flying at the mast head."
When a shoe fits badly, and there is with every
invisible ultra violet. The picture was made
Can be ordered through any Bookseller
Meanwhile
the boats, provision, ete., had
80, you want “‘ Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.”
step a constant concussior or rubbing, the skin
ich Musie Dealer, Add postage if ordered
been transferred to the ice, and a raarch soath~ on. March 6th. He was just in timeto save
Dr. Kennedy practices Medicine and Surgery
anticipation by Professor Henry. Draper, of thickens at that poiut. At first his trdiible may
ward begun across it, which continued for
in all their branches.
Write and state your
42 days, until the adventurers landed on Ben- this city, who only a few evenings later also belong only to the surface skin or cuticle, but case frankly.
Letters promptly answered.
after a time the true skin is affected, and in some
nett
Island, where they remained for eight succeeded in getting a photograph of the same
Address Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, N.Y.
days.
They left this Aug. 6, 1831, and after thing, before the news of Mr. Hugking's succauses even the muscles may become involved, and
“‘ Dr. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy” for sale by
76 East Ninth Street, New York.
There isa
landing successively on four islands, set sail cess had reached this country.
1
81 Randolph Street, Chicago. ’
all druggists.
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curious difference, as yet unexplained, be- painfully diseased. The troubles, when small,
in three boats for the mouth of the Lena River,
are called corns; when largerand on the ball of
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An astonishing
range
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THIS AND THAT.

——Mrs.
Horace
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BALTIMORE,

MR. H.R. Stevens:

John |
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India
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Youn;

Wash
tan
The

ET, ONT.
Mi. FR. STRVENS—Dear
wir:
NEWMARK

For

non

There are now advertised at Hong Hong and

<n route to the Pacific coast, all due within the
next ninety daze, eight: steamers and nine sail-

ing vessels with coolieg'on board, besides the

_. regular steamers of the two China lines.

|

Prof. Gardner of Conn., who has been lect.

uring in this Yicinity on the Evils of Intemper-

ance, will lecture in Dr. Spalding’s (Cong.)
church Sunday evening.
J
The American Swedenborg Printing and
Publishing Society, No 20 Cooper Union, New
York,
all clergymen a full set of Swedenbo
Works, boxed for shipmest,
$7.00; omitting those previously giv’

.

.

>

Send name and address to Cragin & Co,
Philudelph
ia, Pa., for cook book free.
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man,

of

lofty stature—he

two inches~—and "keen,

measures

refined

face.

six

feet

e is

married to a Scotch lady and hus nine children.

He paints ull his landscapes out of doors in
the shelter of a three-sided hut, smoking away

industriously at his pipe the while,

for that: very

prevalent disease, chronic nasal catarrh, but none

which have given general satisfaction and become
acknowledgod standard
preparations except Dr.
sages Catarrh Remedy. "It has proved itself a
specific in the worst forms of the disease. By
druggists,
| My
.

3

8 370; Mo tum, shoice Band
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o PEAS.
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picked

e
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Gree

288

We

Hquidste their bila.
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Sif aii 0

(Springfield, h Mass., " Republican.)o

Edgar T. Page,

Chicopee alles ry

Esq., Drugglst,
A

@

writes us fr

ot Guenther, under

f eed horses, in Plronin :

Diluted in alcohol, in the proportion of one
100, nitro-glycerine can be kept oufely.;
a

——————————

to
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ie;

AY

Try it.

Printed on toned paper

AND STRAW. Eastern and Northem--Chojco

coarse $208 $21; Good $16 2 $18; Fine $15 $17;
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and always
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12 @ 15¢;
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JOHN

CHURCH

No. 5, Union Square,
New York.
5

VIRGINIA

Free!

& C0..

|CINCINNATI 0.

FARMS

AND MILLS

500 Jor Sale or Exchange, Write for free catalogue. R. B, CHAFFIN & CO., Richmond, Va.
dtleow
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pier

On
whic

journ
can 1

Mus. M. J. CHURCHILL,

6 Pinckney St.

I Am
MR.

Cured.

BOSTON, March 22, 183].
H. R. STEVENS—Dear sir: I suffered trom

Canker a great while, and tried most every well
known rewedy to cure me, but to no avail. At
last I bought a bottle of Vegetine, which helped
me, and | continued to use it, Now,
tully say, I am permanently cured.

1

can

truth.

Youcs, very truiy,
.
Miss L. A SPOONER,
+
3 Hawthorne Place.

10 re

‘From the Rev. S. B, Sweetser, Pastor Grace M. E,
Church,

Springfield,
Mass.

Hoatin R. STEtEN--Dear Sir:
ut

the

#,

:

One year ago,

1 was afflicted with Scrolu-

By

advice

of Rev.
Geo. W. Mansfield, who had been much benefitted
by your medicine, I wrote to you and shoruly after commenced using it. I took several bottles of
Vegeune and was entirely cared. I have waited
to see if there would be any return of the” disease.
Nearly aLyoar has 8 Passed} I find not one symptom
ofit. I do most
cheerfully recommend dro
for the complaints for which it is recommended. I
remain, sir,

Very

”

their

rgur

lous nt
Catarr|
.
tolerabiy from Neu
. For two months my
nights were seasons ol
y. After a troubled
sleep In the early hours, I would awake anywhere
between 1 and 3 A. M., with the most excruciating
sufferings in my head, and be ferced to walk my
study fluor the rest of the Bight,
During the day,
also, I was often attacked with
diz zines, both upon the street and at home. so that it seemed for
minute or so that consciousness was about toa
leave me. This state of affairs continued until my
nerves were sadly unstrung, and 1
n to fear
organic disease of the brain.

But ti
abuse

cates

SPRINGFI eLD, MASS., Dec. 29, 1881.

some
closethe ta

_ great
dred

“AJ
and t
close
the et

keep
tian t!
saint
walke
Hoe w

truly yours,

8. B. SWEETSER.

:

Police Officer’s Report.
Boston, Jan. 19, 1841.
MR, H, R. STEVENS—Dear Sir: Iam
pleased to
add my name to the long list of subscribers to the
virtae of ** VEGKTINE.” Have been for some years
ou nignt duty in the

police department.and troub-

Jed with the worst kind of ulcerated sore throat,
consulting the best physicians in the city, taking
nauseating doses, undergoing pamful surgical
Spertions, and laying off from duty for ong peri.

8. About a year

go

1 was

persuaded

by

friends (having mo faith
myself) to try ** VEGETINE.” Am happy to say in that time have had no
recurrence of sore throat or any other sickness,
and bave gained 25 lbs. of flesh; only taking three
bottles of your justly celebrated
preparation.
Iam, sir, with much esteem, yours very truly,
WM. G. HAWES. Police Station 10.

Vegetine in England.
»
HALIFAX, N, 8., Dec. 13, 1881,
H. R. STEVENS, E:q., Boston, Mass.—Iear Sir:

I take pleasure in informing you that I have had

presui

tinker
learne

stead

perate

andre

Bunys
critics
the a
what

ought
er for
And 3

of my

My sister, in England, has been ailing from Ne

them

vous Prostration,

Want of Appetite

and

General

Debility. I took ber a bottle of Vegetine en ‘my
last visit, und sent her half a
n since. At
last accounts, she writes me she has greatly im.
proved, and feels as though she would soon be us
- well as ever. Iam sure your Vegetine would have
2 large sale in England if introduced into that
un!
Believe me,
yours very
truly,
eto.

LO

ery Hu

a MAHON.

Of Mahon Bros, Dry Goods Merebants.
————

.

Two Bottles

tity

SAN

FRANCISCO,

H. R. STEVENS,

Boston

me what it was,

failed
could not

n

]

C.

"Mav

May

%0,

unto 1

argu

binds
from p
ure, w
Jour ¢
nar] |
You a

—Done

mugio

1881.

Bir

done ;

I

unable to tell

God, g
tion fy

physicians in this-city prescriv,

Now, |

physicians being

Drs, Maxwell,

Jo Rash for

n,

nettle rash,

Halc and

some

ercu-

ve relief, und I became so bad that
or attend to business. Iwo bot

have cured me,

and I cheerfully

R. F. FITZGERALD.

Canker-Humeor Cured.
' PROVIDENCE, R.I.. Feb, 25, 1881.

Mr, H.R. 8TEVs N8—Sir, After
ing & number of remedies, was cured of the
-Cunker Humor by taking several bottles of Vegetine, Yours,
;

Sugge

impriy

ought

Cured Me.

was aflicted with a most Qi

‘several months,

!

his da

occasion to nse your well-known Vegetine.
For
some time I felt yun down from too-close applica:
tion to business. I had only used two or three
bottles of Jour populir ‘medicine, when I felt
greayly invigorated, and fit for almost any kind of
ark
connection with our large dry goods busi-

and hand.

;

JOH]

BOSTON, MASS, Feb, 5, 1851,
STEVENS~I have used your Vegetine
found it just what I needed. «1 would
it to all as a great blood puriter.,
very respectiuily

J. EDGAR

CRANDALL,

No. 22 Perkins Si.
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recommend it as the Ne Plus Ultra of blood medi”
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St.

Yours respectfull
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Wilds Hotel has used that remarkable remed
. dacob’s Oil, for a severe case of rheunihtismHs choice $17; Rye 8
and it cured him, ag
if by magic, He also used it | Oat Straw $9.

spraius, sores elc., and it cures every time.
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ONT., March 17, 1881.
H. R. STEVENS, Esq.—
Dear
dir: As I have
used your medicine,

“Sunday-School Song Book!

paign.
Longfellow seems to buve
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A remedy reeting on the basis of intrinsic worth
Jewels valued at $100,000 belotging to the received recognition both as landscape and fig»| demands tbe confidence of all. Dr. Bul’s
Cough:|
ture painter.
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Syrup
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ited States in July. She has been absent
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